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Dear Colleague:
0

The Massachusetts Legislature passed 'the Community Mental Health and Retar-
dation Act (Chapter 735) almost a decade ago. It may, therefore, seem strange
now'to publish a Resource Manual for use by those developing Such programs.
The truth, however, is that comprehensive programs'still are lacking in many parts
of the state. Even where they do exist, the clinical 'elements of basic services,
organizational patterns for administering them, staffing needs; and costs and in-
come sources often are ambiguous or confused.

The Task Force on Community Mental Health Program Components was organ-
ized in spring 1974 at the request of former Commissioner William Goldman under
the initial chairmanship of Dr. Robert Cserr to assemble information about these
issues. The Task Force's mandate was to analyze ways in which unresolved clinical
and adniinis(trative issues affect direct and indirect care for the adult mentally III.
Similar analyses, obviously, are very much needed if services to Children, the
elderly, and retarded are to be improved. Such analytic efforts, however, were
'beyond this Task Force's scope of responsibility and should be assigned-future
task forces.

Administered by United Community Planning Corporation with the partial support
of a 314(D) grant from the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health, the Task
Force met regularly from spring 1974 to spring 1975. The thinking and recommen-
dations of its members, both service providers and actual consumers, were par-
ticularly guided by these principles:(1) state hospital phase downs require greater
efriphasis on community-based services for persons previously cared for in in-
stitutions; and (2) budgetary cutbacks at the state and federal levels require that
appropriated funds be used as effectively andfficiently as possible.

This Resource Manual produced by our Task Force is intended for members of
Area Boards, Area Directors, and other citizens and professionals concerned with
program development at the community level. The program desciiptions included
In the Manual are intended as examples only; they need not be emulated if deem-
ed Irrelevant to local circumstances. No single program pattern is applicable to all
catchment areas, and local concerns., must be considered in the planning and
operating of community services.

The Manual's primary orientation is towards procedures for meeting the needs of
adults through consultative, ambulatory, 'emergency, and other non-inpatient serv-
ices. Hospital care should be provided only in,V.ioise limited instances where it is
essential. A correlate of this orientation is that metal health programs are part of
the larger network of human services; the former can be effective only when the
latter are available and accessible.

This orientation to meeting our population'S mental health needs contains many
implications for altered Department_of Meetal Health services, new staff roles, and
modified administrative structureSAumerous suggestions for necessary changes
are contained in the Ma Stirothers_will occur to the reader. Program and
staffing modifications sistent with the Manual's orientation already have been
initiated by the D tment of Mental Health, but follow-up is needed to insure
their continuing imp ementation. We hope this Manual contributes to this process.
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The Task Force expresses its appreciation to former Co missioner William Gold-
man for his firm support of its activities during the past y r. The community men-
tal health principles and practices described in this Man I reflect much of Dr.
Goldman's vision for how best to meet the needs of adult mentally ill persons.
Commissioner Lee Mqcht, a member of the Task Force, also provided invaluable
assistance in the preparation and production of this Manual. Finally, the Task
Force expresses its appreciation to James Pisciotta of United Community Man-
ning Corporation for his outstanding staff work. Mr. Plsclotta,insured that our work.
Pfoceeded smoothly and efficiently; he contributed to the substance of this
Manual; and he directed its prodUction.

Sincerely,

Gerald L.,Krerman, M.D.
Eric Lindemann Mental Health Center

Herbert C..Schulberg, Ph.D.
United CommunityPlanning Corporation

Co-Ch Airmen
Task Farce on Community Mental Health Program Components
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LEE B. MACHT, M. D.

CONISSIONER

XeroviiiimmemillitA&iarLiett.de
0.q/pexednelic/Xntgegzeil

190 PORTLAND STREET BOSTON. MASS 02114

TO: Department of Mental Health Personnel, DATE: May 15: 197&
Clients and Their Fdmilies,
and All Concerned Citizens

In 1966 the General Court enacted Chapter 735 of the General Laws which restruc-
tured the Department of Mental Health and laid the groundwork, for a system of
area-based comprehensive community mental health care. There has been slow
but steady progress toward this goal. The Department and the public policy of the
Commonwealth are committed to the development, area by area, of community
services linked to upgraded hospital-based services. Our goal is to arovide
highest quality, accessible, relevant care to all of the people of the Com-
monwealth. Our services must relate to citizen needs as they define them, be
provided where our clients wish to enter our system and where we can best serve
them, whether in the neighborhood, central mental health center facility, hospital,
or as part of another community agency. if

Why has it been so difficult to achieve this goal? Our problems ?ave een
budgetary, organizational, attitudinal and educational. The report virlich waseprepared by United Community Planng Corporation and the Depaitme t
Mental Health over a year ago entitled "Community Mental Health and The, Mental
Hospital" described many of our dilemmas.

This Resource Manual, developed by the United Community Planning Co--
poration/Department of Mental Health Task Force on munity Mental Health
Program Components, is a second step in the process of ,cur evolution tovtfard
community-based care linked to hospital services. The Manual was largely written
during the tenure of Commissioner William Goldman who commissioned it and
who devoted considerable energies to its development. It reflects an attempt to
build upon the changes which were beginning during the tenure of Commissioner
Milton Greenblatt and the earlier planning which occurred during the com-
missionerships of Drs. Jack Ewalt and Harry Solomon.

Community mental health is not new to Massachusetts and it is my distinct
pleasure, as the current Commissioner, to accept and totally 'endorse this ex-
cellent Resource Manual, This endorsement represents the continuing commit-
ment of the Department and the Commonwealth to this system of care. Further, it
represents a recognition that a Manual such as this is essential in providing
guidelines and information as we educate ourselves to continue to fulfill the man-
date of Chapter 735.

The Manual should be read, studied and discussed by staff, concerned citizens,
planners and students alike. It should become a cornerstone of our educational, .

planning and program development and operation efforts, It is -a very useful
attempt: to assist in the implementation of our work to develop community-based
services of the highest possible quality.

The Manual should be viewed in the context of organizational and budgetary
changes which must occur over the next months and years including the develop-
ment of a plan and its implementation statewide for a system of mental health care
based in the community with the active participation of citizens.

There is no question that our efforts to maintain progress occur during a very dif-
ficult period. However, I have no question that we can maintain our momentum,
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consolidate our gains, and continue our long piocess of constructive change." The,-

current context highlights the need to demonstrate fiscal responsibility on all our
parts. This is not inconsistent with our basic goals of quality care and, community
program development. We will need creative adminiStration, imaginative planning
and implementatidn, and enduring commitment to our. goals, This Resovrce
Manual is an integral part of those efforts and embodies these principles. We are -
all Indebted to those whose talents and experience led to its development. The
Department, Cornmonwealth, and I personally ,commend it to you, as you par-
ticipate with us to make the dreams of the .late fifties and sixties the concrete .

realities of the seventies.

Lee B:Macht, M.D.
Commissioner

-1"
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ERRATUM P. 21, Column 2

An emergency service which is part of.apsychiatric facility could
offer program coverage in greuater depth and at leis expense if the legal
right (Annotated_ Laws of Massachusetts,-Chapte 123, Section 12) to apply
for another person's hospitalization (i.e. transport the''person to a 4iental0
hospital for examination) is extended to nurses with. Master's Degrees in-
Psychiatric Nursing, Social Workers with Master's Degrees of Sociai. Work,
and licensed psychdlogists. At present,.this.is legally restricted to psy-
chiatrists and policemen.

Although the,above may seem a radiqkl, suggestion, in many mental ,health
centers it is already the current practice to provide masters-level nurses,
social workers, and psychologists with "Section 12" applications presigned
by a psychiatrist. It is recognized that persons thus trained are as able

ik' udge the necessity for hospitalization assessment as psychiatrists. In
t ,e light these ealities, legal recognition, and protection should be ex-
tended to the highly trained me al health personnel ho are expected in the
course of,their jobs to transp t persons for psychiatric assessment. This
legal riaht should adhere to a specific Department of Mental Health job slot
or funcabn and would be extremely useful in rural and suburban areas.

The need to adequately protect the civil rights of persons Who may be-
comepatients-must receive the highest priority under existing as well as
proposed procedures. Emergency service personnel, whether operating from a
hospital or a nonpsychiatric service, must routinely inform both the prospec-
tive patient and any other interested parties,such as the faMily and friendsof the iirospIctive patient's civil rights. Moreover, all persons with the
power to ttaff_sport persons to'hospitals for psy6hiatrfc assessment should pa
a course on the civil rights of patients and then be held legally accounts
for insuring that these.civil rfghts are'protected.
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Summary
Almost a decade' has passed since the Massachu-,
setts Legislature in 1966 passed the Community
Mental Health and Retardation Act (Chapter 735).
Much has been accomplished during this period.
Comprehensive mental health services are being
provide in many parts of the state and emotionally
disturbed-persons often can obtain rapid and effec-
tive help. However, even, more still remains to be
done in helping the mentally Ill obtain necessary
care. espite our present public policy of expanding
serves in each catchment area, 80 percent of state
fun s for mental health care is still allocated to men-
tal hospitals. The vast majority of this money is
utilized for the inpatient care of psychotic adults;
only approximately 11 percent is directed towards

ildren's services.

The 1973 Report of the Massachusetts Mental
Hisspital Planning Project asserted that the aims and
provisions of Chapter 735 will not be achieved until:
(1) program and clinical responsibility for the
residents of a catchment area are shifted from the
state hospital, as an institution, to art area program
with its own director and (2) the resources so long
controlled by the hospitals also are shifted to the
arealevel.

What obstacles impede these shifts and continued
progress towards the goal of comprehensive com-
munity mental health services? Without a doubt, ad-
ministrative patterns, personnel policies, fiscal con-
cerns, and ambivalent community attitudes are
lingering impediments. We, nevertheless, must \J-4
move forward in the next crucial phase of providing
the full array of basic services needed 'within each
catchment area.

ComPreherisive programs should be designed upon
the basis of identified mental health needs and
locally established priorities so that the resulting
combination of services is geared to the specific and
unique requirements of the catchment area. In addi-
tion to being comprehensive, local programs should
be physically accessible, insure continuity of care,
and pursue. nondiscrIminatory admissions and
treatment policies. It also is vital that the services
basic to a community mental health program func-
tion as .components of the larger human services
system meeting clients' other needs. No mental
health service is fully effective or even relevant un-
less it islinked to the total caregiving system.

The Eight Basic Services
As the planning of comprehensive programs pro-
ceeds within ,each catchment area, citizen boards
and program directors should strive to insure the
availability of eight basic. services. For each service
component, they will have to consider organizational
auspices, clinical elements, staffing patterns,
necessary facilities, costs, and income sources.

Knowledge and sophistication about these dimen-
sions vary considerably. Much is known about
clinical and professional requirements, relatively lit-
tle is known about associated costs and potential in-
come sources. This Manual, therefore, seeks to
describe contemporary expert opinion while rec-
ognizing that significant knowledge gaps still remain
to be filled.

The eight basic services provided within the catch-
ment area should be viewed as comprising a Clinical
continuum. Service 1 consultation and education

is at one extreme while service 8 hospitaliza-
tion is at the other. Consultation and education
usually should be the mental health professional's
initial Intervention of choice. Hospitalization should
be utilized only after all interrriediate interventions
have been exhausted.

The eight basic services are the following:

1. tonsultation and Education. Most of the mental
health professional's time is spent in providing
direct services to clients, but the indirect service
of consultation and education also is necessary
in extending his/her efforts. Consultation' and
education is the provision of technical assist-
ance by an expert to individual and agency
caregivers in lation to specific mental health-
related work pro !ems. The C&E is advisory in
nature, and the consultant has no direct respon-
sibility for Its .acceptance and implementation.

Consultation activities can be categorized as
client or case centered, and program centered.
The former focuses upon the interpersonal
relationship between consultees and their
clients; the latter deals with problems in plan-
ning, developing, managing, evaluating, and
coordinating services affecting the community's
rykenfal health. Most mental health consultation
focused inititaliy on client-centered issues, but
in recent years increased effort has been
directed towards program consultation. The
precise balance of consultation and education
activites should be established in relation to a
mental health center's goals and priorities, the
staff's expertise, the population's needs, and
the range of caregivers in the community. '

Consultation and echication remains a relatively
Underdeveloped service inmost mental health
centers; in Fiscal Year 1974 only five percent of
an area's mental health budget was expended
on this basic program component. Among the
complex reasons for this situation is the reluc-
tance of most funding sources to pay for in-
direct clinical care. Current arrangements
between mental, health clinics and public
welfare offices for Medicaid reimbursement of

I .J
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case consultation may be the harbinger of ex-
panded fiscal support.

2. Emergency Services. American society has
a
developed sophisticated systems for handling
medical emergencies but the other psycho-
social crises of daily life generally are met
in haphazard ways. Comprehensive "crisis -
emergency teams" shave' been difficult to es-
tablish since most caregivIng personnel seek to
clearly delimit areas of responsibility while peo
pie and their problems rarely conform to x -
tablished guidelines. Various "model" emer en-
cy services now exist, and they includ such
diverse elements as general hospital car) , men-
tal health assessment and intervention, hotlines,
and counterculture settings.

Personnel operating an emergency service
should possess the clinical skills, expeiriences,
and language fluency appropriate to the serv-
ice's clients. This.is most readily insured when
staff reflect the characteristics'Of the population
as a whole in terms of sex, socio-economic
background, and educational attainment.

An emergency service which is part of a psy-
c atric facility couJd,funfron more effectively if
t legal right to/admit Atients for 10 days in-
oiuntary, observation were extended to

master's degree nurses and social workers, and
licensed psychologists. The need to protect the
civil rights of persons who may become patients
must receive the highest priority under existing
as well as proposed procedures.

3. Ambulatory Services. Well-eetablished out-
patient services increasingly are being termed
"ambulatory" to emphasize the mobility of both

;staff providing services and the clients receiving

i the. Rather than being concentrated in centralm
facilities, ambulatory services now emanate

- from local and even neighborhood sites. In fact,
the optimal target population for this service
may be as low as 10,000 people.

Ambulatory care can be categorized Into three
major types: (1) informaticM, screening, and
referral services; (2) problem evaluation, ex-
amination, and assessment services; (3) treat-
ment or counseling services. All three types //
should be delivered within a philosophy of out-i
reach, prevention, and early identificatibn. At
the various stages of diagnosis, treatment plan-
ning, and clinical review; clients and their
families should be inforrned of what is oc-
curring. Differing skill levels are needed' to
provide these services, and .several staffing
trends are apparent. Most notably, highly
trained professionals are assuming increased
consultative responsibilities while para-
professionals and volunteers are being used as
therapists.

2
r-
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State-spo cored clinics and mental health
center traditionally provided the Iargpst
volu e of ambulatory service. More recently, '

th growth of third, -party payment mechanisms
as generated increased services among /

private nonprofit as well as proprietary
organizations, and clients In many parts Of the
state can now choose among diverse resource's.
Existing models of ambulatory care also differ in
accordance with the catchment area's urban,
suburban, or rural nature.

4. Day and Evening Treatment Service,. His clear
that whqn properly organlzpd end linked to
other human services, day and evening treat-
ment Is equal to, or superior to, acute psy-
chiatric hospitalization for a broad cross - section
of disturbed persons needing intensive care
(Level l). Day and evening treatment also is es-
sential in caring for clients requiring longer term
treatment and rehapitit I (Level II), After be-
ing significantly urn u I ized for many years,
'day and evenirib a nt has been among the
fattest groviin sere,I e elements in expanding
community p granis.

The size of day and evening center will vary In
accordance with the catchment area's popula-
tion, density and transportation patterns; the
mini urn to maximum number of persons
sere d by a program unit can range from 10 to
70 rollees. Treatment programs should in-
ciu resocializatibn and rehabilitation ac-
tivities, preferably based in a "therapeutic com-
munity" format which permits individuals to at-
tain their own maximum levels.

The staff of a day and evenIng_treatment center
must have the interests, abilities, and motivation
to function in an innovative setting. Experience
has shown that many personnel without formal
graduate training are highly skillful in assisting
'patients. Staffing patterns should vary with the
intensity ,ef treatment services; Level II
programs, therefore, should pot require that all
staff have extensive forsmal mental health train-
ing.

5. Vocational Rehabilitation. An 'emotionally dis-
turbed person's need to maintain employment
has not received adequate attention from men-
tal health and rehabilitation programs despite
our society's emphasis upon productivity and
self-support. Both federal and state legislation
now recognize vocational rehabilitation of the
severely disabled as a priority; and new oppor-
tunities, thus, exist . for the Massachusetts
Departmebt of Mental Health and the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation CoMm fl, sslon to
work cooperatively. w '

Depending On the person's needs: vocational
rehabilitation including evaluation -and counsel-

1. '5
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Ing may be a brief or extended process.
Changes in work placement should relleCt the
person's capacity, with the rehabitkation
process resulting in a gradual increase in func-
tioning and 'maximizing of potential. Work per-
formed by psychiatric patients need not be only
in the competitive work force; persons unable to
pertorm at this level can be provided
meaningful and successful experiences in
sheltered bettIngs.

.
The effectiveness 'of vocational rehabilitation
can be furthered by appointing a community
rehabilitation coordinator in each,,catchment
area. The, coordinator would be respdnsible for
overseeing not only vocational rehabilitation ac-
tivities but also community residences and
socialization and recreational programs. The
organization of an area's vocational rehaabilita-
lion workers into teams provides another effec-
tive vehicle for ImpleMenting. local programs.

6. Social Rehabilitation. Many mentally ill persons
need assistance in learning to cope and adjust
within social situations. Rehabilitation services
emphasizing the development of 'social skills
are essential. They may be offered as a compo-

- nent of larger piograms, or they may be provid-
ed as a free-standing service.

Social rehabilitation services generally include
some or all of these elements: remotivation,
resocialization, skills of daily living, and recrea-
tion. Appropriate settings for providing these
services include social clubs, common interest
groups, and psycho-soCial rehabilitation
centers. All of these settings permit the mentally
ill to seek meaningful community support
thropghpeer group assistance.

The staffing of social rehabilitation programs
should include a broad range of skills, with less
.concern for specialization than may Ce the case
with regard to clinical services. Particularly
valuable are individuals with broad back-
grounds who can prcnilde sdveral types of ser-
vice once trained.

7. Community Residences. Clinicians have
become' increasingly sophJsticated in .rninimiz-
,ing long-term inpatient care,and it is evident
that several groups of patients can be main-
tained successfully In community residences.
These people range from those who in crisis
require short-term, intensive nonmedical super-
vision and support to those who after Jong
periods of hospitalization are capable of per-

- sonal care taut lack social skills and competen-
cies, In response to the differing needs of each
of thee groups, several types of community
residences have evolved, which include group
residences, halfway houses, cooperative

e apartments, and -fostet families. Residents
n

. ,

accept varying degrees of responsibility In each
setting.

Each. community residence must Insure a varie-
ty of services, not Just physical shelter, to assist
residents in managing their mental health as
well as basic soclo- recreational needs. These
services Inclube Intake/screening, goal
development, daily programs, recreation, and
professional psychiatric, medical, dental, ancj
rehabilitation care. Residents should be en-
couraged to utilize local community resources
as Would any other Citizen In the community;
providing all services within the residence itself
is akin to Institutional programming and should'
be discouraged.

8. Hospital Care and Treatment. A key goal of
community mental health programs is to reduce
kospitalization and to-shorten its duration when
required. Once an area has developed a com-
prehensive resource network, It, should, be able
to handle many and perhaps even all persons
now admitted to hospitals. Since hospital care is
the most costly of all'services, Its use should be
limited to circumstances where: medical
diagnostic and treatment facilities are needed;
security of the client and/or the community re-
quires 24-hour care; treatment can be con-
trolled only in a hospital setting; and no other
facility is appropriate for around-the-clock
observation. Area program staff should con-
sider hospital care as being potentially needed
by the adult mentally ill, both' those currently
residing In state hospitals and those acutely dis-
turbed; aggressive and potentially violent male
and female patients; legal dffenders; children;
developmentally disabled persons; adole,scents;
the elderly; alcoholics; and drug dependiint per-
sons. With all of these groups, inpatient care
should be the major treatment of :choice only
undethe previously mentioned circumstances.

Inpatient services can, be provided in unitized
programs of state hospitals, community mental
health centers, private psychiatric hospitals,
and in psychiatric, units of general hpspitals.
Clinicians should design treatment plans so that
the patient and members of his/her social
network take responsibility when possible for
defining the problem and changing
troublesome relationships. Thus, the social and')
physical environment in which a person is
treated is, in itself, a key factor' in treatment
success.

Area Program Administration
Effective administration of a comprehensive area
program proliiding the,eight basic services requires
that the area be responsible lor planning, develop-
ing, Monitoring, evaluating, and managing its own
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activities and resources: Area offices, therefore,
must be established wittrthe ',capacity to manage
their own affairs. The- hinctiOns performed by an
area office cam, be gremped into six major
categories: (1) executive, (2) clinical services ad-
ministration. (3) business, (4) community participa-
tion, (5) evaluation and data systems, and (6)
resource development.

'Staffing patterns fdr area offices must be adequate
, to implement these six major functions. Since the
.major thrust of area phagramming is tower decen-
tralization and tailoring of structures _to uni ue area
needs. it is best not to delineate 'a single \staffing
pattern relevant to all existing and future programs.
Administrative needs necessarily differ from
program to program. Nevertheless, in all instances
the staffing of an area ofticeshould include an Area
Director assigned overall responsibility, and other
personnel with the clinical competence and
technical expertise to administer sizable budgets.

Area administration should be funded in relation to
the-size of an area's program budget, approximating
seven to eight percent of the total funds in areas
with very large budgets and 10 percent or more in
areas with small budgets. Administrative resources
from phased-down state hospitals as welras from
the Department of Mental Health's Central Office
could be reallocated to achieve area-level
managerial capability.

Expanded administrative structures at the area level
should not merely be another added layer of
bureaucracy. Instead, as community programs ex-
pand and appropriate functions and resources of in-
stitOtions are transferred to them, the related func-
tions and resources 'of the regional offices and the
Central Office should similarly be transferred to
area-level administrators.

I

The goal of administrative flexibility and program
creativity at the area level requires that the
Legislature forego its practice of exercising line.item
fiscal control over mental health budgets, Ad-
ministrators incapable of managing programs within
prescribed standards of responsibility and accoun-
tability should be relieved of their duties; constrain-
ing,them by excessive controls is an inappropriate.
so/talon.

Implementing_Community Mental
Health .Programs
Each ot the eight services integral to a catchment
area's cmprehensive program has unique clinical
aharacteristics, staffing requirernents, cost con-.
siderations, etc. However, Yftese services also 'are
closely linked and interdependent and when viewed. -
collectively, certain trends and program directions
become %Lite evident. An awareness'of these trends
and directions helps *in 'coping with ..the forces

ti

a'
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facilitating, or. Impeding the achievement of locally,
establiShed program goals. .

a

6

Organizational Auspices. The Department of Mental
'Health has been the major service provider In
Massachusetts, and it has established many in-
novative and pioneering programs°. However,
publicly operated programs are subject to many
governmental constraints; and the alternative of
contracts with. voluntary and private agencies is now
receiving increased attention. Contricting has many
well-known advantages such as budgetary control
and flexibility. Perhaps most significant in times of
fiscal austerity is that nonpublic agencies can bill
third-party sources and. retain the receipts for direct
use in mental health programs. Third-party
payments obtained by the Department of Mental
Health revert to the Commonwealth's General Fund.
In order to achieve maximum benefit from varied
funding sources, Area Boards should decide *Mich
program components ca best be contracted, which
should be provided th'ib4h Department of Mental
Health'staff, and which in combination.

Program, Components. CommUnity mental health
programs. are shifting away from the predominant
emphasis now placed upcip hospital care and are
utilizing ambulatory services to attar greater qxtent.
These alternative interventions better meet client'
needs during crises, they reduce dependency, and
they are more economic.

in planning comprehensive area programs, ad-
ministratorshould consider how best to distribute
the more than 70 clinical, administrative, and sup-
port functions integral to these programs. Some
system functions such as recordkeeping must be ,
performed' by all ofthe basic services; other System,
functions such as the dispensing end* supervising of
medication are perforined best by some ervlces
but not by others.

Recent progreSS in expanding communttI mental
health programs will not be sustained unless ever-
emerging problems are resolved. Those problems
looming most prominently are: local opposition and
resistance to neighborhood residences; concern
about potentially adverse economic effetts in,
locales YVhere state hospitals are phased down; and
fear of labor unions ,anct professional groups about
job _security. fqrlheir -members when personnel are
redeployed from state hospitals to community-

programs:,

Clients and Their Families. Mentally ill persons are
highly vulnerable to the whims and dictates of.
caregivers, and safeguards must be established td
insure that even well-intentioned but destructive ac.-
kiwis are not directed against them. The '"civil rights
officer" approach thus far ila'S been of liMited effec-_
tiveness in Department of, Mental Health facilities,
but. possibly' can be made to work with more staff.
Perhaps the best safeguard against abusing the
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mentally ill is to have them and their famill
participate in treatment planning and edisi
making.. They not only have a right p d&so, it is
good treatment practice as well

'Staffing. Providing the full range of community-Men-
tal health services within each catchmerrf area will
require shifts in staff utilization patters* for exam-
ple, in Fiscal Year 1974, 67 percent of an area's
mental health budget was allocated for the staffing
of adult inpatient services. Given present fiscal
stringenc)es, some of these resources must be
shifted if clinical alternatives to hospitalization are to
flourish. Since personnel reallocations inevitably
create anxiety about lob iecurity, staff reassign-
ments must preceed in carefully delineated ways.

Community mental health programs have offered,
expanded job opportuni,ties for white male
professionals, but woman and minority group
members have benefited less. The administrative
principle should be that of having a staff which
reflecti She composition- of the population being
served. Also to be considered. in this regard are
fotmer psychiatric patients and volunteers, two
grouPs possessing relevant skills but un-
derrepresented in predent staffing patterns.

.

and. Income Sources. Few, If any,s4
sive mental health programs exist, as yet In
husetts so that only tentative projections can
e about 'their costs. Area mental health
averaged approximately $2 million in Fiscal
4, and costs will grow with program expan-
Inflation. The delivery Of services' through

ity-babed facilities, thus, should not be
s generating fiscal savings. Instead, this
ystem is intended to Increase efficiency
tiV'eness by providing timely care which

patie 's -stil?'sequent dependency and

t
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Section I. into the Community: Problems and Progress

Reform of the system whereby care Is provided the
mentally ill has been going on ever since people and
their governments decided to help emotionally dis-
turbed persons. The current wave of reform inten-
sified after World War II. Particular concern was
directed to the quality of care provided in the public
mental health system, and these concerns led to
passage of the 1963 Federal Community Mental
Health Centers Act. The federal legislation provided
funds to help states develop comprehensive plans
incorporating the community mental health concept,
it appropriated $150 million to the National Institute
of Mental Health for construction and staffing of
centers during Fiscal Years1965-1970, and It led to
defining the functions of a Community mental health
center.

The Massachusetts Mental Health Planning Project
was established in 1963 with the.support of federal
planning funds to review the service needs of
Massachusetts citizens and to recommend the
structures required to establish comprehensive
state programs. The Project's 1965 recommen-
dations became the' basis for Chapter 735, the
Massachusetts Comprehensive Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Services Act passed in 1966.
This statute produced the following actions:

1. The state was divided into 37 catchment areas
grouped into seven regions; ,

2. The Area Board mechanism was established for
citizen participation in local program planning
and policy-making; and

3." A decentralized, community-based service
delivery system was. initiated for children and
adults. The Department of Mental Health was, to
provide within each area a comprehensive
range of services, including inpatient and out-
patient servic , 4-how emergency services,
partial hospi Nand consultation and
education.

Many steps - ve been taken since 1966 toward
achieving the goals of Chapter 735. In 1969, the
state hospitals were directed to unitize geograph-
ically so as to align plans and services with the
catchment areas they serve. Community. mental
health programs have been funded by both the
Commonwealth and the National Institute of Mental
Health and a wide network of community-based
services are in various stages of operation and plan-
ning.

Action has not kept full pace with intentions,
however. Despite the stated goal of expanded com-
munity mental health care In Massachusetts, an
analysis bf the Department of Mental Health's
operating budgets between 1962 and 1972 revealed
that the vast majority of public resources were still
allocated to the state hospitals for inpatient care of
psychotic adults. Table 1-1 shows that the state
hospitals' Fiscal Year 1974 expenditures of $93
million still consumed approximately 80 percent of
state mental health funds (excluding retardation
programs), Furthermore, estimates prepared by the
'Department of Mental Health indicate that $73
million of the $89 million available for mental health
services in Fiscal Year 1974 were allocated for in-
patient care of adults.' Services provided Children in
Fiscal Year 1974 through all Department of Mental
Health programs (excluding retardation facilities)
'comprised only 11 percent of the] mental. health
budget.2

In recent years, the term "deinsti tionalization" has
become a nationwide symbol f r attempts to fulfill
the intent of Community Ment Health Acts. The
term Incorporates four main g s of the reform
movement:'

1. Mental health services should be located
in local settings rather than in large institutions
distant from the geographic areas being served;

2. Extensive use of inpatient services should be
reduced and care expanded;

3. The populations served should be broadened;
and ti

4. Dependency in patients should be minimized by
develojng comprehensive programs which:
help to prevent a "revolving door" approach to
care.

In recognition of the need to generate new momen-
tum for the continued development of community
mental health programs, the Massachusetts Mental
Hospital Planning Project was established in 1972
as a joint citizen and professional endeavor ualer
the sponsorship of United Community Planning Cor-
poration (formerly United Community, Services of
Metropolitan Boston) and the Massachusetts
Department of Mental 'Health. The Project's final
report, "Community Mental Health and.jpe Mental
Hospital," was released in February 1M4, and it
stated that the aims and provisions of Chapter 735

. .

' ata assembled by Mark McGrath. Special Executive Assistant to the Commissioner, Department of Mental Health.
*

' data assembled by Dr. Mary Jane England, Director of Planning and Manpower for Children's Services, Department of Mental Health.

' Copies of this report are available at $2.00 each from United Community Planning Corporation. 14 Somerset Street, Boston, Mas-

sachusetts 02108. .
":,-
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Table 1-1. Department of Mental Health Fiscal Year 1974 Expenditures
Mental Health Services', 2

Personnel
Costs
01.02

Support
Costs
03-16

State Hospitals Expenditures Accounts Accounts

Northampton $ 9,225,060 $ 7,433,253 $ 1,791,807
Grafton 3,228,435 2,871,330 357,105
Gardner 5,302,130 4,449,997 852,133
Worcester 10,286,279 8,610,882 1,675,397
Metropolitan 8;733,724 7,208,823 1,524,901
Danvers ,,. 8,767,769 7,036,360 1,731,409
Medfield 6,904,435 5,602,609 . 1,301,826
Westborough 8,295,654 7,012,477 1,283,177
Boston State 12,236,588 10,032,963 2,203,625
Foxborough 5,795,697 4,770,815 1,024,882
-Taunton 8,128,824 7,026,862 1,101,962
Cushing 6,210,380 .,5,120,21 1,090,164

Subtotals $ 93,114,975 . $77,176,587 $15,938,388.

Community Mental Health Center

Gardner-Athol $ 44,947 " $ 39,947 $ 5,00Q
Blackstone Valley ---- - - --
Solomon 1,519,405 1,282,302 237,103
Cambridge-Somerville 638,353 539,083, 99,270
Waltham Hospital 112,857 ---- 112,857
Massachusetts Mental Health 3,785,664 3,306,999 478,665
Fuller 863,480 277,310 586,170
Lindemann 2,230,279 1,755,681 474,598
Brockton Multi-Service 20,692 ____ 20,692
Corrigan 1,218,339 1,045,428 172,911

4 Subtotals $ 10,434,016 $ 8,246,750 $ 2,187,266

Community Services (5x21 Account) -i

egion I .
$ 986,446. 932,121 $ 54,325

Region II 1,092,245 931,456 160,789
Region III 1,672,540 1,381,090 291450
Region IV 1,430,131 963,627 466,504
R9gion V 1,750,350 1,672,200 78,150
Region VI 1,881,981 1,853,298 28,683
Regiori VII 785,427 J 761,232 24,195

t
Subtotals $ 9,599,120 $ 8,495,024 $ 1,10096

Drug Rehabilitation Services

Subtotals $ 3,389,599 $ 379,894 $ 3,009,705

TOTALS $116,537,710 $94,298,255 $22,239,455

' Prepared by Walter SowyrdEl, Director of Budget, Massachusetts Department of Mental Health.

2 Expenditures for mental retardation facilities and services are not included.
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will not be achieved fully until: (1) program and
clinical responsibility for residents of a catchment
area are shifted from the state hospital, as an in-
stitution, to an area program under the direction of
an Area Director and (2) the resources, so long con-
trolled by the hospitals, also are shifted to the area
level.

The Project's report emphasized that over the next
several years new program balances must be es-
tablished. The vast resources now directed toward
institutional inpatient care for adult psychotics must
be redeployed toward community services for not
only this group but for children, the elderly,
alcoholics, and others as well.

Obstacles to Continued Progress
Now that the goals of Chapter 735 have been
reaffirmed and steps necessary for their irripiemen-
tation identified, what obstacles remain in the way of
continued progress? Without a doubt, ad-
ministrative patterns, fiscal and economic concerns,
staff resistances, and ambivalent community at-
titudes are lingering impediments.

The Department of Mental Health itself, by ad-
ministering ,a dual system of community and in-
stitutional services, has mitigated against a unified
approach to meeting client needS. This dual system
has been perpetuated by the Legislature through its
delay in authorizing area program accounts and by
continuing institutional accounts as the major
Department of Mental Health funding vehicle.
Currently, legislative appropriations are locked
primarily into institutional or, at best, regional ac-
counts. No true area or regional program accounts
have yet been established by the Legislature. Ap-
propriations made directly to an institution negate
both the concept and substance of an areawide
program in the eyes of citizens and professionals
and lead people to continue viewing clinical services
as primarily those provided bys, large institutional
facilities.

Although legislative support is still evolving, the
Department of Mental Health is moving tpwarkl area
program responsibility by creating de fabto regional
and area budgeting procedures. Area-based
budgets for Fiscal Year 1976 have been prepared
throughout. the state under the guidance of the
Department of Mental Health's Qentral Office. The
Executive Office of Administration and Finance is
considering creating an "area activity" account
along with an "institutional activity" account.
Flowever,-if the area-centered approaCh is to be tru-
ly viable, it must be acknowledged and accepted in
the legislative budgetary process so that these
programs finally gain fiscal iegitirpacy.

Current rigidities in the expenditure of appro-
priations also make creation of relevant area
Programs more difficult. The inability to transfer

p
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funds between subsidiary accounts and the difficulty
of obtaining services through contract are but two of
the fiscal inflexibllities that make area programming,
which by its very nature must bend with changing
community needs and priorities, frustrating and
cumbersome.
Present state Qivil Service and personnel policies
represent a Curt er obstacle to area programming.
Job titles, quali ications, and job descriptions for
present Departm nt of Mental Health positions were
initially created nd assigned to staff the large in-
stitutions. Howe r, many of these job titles and
descriptions do of fit the personnel Arieeded to
operate contemp rary community-based programs;
the qualifications, re unnecessarily rigid and Inap-
propriate. The pro lem of anachronistic personnel
practices and poll ies is accentuated and made
even more profoun by 'necessary commitments to
current state empi yees. There are thousands of
people working in tate facilities whose positions
and functions are n t relevant to or needed by the
community program replacing state hospital serv-
ices. Current state e pioyees must be retrained and
reassigned before eal deinstitutionalization and
staffing of community programs will be possible.

The large scale phasi
as major mental healt
by some to have a
economy. The towns i
as well as surroundin

g down of the state hospitals
care facilities also is feared'
deleterious impact on the
which hospitals ar located
towns often are sewed as

dependent on the institutions for economic viability
since they buy heating Oil, food, supplies, and other

' goods which contribute to the local economy.
Capital outlays by the sate for construction and/or
renovation of state hos ital facilities also provide
jobs and money for the s ate's construction industry.

Another category of obs cies to deinstitutionaliza-
tion and community-base care is the possibility of
community "backlash." S me citizens are afraid to
have former patients in th it cities and towns. Fret-
quentiy used terms such s "inmates loose in the
community" reflect this an ietyl.:When considered
objectively, citizens may vi w institutionalization as
less therapeutic or perhaps even inhumane in corn-,
parison to short-term treatment outside the state
hospital setting. However, rnanyerifikens also view
state hospitals as safe ,atA-,"gecure isolated en-
vironments that shield them fr m patients as well as
secure places which "protec " the patients. Only
through mach more careful ommunity planning
and education can fears be al eviated and the'reai

One last obstacle worth noting is the ambiguity of
the law regarding powers inv sted in the Area
Boards. Although these citizen groups are
designated bY law as "advisory" odied, the law has
given the Boards implied powers round the budget
process,' Furthermore, the Area oards have been
promised more and more informal de facto authori-
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W in fiscal, personnel, and program development:
through statements of Department of Mental Health
officials even though the law itself does not make
such provisions. Some clarification Of this ambiguity
is urgent to avoid a future impasse between Area
Boards, Area Directors, and the Commissioner.

Immediate Prospects
Despite these remaining obstacles, many promising
steps are being taken by the Department of Mental,
Health towards deinstitutionalization and area+
based meotal health .services. These include the
funding of Area Director positions and selection of
persons to fill them, the beginning reallocation of
positions from state hospitals to community pro-
grams, a project to update the personnel classifi-
cation system; pending legislation to create regional'
instead of facility budget accounts, and efforts on
the part of former Commissioner Goldman and his
staff to, clarify functional responsibility on the
regional and area levels,

It is clear that-the crucial next phase of the move-
ment toward community' care is completion by the
D,epartment of Mental 'Health of its mandate to
provide in each catchment area the full range of es-
sential services. This Mandel is a guide for Area
.Boards and prOfessional staffs in the 39 areas in
developing long-term plans for comprehensive pro-
grams. It should be emphasized that this Manual's
primary focus is upon services for the adult mentally

ill. Although much of 'thee program approach
described in the following sections can in many
gays 6tso be generalized to such populations as
children, the elderly, and retarded, resource
manuals focusing upon the specific program needs
of these latter groups also should be prOduced .by
the Department of Mental Health.

If community mental health programs are' to be
effective,, they must be designed to meet the area's
unique needs. In order to accomplish this, respon-
sibility and resources must be Under the direction of
the Area Director in conjunction with the Area
Board. Program planning for the optimal ,use of
resources should include the following processes:

Identification of needs;
Survey of resources avallabieto the area;
Setting of area priorities;.
Reallocation of current resources, and seeking
new resources such as money, space, personnel
and authority; and
Ongoing monitoring and evaluation to allow for
flexible change.

If these processes are included in each area's
Program design, the result likely will be a combina-
tion of services geared to the specific mental health
needs of the local population. The following sections
of this Manual,detail the manner in which each of
the basic service's may be planned and delivered on
an area basis.
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Section II. Community Mental Health Program Components

The 1966 Massachusetts Comprehensive Mentr
Health and Retardation Services Act (Chapter 735)
introduced community mental health concepts into
what previously had been 'a nonsystem of scarce
and circumscribed services. The legislation re-
quired that publicly supported mental health serv-
ices be strengthened and reorganized to achieve the
following client-oriented objectives:

1. ComprehensivenessA wide rangeaservices
is needed so as to be responsive to varying
clienrneeds;..

2. AccessibilityServices should be located within
relatively easy traveling distance for every client
who needs them;

3. Continuity ,,of CareAn ongoing client-care-
giver relationship should -facilitate client move-
ment from one service element to another -as
client needs change; and

4. Equity of AccessThere should be a non-
discriminatory .admissions and treatment policy;
no client should be excluded from receiving
services on the grounds of age; sex, race,
religion, type of diagnosis, severity of illness, or
economic status.

Section I of this Manual briefly reviewed progress
and obstacles to achieving these goals. Section II
focuses' upon the fdllowing eight services to be
provided in each catchment area: consultation and
education, emergency services, ambulatory ser-
vices, day and evening treatment, vocational reha-
bilitation, social rehabilitation, community
residences, and hospital care and treatment.
Procedures for determining, an area's degree of
need for each of these services are described
elsewhere.'

This Manual analyzes the eight services of a com-
prehenive program within the following framework:
organizational auspices, program components,
staffing patterns; facilities, costs, and income
sources. Knowledge and sophistication about these.
dimensions vary considerably. Administrators and
clinicians have considerable expertise regarding the
professional services they wish offered; on the other
hand, relatively little is known about associated
costs and potential income sources. This Manual
should be viewed, therefore, as reflecting expert
opinion as it exists in the mid-1970s, with even the-
"experts'' recognizing that significant knowledge
gaps remain to be filled.

Before detailing each of the eight services laatic to a
community mental health program, it must be
emphasized that each service can be implemented
only as a component within a complex interacting
human services system. No service component is
fully effective or even relevant unless it is linked to
the total program. The movement' of information;
clients, and resources among service components
is vital in creating the flexibility needed to match
problems with interventions.

Continuity of Client Care
Accepting the premise that a client's needs can only
be met by a comprehenSive human services system,
increased attention must be paid to administrative
arrangements for ensuring continuity of client care.
Continuity of care may be defined as operational2 to
the extent that:

1. There are no obstacles to a client remaining in
or moving among direct treatment services in
conformity with therapeutic needs and

2. Administrative mechanisms relate past and pre-
, sent care by providing:

Stable client-caregiverrelationships;
Necessary communication, written and ver-
bal, among caregivers and clients about the
treatment program; and
Contact with clients who appear to be
prematurely dropping out of treatment.

Continuity of pare necessitates ready transferability
of staff, records, and clients as indicated by the
latter'6 clinical needs. It also requires a monitoring
system and a plan for safeguarding the privacy
rights of clients.

In a comprehensive mental health program, it is
likely that clients Will seek care through any of
several points of entre, e.g. emergency units, °Mr
patient clinics, etc. All such intake points are
legitimate ones and once a client is . acpepted,
be/she should be able to move freely among the
available services with minimum effort. There
should be the corresponding opportunity to leave
the' comprehensive program through a. number of
service "exits," but only after a method for follow-up
(or aftercare) has been determined and agreed to
by the client.

The movement of clients into, thhrough, and out of
the human services system can be portrayed

' W. Hargreaves, et al. Resource materials for corbmiinity mental health program evaluation. Part II. Needs assessment and planning. San
Francisco: National Institute of Mental Health. 1974.

es. ,

2 National Institute of Mental Health. A Method for Measuring Continuity of Care in a Community Mental Health Center, department of
Health, Education, and Welfare Publication No. (HSM) 73-9067. 1972. P. 8. '
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through a multitude of schemes. For purposes of il-
lustration, ,Pgures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 depict the
manner irrwhich continuity of direct patient services
is arranged in differing types of mental health
centers.' Figure 2-1 Is based upon a center in which
all services are provided at a single location; Figure
2-2 illustrates client flow among services which are
dispersed organizationally, i.e. through affiliation
agreements; and Figure 2-3 delineates client flow in
a comprehensive program that is geographically
decentralized.

Although continuity of e can be depicted schem-
atically with relative ease and necessary interservice
agreements negotiated, in practice it is all too easy
for clients to be ignored or "fall through the cracks."
In response to this problem, it is suggested that
each client entering the mental health system be
assigned to ,a staff member who assumes a series of
roles including therapist and case manager in ac-
cordance with the client's need's. This staff person
would be responsible for insuring that clients are ac-
tively involved in appropriate services.

Another way of dealing with service breakdowns is
to develop the role of ombudsman within the
Department of Mental Health. The ombudsman
would be assigned considerable authority to see
that service inadequacies .,are corrected ,and that
service breakdowns, when they do occur, are
alleviated. This advocacy role also could be assign-
ed to the Executive Office of Human Services which
would deploy such persons in key locations
throughout-the state so that they "may be' highly visi-
ble to the general public. In the latter arrangement,
the ombudsman would serve an advocacy function
for clients served by all agencies within the Office)f
Human Services.

ServiCe Delivery in NeighborhoW
Settings
The previously described organizational 'models for
insuring continuity of care are based upon existing
community mental health centers. A growing
number of practitioners are concerned,. however,
that these models are inadequate since community
mental health centers often do not focus on natural
population groupings or on the geographic neigh-
borhoods where people live. The poor and minority
groups frequently view large community mental
health centers as distant, alien, and -irrelevant to
their need for psychological support and material
assistance. This perception is probably less true

Figure 2-1. The Center
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Figure 2-2. T1 Center

An "Under S veral Poi:As" Approach
To Dir ctPatient Services,
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where the poor participate in the mental health
center; it is probably least true when the mental
health center operates decentralized facilities which
are part of the psycho-social matrrces of the
neighborhoods where people live.

In the experience of some practitioners, low-income
consumers frequently feel that health services or
other neighborhood-based human services are
Most relevant and accessible. COnsumers, thus,
enter more readily into a helping relationship
'through ia neighborhood facility offering health,

' National Institute of Mental Health. A Statistical Information SyStem for Community Mental Health Centers, U.S. Public HkRIth SerVice
'Publication No. 1863. 1969. pp. 4-5. .

2 National Institute of Mental Health. A Statistical Information System for Community Mental Health Centers, U.S. Public Health Service
Publication No. 1863. 1969. P. 4.

' Ibid., p. 4.
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Figure 2 -3. The Center.
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vocational. educational or legal services. If these
'services are coordirfated and integrated at the
neighborhood level, clients c.ail obtain more than
one service when necessary and move freely
between appropriate human services agencies.

In designing new organizational models for insuring
comprehensive care, program directors should con-

skier that neighborhood services offer the following
advantages:

Many low-income persons experience mt ttiftle
difficulties in various areas of their life space.
neighborhood, thUs, becomes a useful social unit
within which to ameliorate theseproblems.
The neighborhood is a manageable, geographic

' National Institute of Mental Health. A Statistical Information System for Community Mental Health Centers, U.S. Public/Health Service
Publication No. 1863. 1969: P.5.
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'division whose"ec.ologic and interpersonal forces
affecting health and mental health can be un-
derstood. T is allows for'reventive programming
and for expert entIng wittitnew treatment ideas.
A neighborhood enter with\real citizen partiChca-
tion -is perceived as part of the.qommunity, owned,
by the residents, and "working Ter them:
Clients often view mental hetqlh services in-
tegr with other health s s as-more rele-
vant. The vices can be d vered by 6enerqj
health staff <- -ntal health nsultation. and
back p.

,." -
mental health pre tioner, neig rhood

iatryt permits the blen of clinical sls s and
co munity mental health' pre s. The res ing
erne' m, however, is more than Sum of s
parts. 'One's experience is fundamentally V.
when he/she attempts to become part of
neighborhood and 'to see and feel things as do the
neighborhood's residents. Practice becomes more
immediate, more informal; in fact, many prac-
titioners develop a keener sense of life's realities

, and the psychodynamics when practicing in
a peorNeighborhood and allowing themselves to
become part of it. They generate a new appreciation
for the strengths, talents, creativity, adaptive capac-
ities, and survival abilities of people with meager,
material resources. Neighbortiocid practitioners also
develop a real sense for how thwytenlal health
program relates to other human s vices sySterns,
and how the available services fit, or fail to fit, the
neighborhoods' social, cultural_poRtical,-and psY-
chological ctraracteristics.

Ala

If *Service delivery in neighborhodd-based settings
see a fur -level human services

ked nd 'coordinated to insure
are. At LeVel I would be the

health and Community centers, welfare offices, 'job
,programs, and the like.

Examples of such neighborhood programs are
located in Bostop's North End Community Health
Center, Charlestovvn's.-Bunker Hill Health Center,
Cambridge-Somerville, and Taunton-Middleboro;
the latter two are described in the following subsec-
tion on ambulatory care. Direct clinical services, in-

""cludind consultation and education for other pri-
mary.caregivers, also are provided at Level I. Par-
ticularly appropriate at this level are such aftercare
programs as halfway houses, cooperative
apartments, day programs, %patient clubs, com-
munes, and medication ,groups.

Level ll -in such a structure of comprehensive care
would be the central mental health facility which is
often located within a community. general hospital.
Here are provided acute, short-ternimpatient ser-
vices as well as ambulatory and emergency care for
those who choose to come to a "central facility.
Levels I and II must be closet linked. In an urban

expands, we for
structure carefully li
client continuity of
primary mental health services provided outside the
central facility home base, i.e. in neighborhood

area, this is ,best actomplishN ,:tiding the
catchment area along neigh'._ r with the
central program or9aniied into t- linked to -
specific neighborhood-based personnel.

Level III in this structural model would be an extend-
ed treatment facility for patients requiring 90 days to
one '9ear of inpatient treatment. This facility, too, is
ideally_based in the community. Level l\Iwould be a
prolonged- treatment program whin includes hos-
pital care for those chronic patients requiring it, or
alternatively, community-based, prolonged-4)
treatment facilities such as nursing homes, foster
homes, and group-living arrangements. Appropriate
linkages between Levels-111 and hr, and between
them and. Levels I and II should be established 'and
maintained. Quality-control safeguards must be
built in, and appropriate regulations for facilities and
staffing must be enforced.

' Macht, L.B. NeighbPrhood Psychiatry; Psychiatric Annals, 1974 (September), 4, 43-58:
,
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Service' 1: Consultation and Education

The 1966 MasSachusetts Comprehensive Mental
Hearth hia Retardation Services Act (Chapter 735)
included mental health consultation and education

itsecatalog of essential services to be provided in
each catchment area. Modeled upon the federal re-
quirement for community mental health programs,
the 'Massachusetts Legislature mandated the
DebOrtrnent of Mental Health and its affiliated
programs,slo insure that. th4 indirect service was
provided throughout the state along with the several
other direct clinical. ones. Almost a decade alter
Chapter 735's enactment, consultation and educa-
tion services still are ambiguous in nature, varied in
quality and focus, and low in overall program priori-
ty,

Budgetary data assembled. by the Central Office of
the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health in-
dicates that in Fiscal Year 1974 an average of only
4..7 percent of an area's mental health budget was
expended for consultation and education services to
adults and children. This effort level is similar to that
found nationally in federally funded community
Mental health centers.

Nevertheless, the Massachusetts findings are ironic
in that much of consultation's conceptual and
technical foundation was developed and refined in
such Massachusetts settings as the Harvard School
of Public 'Health and Medical School, the Massa-
chusetts General i Hospital, the Wellesley Human
Relations Center, and the South Shore Mental
Health Center. The following analyses and
recommendations about the need to expand con-
sul ion and edudation, thus, are built upon both
k wledge and skills long familiar to local mental

alth practitioners as well as some of the newer
rends and activities experienced in recent years.

Before turning to the several analytic dimensions
significant to our Task Force's work, it would be
helpful to define the scope and purposes of con-
sultation and education services. The National
Institute of Mental Health defines these services in
the following way:'

Mental Health Consultation:
Mental health consultation. is the provision of
technical assistance by an expert to individual
and agency caregivers related to the mental
health dimensions of their work. Such assistance
is directed to specific work-related problems, is
advisory in nature, and, the consultant has no

;"Z
qN

direct responsibility for its acceptance and Im-
plementation.

Mental Health Education:
Mental heal education is the dissemination of
knowledge related to Issues and behaviors whiCh
contribute to individual and community mental
health and mental health breakdown; and
knowledge of resources and skiffs for the
achievement of mental health and the manage-
ment of mental illness. Mental health education
includes both theoryoand practice&,,.general
knowledge and training in specific job, or task-
related skills.

Organizational Auspices
A clear, trend exists in Massachusetts toward
decreased public operation of the six basic mental
health services and towards Increased "purchase-
of-service" agreeMents between the -state Depart,
ment of Mental Health and local nonprofit and profit
organizations. Another long-evident trend is reduced
domination of the mental health service delivery
system' by psychiatric agencies and increased shar-
ing of these functions among a' broader array of
hum,an services: What are the implications of these
trends for the expansion of mental health consulta-
tion and education services?

The National Institute of Mental Health analysis2 of
consultation and education suggested that mental
health consultation emanating from a community
mental health center differs from that offered out of
many other settings, such as private consulting
firms, a mental health professional's office, or other
human services agencies, in that the purpose and
outcome of the consultation and education have im-
portance for the center's programs as well as for the
consultee's programs. This is so because communi-
ty mental health centers aim not only to achieve
change in the functioning of individual consultees
and through them, their clients, but also to assist
agencies and institutions to expand and upgrade
their roles In' the community's mental health
maintenance system.

The responsibility of the mental health system for
consultation and education is particularly apparent
with regard to ambulatory and hospital services
provided persons in acute emotional distress. Al-
though other human services organizations such as

' National Institute of Mental . Health. Thescope of community mental health consultation and education. Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare Publication No. (NIH) 74-650. 1971.

Ibid.,
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the schools and family service agencies may
6 demonstrate increased commitments to primary

prevention and the rehabilitation agencies to tertiary
prevention, mental health organizations remain u-.
nique in their continued commitment to the secon-
dary prevention area. Thus, while a broad array of
human services agencies may be expected to ex-
pand their consultation and education /services just
as they are assuming expanded clinical respon-
sibilities, mental health organizations must
nevertheless remain committed to consultation and
education around issuesief acute clinical care.

The queStion of whether mental health consultation
and education should be operated under public
auspices or contracted to profit or nonprofit
organization's is answered less easily. Public aus-
pices go further toward insuring a systemwide
perspective and accountability for consultation and
education services while also strengthening their
fiscal viability. On the other hand, public mental
health agencies overloaded with demands for
clinical services may assign a loW priority to con-
sultation and education and never generate
necessary resources for them. A contract between a
local Area Board and a nonpublic agency for con-
sUltation and education services insures that these
services will be provided at the specified level.

Finally, organizational auspices for consultation and
education services must be considered relation to
the population density of the community. In highly
populated ,urban settings where the boundaries of
mental health catchment areas are somewhat ar-V
tificial, consultation and education to certain groups
could be provided under regional auspices so as to
better conform with the sociology of the community
and the geographic responsibilities of other human
services agencies. Sparsely populated locales re-
quire decentralized consultation and education
services and each such catchment area should de-
vise its own uniquely appropriate organizational
arrangement.

Program Components e
:.Consultation is conducted With the consultee
regarding the referral or management of an in-
dividual, family or client group. or regarding the
feelings of the consultee about his/her client. Con-
sultation also is concerned with administrative and
staff organization and relationships. Problems in
relationships occur in the organization of an agency,
between agencies and the community, between
agencies and agencies, and through conflicts be-
tween staff members and between administratibn
and staff. Consultation assists individuals or agen-
cies to 'assess the nature and genesis 5.:-nental
health problems and the need for new or m dified
progr rns. Consultants may also advise on the plan-
ning nd development of research, training, or serv-
ice programs, and on the evaluation of a program.

ti

Consultants utilize consultation...for the transmission
of knowledge with regard to general human
relations, human growth and development, social
organization, and special mental health problems.
Consultants transmit skills in treatment, training,
research, administration, evaluation, and in prepar-
ing of written and audio-visual materials. Although
consultation may focus primarily on one of these
tasks, there may be several shifts In focus even in
one consultation session or in regard to one
problem.

Many people have found it useful to divide the varie-
ty of consultation and education activities into two
broad categoriesclient centered or case consulta-
tion. and program consultation. During the past
decade. there has been increased effort devoted by
mental Health consultants to the latter category.

Case Consultation
Case consultation is concerned with the dayHo-day
functioning of an agency or service and its`ellents
and deals with the interpersonal relations of agency
staff and the relationships between the consultees
and their clients. The latter may focus on the feel-
ings -and reactions of the consultees, on the needs
and management of the clients, or on the interaction
between client and consultee.

Case consultation not only assists the consultee to.
manage day-to-day problems but also provides a
vehicle for liaison between the direct service staff of
community mental health centers and other com-
munity agencies and for the dissemination of
knowledge and skill in regard to mental health
Matters to the staff of collaborating agencies. Case
consultations sometimes `stimulate new mental
health interests and capaCities on the part of other
service personnel and overlap into program con-
sultation, For instance, public health nurses, after
consulting on a numb r of cases, may decide to add
Up their services after are for mental patients or a
parent education prog am at the well-baby clinic.

Program Consultation
Program consultation deals with problems con-
cerned with the planning, development, manage-
ment, evaluation, and coordination of services
directly or indirectly affecting the mental health of
the community. Paiticipants in such consultations
are generally administrators and planning staff.
There is much value in also utilizing former psy-
chiatric patients in theseendeavors since they have
highly relevant k owledge and experiences. Former
patients can ake a particularly valuable contribu-
tion as progr m consultants to those services
dependent upon ignpubliC 'acceptance, e.g. com-
munity residences.

Program Balance
The precise nature of a mental health center's con-

;
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4.1

sultation and education program should develop in
relation to the organization's goals and priorities, the
stairs expertise, the population's needs, and the
range of human services caregivers in the com-
munity. Program consultation generates highly sub-
tle and complex interorganlzational relationships,
and particular thought must be given to ways of
developing and maintaining this activity.

Many mental health centers have found that their
case consultation services, Including backup client
care, must be adequately established before other
organizations will seek and accept program con-
sultation. While the resulting consultation and edu-
cation program will be unique and vary from area to
area, it nevertheless should be founded upon a well-
articulated philosophy and set of concepts which
recognize that the mental health center is part of a
larger human services system. A population's men-
tal health needs cannot be met by the center alone,
and the participation of many other human services
agencies is essential. Thus, mental health consulta-
tion and education should include systems Interven-
tion as a key strategy.

An example of how program balance is achieved in
consultation and education activities is evident at
Boston University's community Mental Health and
Retardation Center. Its consultation and education
program identified 178 local, state, and federal
agencies which directly or indirectly affect the men-
tal health care of its catchment area population.

During 1972-1973, the Boston University consulta-
tion and education program determined that its per-
sonnel should be deployed so as to provide epi-
sodic program, consultation to 74 of these agencies
and continuing program consultation to 43 of them.
Client-centered consultation was provided to 61
agencies and direct service contacts on behalf of

. clients were, made with agencies. Although the
Boston University c tion and education staff
related to most of its network through either case
centered or program consultation, both patterns
were pursued with such particularly relevant human
services agencies as the local Visiting Nurses
Association and the Roxbury Multi-Service Center.

Finally, consultation and education increasingly are
being recognized for their value in furthering con-
tinuity of care when more than one human services
organization is involved in a client's treatment. This
approach has already proven useful in ambulatory
settings, it is being developed in day hospitals and
aftercare activities, but it is yet to be fully explored
with regard to emergency services.

Staffing Patterns
The preceding analysis of the extensive tasks
deemed part of consultation and education services
makes it clear that far too few resources have been
assigned by local mental health centers to these

16
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purposes, to testifying thlsSituation, how many and.
what types of Staff should provide consultation and
education, anthtiow -should they,be organized within
the mental health center?

The answers to these questions will remain rooted in
the center's concept) ,of consultatlori and educa-
tion. Larger staff numb s are assigned to consulta-
tion and education by enters which have made
consultation the major ve icle for contact with the'
community. At the other end of the scale,centers
which have assigned relatively few staff. to this

endeavor view consultation only as an IndireCt serv-
ice to the community to t)edroyided as need arises.

The organization of consultation and education 'ser-
vices within a mental health center also varies., In
same centers, consuitatton is conducted by a
separate staff; in other centers, it Is combined with
direct services such as the ambulatory program.
The advantages of the latter arrangement are that
where programs are decentralized, travel is redUed
and consultation provides a vehicle for case referral,
for intimate understanding of local agencies an'd
their progiams, and for the development of close
relationships between cedler and agency staff. It is
also possible to better uriderstandwhen clients are,,
referred and,,whettler the problem Iles with the
patient or the agehcy.

However, program and administrative consultation
undertaken between administrative personnel may
demand skills not always possessed by clinical
staffs. it, thus, makes sense in some situations to
differentiate organizationally between program and
case consultation. Furthermore, wten working with
the court system even vyhen the focus is on the case
consultation, many assert that clinical staff cannot
readily consult with legal officials. The gap between
mental health and legal , values and concepts is
deemed so broad that specially trained mental
health consultants are needed for this task.

29

The range of staffing options and organizational
patterns appropriate to major consultation and
education activities can best be illustrated through
brief descriptions of sortie Massaohusetts mental
health programs which have committed significant
organizational resources to this essential service.

1. BOston University Community Mental Health
and Retardation Center. As the recipient of a
National Institute of Mental Health staffing grant
for consultation and education service, theeBoston Univers Center expends far more
resources for this program component than
does any other center in the Commonwealth.
The Boston University consultation and educa-
tion program directs its efforts toward com-
munity organization and advocacy and although
limited direct services are provided local resi-
dents, the consultation and' education teams
primarily focus upon continuing client and



program consultation.* This orientation is
reflected. In the consultation and education
program's structure and staffing pattern. func-
tioning as a semi-autonomous component of
the Boston University Center,' the consultation
and education program has its own director and
staff. During 1973, the 30 consultation and
education personnel included three psy-
chiatrists and four social workers, but a third,of
the consultation and education staff consisted
of community workers" capable of linking the
Boston University Center with the local human
services network.

2. South Shore'Mental Health Center. Many of the
consultation concepts and techniques now
commonly utilized throughout the °country were
pioneered and refined at this Center. For many
years, the consultation arKI education staffing
Pattern cdnsisted of several psychologists whO
specialized in this service and who devoted the
bulk of their workweek to cas9 and program
consultation in the community. However, in the
early 1970s the Center shifted to a generalist
model, for co munity consultation and most
staff now pro Ide both clinical services and con-
sultation. In 973, the Center's management in-
formation tem revealed that 12 percent of Ail
measurabi ytaff service hours were devoted to
consultation with schools and agencies. Dr. Van
Buskirk, thb1 Center's Director, Judged such a
proportion of staff effort to be reasonable fora
mental health program engaged in extensive
clinical activities including hospital care. If in-
patient and, day hospital services are not part of
a center's *responsibility, he thought that con-
sultation and education activities should com-
prise approximately 20 to 25 percent of a
berVorkload.

3. Mau husetta Mental Health Center. One of
the few consultation and education programs
focusing upon the needs of elderly persons is
the Geriatrics Unit of the Massachusetts Mental
Health Center. The Unit, comprised 01 one full-
time psychiatrist, two social workers, two
nurses, three students, and several volunteers,
is responsible for both the Center's clinical and
mental health consultation, services to geriatric
persons in the catchment area. First established
in the early 1970s, the Unit has found that when
the mental health needs of the elderly ace
viewed broadly rather than narrowly, many
other human °services agertples can fulfill tasks
previously assigned to the Massachusetts Men-
tal Health Center. Dr. Gurian, the Unit's Director,
indicated that in mid-1974 only ,about 10 per-
cent of this staff's time waa spent in direct

clinical services; most personnel hours Involve
case and program consultation to the. diverse

. local health and social welfare agencies dealing
with the elderly. ,

Consultation Skills
The varied consultation models deSCribed here
suggest that Individuals filfirig this rote shOuld
selected with the same care and concern exercised
in the sele-ctior' of clinical personnel. The National'
institute of Mental Healthls analysis of consultation
and education program a' concludes that the .most

, important criteria for &electing consultants are per-
sonality and competence, capacity to relate to peo-
ple, and ability to develop,trust and confidence,. ,;

P .
1-idwever, othtir factoit, may also be relevant.
_Sometimes a consultee^ will have stronb feelings
about the profession, religion, race, age, or sex of a
consultant. It may be Important to haye a consultant
-.from the same profession or to have a consultant
who is or is not a physician. Sometimes the consult-
ant must be.from the same ethnic group. Most times
this is irrelevant Some People find it easier to
.accept advice and assistance frOm a man; others
from a woman. Most frequently, these' initial pref-
erences can be overcome by a:competent consult-.
ant.

Faaili
t
ties

The majwity' of case and progrfam. consulfation
occur the,consUlteers hothe setting. Office space
is thr only facility requited by mental' health con-
sultants within the center itself. iniact, where center
staff specialize in consultation and education serv-
ices and spend much of their time in community
agencies, It may be possible ter mental health con-
sultants to obtain office space within these agencies.
if the mental health center operates on a decen-
tralized basis through satellite facilities, consultants
working with local human services organizations
should be located in these ."field stations" rather
than in the center's "headquarters."

Costs
in contrast to other basic mental health services
whose posts include personnel plus physical
facilities (possibly even bed space), consumable
supplies, medications, equipment, etc., personnel'
salaries and fringe benefits ard,the primary cost of
supplying consultation and education services.
Nevertheless, 'staff seigies comprise 70 to 80 per-
cent of the total budgets Of mental health centers;
thus, the cost of consultation and aducation will be
related closely to the salary level of those personnel
p %tiding it. Hourly rates generally are highest for
sychlatrists and lowest for nonprofessionals. If

' National Instftlj of Mental Health. The scope of community mental health consultation and education. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare Publication No. (NIH) 74-650. 1971.
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more-than rone center staff. person participate in a
consultation session, as in group or team co y s ita-
tion and joint supervisor-student arran 9 ents,
consultation and education expenses Increase ac-
cordingly. ,
The true Cost of a specific mental' health service,
clinical or nonclinical, had been unclear until recent
years whim third-pryty reimbursers forced _mental
Health adMinistratore to calculate this information
more precisely. However, outside reimbursements
by and large remain unavailable for consultation
and education, and so few centers have determined
the specific cost of thiteiservice.*An exception is the
South Shore Mental H alth Center which projected
thit in Fiscal Year 1974, Consultation wouldCost $25
per hour to schools an$11$33 per hotrr to other com-
munity agepcies, a requction from the $30 and $351/
rates of thq previous year. This estiMate for con-
sultation and educatiOn contrasts with the South
More Centerls projected average cost in 1974 of
$36 per hour for evaluation and treatment ,servicas
t9 patients.'

If constritation and education se rvice costs car be
generalized to other mental health centers from the
South Shore Center's fiscal experlAce, ad-
ministrators and planners may anticipdte that this
comp.onent of a comprehensive program can be ex-
panded at 8'percent to 30 percent less expense than
would be needed for expanding direct patient serv-
ices. Furthermore, the.ability of sophisticated men-
tal health consultants to reduce the clinical de-
mands upon their center makes consultation and
education a particularly cost effective program ele-
ment.'

Income Sources
Mental hearth centers have been increasingly
successful in diversifying the fiscal base for their
varied program activities. Other sections of this
Manual point to the multiple insurance mechanisms'
and to the federal reimbursements now existing for
direct patient services. Unfortunately, this improQed
fiscal pattern has not benefited consultation and
education services yet. State or local public funds

0
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continue as the prime support for this program ele-
ment.

There are many reasons why this is.the case. Con-
tultation and education are relatively new as a Men-
tal health progrdm component, profound problems
are entailed with demonstrating .its effectiveness,
and funding sources are reluctant to support in-
direct clinical care. Howeier, the present fiscal dif-
ficulty also is related to the unwillingness and/or in-
ability of most mental health centers to generate a
buyers' market for consultation and education serv-
ices. It is highly probable that these services will
become reimbursable when othet Wilma° services
organizations perceive a need for them and express
this need as a "demand" In the human services

4::"marketplace." This economic principle has per-
tamed to other mental health serylces; It hold; true
for consultation and education as well.

1n the Costs of consultation and
'education proVIded by Department of Mental Health
clinics generally are' borne by state funds. Even the /I
,South Shore Mental Health C which for years
hat been orOviding consult ion an education to,
schools and other agencle In ifs catchment area',
receives little local reimbur ment for this service. A.
bright exception in a gener ily bleak fiscal picture is "7"...'
the Laboratory of Commu ty Psychiatry of Harvard
Medical School's recent contract with the Boston
School Department to providell with program and
case consultation.

The recently negotiated arrangement betwen Mental
health clinics and public welfare offices for Medicaid
reimbursement of mental health case consultation
may be the harbinger of a fiscal' breakthrough'.
Under this larrangemetit, the case consultation
provided by mental hialth personnel to public
welfare caseworkers about Meclicald-eligible clients
can be billed at Vie same rate as direct clinical ser-
vices. It is expected that Significant revenues will be
generated in this way. Another potential revenue
source for case consultation is the service provided
by mental health personnel to public schools in ac-
cordance with ChApter 766's requirements. The full
potential of this pr bram is yet to be explored.



Service nay Services
O

An "emergency" IS defined by Webster's Dictionary
as an unforeseen combination of circumstances
which calls for Immediate action." American goclety
has developed a system for handling medic
emergencies through a network of public' nd
private physicians, nursing services, and hospitals:
In Massachusetts, the system Is being vastly im-
proved and expanded under the Department:of
Public Health. society also has made provisions for

dealing with large scale disasters through the
National Guard, Red Cfoss, Civil Defense, etc.
although the efficacy ofthese interventions some-
times is less than gptinial. The crises of everyday
life, however, are dealt with, if. at ail, by the ()open-

. merit of Mental Health, the Department of Public
Welfare and/or some combination of private agen-
cies working in rather haphazard ways. The need for
Increased - planning and coordination among these
helping organizations IS apparent to everyone, but
the means by which these ends maybe achieved
are not as readily evident.

No slate, or even foreign country, thus far has
evolved a comprehensive human services network
capable of handling psycho-social emergencies
and/or crises except perhaps in times of war. While
there ispuch recognition o,f the need for developing
techniques of effective crisis intervention, there is a
pauciti of InlormatIon on how-to structure such a
service with necessary network linkages. 'An ad-
ditional. present difficulty is that few emergency
psycho-social services exist in suburban and rural
areas. Nonetheless, the "Ideal" pattern for EL broad
spectrum human services crisis-emergency team

.capable in dealing with virtually any kind of psycho-
. social. crisis may be inferred from both the literature

and our experiences.

Crisis intervention literature makes abundantly clear
the many stressful events which can hav'e a destruc-
tive impact on people's lives. From this broad
perspective, the narrowly defined "psychiatric
emergency" is only one of many possible psycho-
sorial situations having legitimate' claims on the
.tinne, attention, and funds of the Department of
Mental Health and Executive Office of Human Serv-
'Ices. Ultimately, it it less expensive to the taxpayer
as well as more humane if in crisis situations the
nece
ter,
alo

sities-of people's lives (i.e. food, clothing, shel-
rotection, understanding, etc.) are supplied
with medical care. ,

Despite the logic in thig conception of human
emergencies, very few geographic areas in Massa-
chusetts are at this time in a position to implement a
full scale Human Services Cribis-Emergency Serv-
ice. In most areas, generate hospitals, police

a/

ti

departments, and state hospitals are the only social
agencies open between 5:00 p.m. and 9:00 am. A.
narrowly defined Psychiatric Emergency Service
would, therefore, add during the evening, weekend,
and holiday hours only counseling and perhaps
transportation to the limited services of which most
people already are aware. When the basic array of
alternative human services exist and where these
services can meet Department of Mental Health re-
quirements, the geographic area, could support a
Human Services Crisis-Emergency Team of the type
to be described here as the Ideal.,These teams also
should serve as laboratories for research',
generating the Information so necessary to dailable
service network.

Organizational Auspices
Crisis intervention services typically evolve from an
organization's perception of community needs, e4.
the 24-hour walk-in psychiatric services at
Massachusetts General Hospital and the Massa-
chusetts Mental Health Center, or from a person's
inspiration around a concept, e.g. the Samaritans, a
worldwide volunteer organizEition formed to prevbnt
suicide by using the telephone as its chief means of
communicatipm, As Americans on. the whole
become more psychofogically sophisticated, it is in-
creasingly common to find organizations such as
the police or legal agencies adding a psycho-social
component to serve their constituency. The Boston
Police Department has'hired five workers to provide
social services in as many police stations. The
Boston Legal Assistance Project, a federally funded'
legal agency .for certain poverty areas, also has a
social services unit. The. Episcopal Church has train-
ed groups of bartenders to do crisis counseling in

.tavern and lounges. There are undoubtedly as
many patterns fa; organizing emergency services as
there are institutionalized styles of human
relationships.

In most areas of the .commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, minimal psychiatric emergency services are
available through JocalPolice departments, general
hospitals, and state hospitals which are on call 24
hours each day of the year: if the,area wishes to
provide added services so as':to broaden Its repack_
ty to respond in emergency situations, It might
sponsor hotlines run by trained volunteers and even
perhaps several teams which -go into the communi-
ty. However; we now have sufficient experience to
know that such services neither function adequately
nor last for an appreciable time unless they are

eceded by systematic planning* which generates
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the support of all important dommunity elements.'
When these steps are taken, volunteer-operated
services frequently have proved more-available on
an around-the-clock basis than have professionally
operated ones, and they elicit greater community
support .and interest. If a hotline format Is chosen,
the Area Board must decide whettter the service
primarily will serve adults or teenagers as the two
client groups currently prefer not to use the same
service.

If the Area Board, Area Director, end the local com-
munity planning council determine that an explicit
psychiatric emergency service is needed, 'several
models can be examined. The Massachusetts Men-
tal Health Centera state facilitydoes not
differentiate its emergency clinic-in apy way from the
outpatient department. Psychiatric residents, psy-
chologists, and social workers cover the walk -In
emergency service as part iof their outpatient
responsibility. Assigned psychiatry residents pro-

*. vide night, weekend and holiday coverage.

Massachusetts. General Hospital has a well known
acute psychiatric service operating 24 hours per day
all year long. During the day, it is staffed by a com-
binaloe& psychiatric residents,,students and other
mental health professionals who rotate between this
service and the outpatient department (a separate
service). At other times, coverage is provided by
psychiatric residents either on duty or on call to the
acute psychiatric service as' well as by other
Massachusetts General Hospital services, e.g. the
surgical service.

Union Hospital in Lynn, Massachusetts is using a
federal grant to field personnel, usually an R.N. and
a "mental' health professional," at prominent geo-
graphical ocations in tile area during the day. Dr.
Jackson D Ion, the former director, and one of the
nurses occ sionally were called after hours: A psy-
chologist and a psychiatric nurse make emergency
home visits vyhenever required in the Lynn Area.

When it is felt that greater psychiatric coverage is
needed in a Public or private hospital having an in-
patient psychiatric unit, psychiatric residents and
other mental health professionals such as psy-
chologists, social workers, and psychiatric nurses
should be on duty or on call.

The -preceding emergency service modelS, i.e. the
volunteer, the general hospital, and psychiatric
hospital, have all been found workable over long
periods of time. They have the additional advan-
tages of readily interlocking with components

already available in the social service deli ery
network In Massachusetts, and of being applica le
to any geographic area. In choosing a model or
meeting em.erency, service needs, corn
planners along with the Area and Regional Depart-
ment' of Mental Health OffiCes should glve-careful
considerEttion to seich issues as geographic scope of
the Service (area v. community regional), dharac-
tertistics of Involved agencies Ipublic; private, cen44'
tralized, decentralized, ~etc.tz caOacil:Y or.existing
emergency services, to meet current community"
heeds, and capacity of existing services to evolve
Into the projected Human Services Crisis-
Emergency Team model.

As previously stated, the'desired evolution in the
local emergency service should be from a small
volunteer organization to an extended 'psychiatric
service to a comprehensive Human Services Crisis-
Emergency Team. It should be capable of providing
coverage at a minimum, 5:00 p.m. to a:00 a.m. on
weekdays, weekends, and holidays` A broad variety
of service options shoold range from information
and referral to intensive crisis intervention coun-
seling2 to alternate forms of physical shelter..

Ideally, the Crisis-Emergency Team should be' es-
tablished as an independent human services'
program fiscally and functionally separate from
other public and private agencies such as communi-
ty mental health centers. Tile separation of Crisis-
Emergency services. from any one organization has
generally proved more effective in , fostering
cooperation and linkages with other agencies.'
Emergency serviced established as an appendage
to another organization frequently have been reab-
sorbed into the parent body since emergency'
programs' and their personnel tend to be perceived
as an irritant. Not only do emergency services by
their very nature have time pressures which differ
.from those of all other human services, the tasks,'
the styles of approach, the types of staff, plus many,
other variablepalso differ markedly.

The concept .of the compreh'ensive Crisis-Emer-
gency Team square1y confronts the care-giving
system with 'a major dilemma: Neither people' nor
their problems come in neat packages despite the.
valid need of care-giving persons-to clearly delimit
areas or responsibility. The Crisis and Emergericy
Team must be able to insure active cooperation -on
every level within the public` human services
network, including such important organizations as
the police, fire department, family agencies,

' McGee, Richard K. Crisis Interve ion in the Community. Baltimore, Md.: University Park Press, 1974. See Chapter X, "The Historical

Development of 10 Programs,

' A useful model would be the crisis intervention center currently overseen by Howard Pared, Ph.D. In California. Clients at any level of
crisis are given the option of attending any of Ix intensive psychotherapeutic crisis groups.
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ministry, business organizations, etc.' Thus, the
director of the "ideal" Cridis-Emergency Team op-
timally should report directly to the Mental.Health
Area Director or in the future, to the. person
designated as having final responsibility for public
human services programs on an areawide basis.

Program Content
Extensive community resource networ s often
either do not exist or are not perceived a existing
despite the wide variety of helping person ten-
tially available in any community.2 The program c
tent for newly established emergency services, thus,
probably will be limited to 'crisis counseling, aiding
those in need of psyohiatrIc hospitalization, and
forming ties with existing services and- agencies.

The experience of most existing, crisis-emergency
agencies has been that no matter how clearly they
initially, delineated their specialty (e.g, suicides at
the Los Angeles Suicide, Prevention Center, or
adolescent runaway and drug. problems tat Boston's
Project Place), in time they inevitably come to deal
with a far wider spectrum of problems. Thus, oaten-
sibly specialized psychiatric services such as the
Massachusetts General Hospital's Acute Psychiatric
Service and the Massachusetts Mental Health
Center's Walk.-In Clinic added staff social workers
riot onlrfor their clinical skills, but also for their
abilitie§ to mobilize the larger' environment. It is like-
ly, therefore, that' crisis teams initially, established
with narrowly defined responsibilities to psychiatriC
patients inevitably will evolve into more broadly con-
ceived Human Services Crisis-Emergency Teams.

If the area decides jo 'design a nonpsychiatric
emergency program, a number 'of Massachusetts
agencids have the relevant experience and capacity
to train personnel for these types of services. For
example, 735 Inc. in Melrose and Project Place in
Boston have highly developed teen and drug
cOunselhig hotlines; and the Samaritans, a world-
wide volunteer suicide prevention group ased at
Arlington StreerChUrch in Boston, use h es and

-"befrieriding". to aid' those in trouble. The firgen-
Cies also can teach t art of negotiating links with

.the =otheragencies cessary to-fulfill organizational
Objectives'.

Dr. Jon Gueleman,.Director of Outpatient Services at
the Massachusetts Mental Health Center, has a
differing view. He has' ollserved that any emergency
service, e.g. police, hotlifies, °and suicide centers,
not directly linked with an inpatient psychiatric sery
ice functions at a digadvantage 'since, in at least

r 1

some instances, it must refer clients' to an inpatient
service for possible admission. Furthermore, many
people-approach nonpsychiatric services for refer-
ral to,inpatIent facilities either because they do not
know of the existence ,,of inpatient facilities or
because they .feel more comfortable approaching
inpatient facilities with the support of nOnpsychlatric
emergency service personnel.

EaCh area must decide whether direct access to the
inpatient psychiatric unit, or indirect access via a
nonpsychiatric emergency service best meets the
area population's needs. It should be- recognized:
th gh, that emergency services intimately con-,
nected with an inpatient psychiatric unit; Ender
either public or private auspices, often develop a
degree of trust with inpatient workers whiCh facil-
itates the decision-making process- regarding
hospitalization. Trust is most likely to exist where in-
patient and emergency service workers have been
trained on both types of services.

An emerg service which is part of a psychiatric
, cou offer program coverage in greater

, depth and at less expense if the legal light (Chapter
123, Section 12) to admit patients for 10 days of in-
voluntary psychiatric obserVation is extended ,to.
nurses with Master's Degrees in Psychiatric Nurs-
ing, social workers with Master's Degrees of Social
Work, and licensed psychologistb.

Although this may seem a radical suggestion, in
many mental health centers the current practice is
to provide nurses, social workers and psychologists
with master's degrees, 10-day voluntary commit-
ment forms presigned by a psychiatrist. It is rec-
ognized that persons thus ,trained ere as able to

. judge the necessity for hospitalization as those psy-,
chiatrists who may have less experience, Moreover,
the police already have the power to brihg persons
to hospitals for involuntary psychiatric observations.
It is a virtual necessity. in their daily work even
though they are hesitant to use this power. In the
light of these realities, legal recognition and protec-
tion should be extended tO the highly trained mental
health personnel wh6 are expected in the course of
their jobs to admit-patients for involuntary observe-

Aron. This legal right should adhere to a specific
'Department of Mental Health job slot Or function
and would be extremely useful in rural and subur-
ban areas where immediate evaluation by a
"designated physician" often is not possible.

The need to adequately protect the civil rights of
persons who may become patients must receive the
highest priority under existing as well as proposed

' Jackson Dillon. M.D.. formerly ()Minion Hospital In Lynn, won the American Psychiatric A§sociatIon medal for 'the emergency services
which he directed In the-San Joaquin Vdlley of California, an area geographically comparable to Massachusetts. Dr. Dillon strongly ad-
votates organizing an emergency service from its Inception by meeting with all Important community elements, especially the family
agencies. fire department, police, business organizatIonsminirry?etc.

. -I,
Curtis. R. Team Problem Solving in a Social Network.Psyclqtric Annals, Dec. 1974.
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procedures. Emergency service personnel, whether
operating from hospital or a nonpsychiatric serv-
ice, must routinely inform both the prospective
patient and any other interested parties such as
family and friends of the prospective patient's civil
rights. Moreover, all persons with the power to ad-
mit patients for involuntary observation shOuld pass
a -course on the-civil rights of patients and then be
held legally accountable for insuring that these civil
rights are protected.

A nondiscriminatory admissions and treatment
policy can be maximized in practice by appointing' a.
person from another agency (preferably legal) to act
as patient advocate for all psychiatric programs
licensed by the Department of Mental Health in a
mental health area, The Mental Health Legal Ad-
visors established under Chapter 221 could serve
this purpose. The Advisor's name, telephone num-
ber, and functions sho.uld be posted conspicuously
and clearly in every 'admitting room and inpatient
ward of Department of Mental Health-licensed
facilities. In addition, all emergency service per-

. Simnel' should be legally required to give each
prospective patient a card bearing the patient ad-
vocate's name, phone number, and functions.

Each area emergency service, whatever its organi-
zational,auspice, should be required by regulation
to document every request for service whether
made by lelephone or in person. The disposition of
each such request should be adequately accounted
ter in a recordkeeping system. if the applicant for '
emergency service is referred to arty other human
services program, e.g. an inpatient or ottpatient
mental health facility or community residence, that
program and a specific person on its staff must be
designated as agreeing to assume further respon-
sibility for the applicant.

Any therapeutic modality deemed appropriate; by
both- Area Board and Department of. Mental. Health

-standards, may be used as long as the patient signs
a written agreement consenting to the specific type
of treatment' or emergency plan. This agreement
should Ape reaffirmed when any new modality- or
location of treatment is undertaken unless that
patient is physically dangerops to self or others.

All pertonnel working for an area emergency serv-
ice should possess identification such as a badge
with personal photograph which is recognizable, to
Department of Mental Health 'personnel in any of the
area's Othei services, i.e. inpatient, outpatient, par-
tial hospitalization, community residences, rehabil-
itation programs, geriatric, children's programs, and
consultative and educational services.. A request for
patient service by staff of the emergency service
should °take priority over other responsibilities such'
as staff meetings.

Staffing Patterns
Personnel operating en emergency service should

3

possess the skill, experience, and language fiuen
appropriate to .the service's clieNts:Thle is rno
readily insured when staff eflect the characteristic
of the population as a whole in terms of sex,%soelo-
economic background, and-educational attainment.
Thus, the team members should includgimen and
women, and as many.persons as possible froM the
thnic, racial and/or language groups served. As a
corollary, clients should -be- -given the choice of
meeting with staff possessing the characteristics
meaningful to them..

If the emergency team, is to function as a true Hu-
man Services Crisis-Emergency Service it- should'
be staffed so thatat least one member of the team
is:

'Able to relate to children :V teens.
Knowledgeable h suicide. prevention techniques
and able to consult with other staff members on
them.
Recognized by the community as being one of its
own (i.e. from the culture being served).
Familiar with women's special problems such as
rape.
Knowledgeable about the civil rights of persons
needing emergency help.
Personally experienced in mental hospitalization
(outpatient treatment is not a substitute).
Sophisticated in treatment of, alcohol and drug '

problems.
Knowledgeable about geriatrics.

The team should also possess the skills cited in U.S.
Public Health Service Publication 1477 as par-
ticularly valuable to ernergency services, i.e. maturi-
ty, capacity for warmth and empathy, trainability,
and stnne experience in life. Staff also must have
demonstrated capacities in their lives fdr initiative,
independence, and judgment (scholastic achieve -.
ments are not necessarily indicators of the above
characteristics). In order to insure these capacities,
it will be necessary for the Department of Mental
Health to evolve job-related- screening procedures
which measure these attributes.

The range of individuals among whom necessary
skills can be found include volunteers, profes-
sionals, and other paid staff. Most hotlines are staff-
ed largely or wholly by volunteers including ex-
tremely dedicated professionals who provide every-
other-week, round-the-clock coverage. The obvious
advantage to a "volunteer" staffing pattern is that
costs are minimized even though training is re-
quired. The service can thus provide expensive
coverage at minimal expense. On the other hand, it
may well be necessary to have additional volunteers
on duty simultaneously so that they can pool their
knowledge and emotional strengths in dealing with
crisis situations.

Staffing an emergency service with professionals is
expensive but, on the other hand, these personnel
do not need additional training and they are capable
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of making reasonably appropriate decisions under
stress. Ann Fried, Director of Casework Services at
Family Service Association of Greater Boston, Inc.,

- ' had many years of experience with both
profess nd volunteers. She suggests that the
great advantag rofessionals is their 'trained
ability to discriminate .t crises they can handle
directly and which they sho refer. She estimates
that it takes a minimum of tw ,,,, ars to perfect this
judgment as well as to fully; fferentiate one's own
needs from those of the\client.' However, she
acknowledges that the highly hained volunteer can
be as useful in p particular situation as the pro-
fessional. '

NN.,,
*,..

Nonprofessional paid staff is a third staffing 0 Lion.
Most hOtlines use some nonprofessional paid s
who coordinate and fill in those time slots left un-
covered bytthe iliolunteePs. Such staff often develo
specialized skills beyond those of the volunteer and
even, those of highly experienced professionals. For
example, drug emergency teams often much
better able to cope with related crises 'bre.psy-
chiatrists,and social workers who are unfamilia ,with
this populati n and unaccustomed to making
decisions wit out the security of an agency ,ktruc-
ture. NOnpr fessional paid staff are common on
most psychiatric hospital wards, and studies have
shown that some attendants have more understand-
ing for and better technique with selected patients
than do the professionals,

Unfortunately, the people who make decisions (such
s Area Directors) tend to be upper-middle class
rofessionals, and they may exhibit a class bias

a ainst, or at the very least a lack of understanding
of,, he nonprofessional's capability. Yet, with the ex-
cep 'on of the drug culture which is also middle-
class at least in its, services, middle-middle, lower
middl= or working-claSS:nonprofessionT paid staff
are m e apt to understand the background and
problem of the majority of - clients since they
emanate om similar backgrounds.

.The- io o staf to patients on an emergency serv-
ice cannot b precisely delineated as emergencies
happen to v. ing numbers of people at differing
times. Therefo , the emergency service team must
have an on-c II backup group composed of
volunteers, cons Itants, and other resource people.
Hotline emergenc services find it necessary to have
on duty a minimu of twopeople and preferably
four at all times. he hotlines operated by such
agencies as Project Place need two people just to
cover the telephones, but psychiatric clinics such as
those at Massachuse s Mental Health Center and
Massachusetts Genera Hospital's Acute Psychiatric
SerVice often "make -do' With only a secretary since
the psychiatric resident is frequently on call in
another part of the hospi I-. To a major extent, the
economics of the situation will dictate the type and
amount of staff time availab

Facilities
The- physical setting ost appropriate to an
emergency service is obv usly where the emergen-
cy is occurring, with the option of removing the
client to a calmer environ ent if necessary. Thus,
equipment such as beeper mobile units, closed
circuit TV, hotlines, etc., are onsidered as impor-
tant as the physical facility it elf which should be
homeli rather than institutional. Many people
become n more distressed in n institutional set-
ting; indee ome people in crisis, -call the physical
setting whe they sought help as t e worst part of
the experie ce. Stress may be inimized by
meeting with clients in offices-which h. e a pleasant
atmosphere, comfortable chairs, r- reshments,
rugs, plants, pictures, etc.

Traditional settings and nontraditional settings
evoke a wide range of responses. The settin of an
emergency service; therefore, optimally shout, em-
body both the sense of order and security cony yed
in the best of traditional settings, and the feeling of
warmth and empathy found in the best of no
traditional settings. Emergency services are oper
ated in each of the following settings, and research
on their unique advantages and disadvantages
would be of great value.

1. General hospital emergency rooms provide im-
mediate medical care, but the psychiatric staff
and their clients tend to."clutter up" space and
clash with the medical staff. Use of other space
in a general hospital is useful; on .the other
hand, many people will not use a hospital
emergency service that defines them as "sick."
Nevertheless, many emergency services pro-
vided in general hospitals are covered under
medical insurance plans and, thus, are fiscally.
sofvent. The Massachusetts General Hospital
Acute Psychiatric Service is an example of how,
this model should function optimally.

2. Mental health centers permit many emergency
problems to be paid for as "medical" in
character, but again many people will not seek
help under these circumstances. Alsci, it is
harmful to define people as "sick" when their
crisis le related to the fact that they are
destitute, etc.. Massachusetts Mental Health
Center's program is a good example of how to
provide emergency services in this type of set-
ting.

3. Counterculture settings often provide a warm,
intimate setting, but only for members of the
counterculture. Older people, for example, are
often frightened by the apparent lack of or-
ganization, pictures on the walls, etc. Where a
large effective counterculture group does in-
deed exist, such settings are useful and should
be considered eligible to receive state con-
tracts, for example, 735, Inc. in Lawrence.
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4. Clergy and police stations have devoted,:
followings who initially bring all of their prob-
lems to these caregivers since they are perceiv-
ed as natural' emergency service personnel. In
fact, the Boston Youth Activities Commission
and the Boston Police currently employ social
workers in police stations.

5. Hotlines located in independent facilities such
as the Arlington Street Church, Boston, are very
useful when they include adequate private.'
space for discussions with applicants, and
accessibility to medical, legal, and police help.
Unfortunately, these facilities are also the
hardest to fund and maintain since they rarely
can charge other groups for the services which
they deliver. Good examples of hotlines are
Samaritans, Inc. at Arlington Street Church and
Project Place, in downtown Boston.

Costs
It is almost impossible to estimate the costs for a
comprehensive psycho- social emergency service as
relatively few such services exist yet and none are
comparable to any other. MoreOver, even existing
psychiatric emergency services which in many re-
spects serve as working models have not costed out
their services in a fashion useful to others. Thus, the
following dataare suggestive rather than definitive..
The Massachusetts Mental Health Center's 24-hour
walk-in service also serves as the outpatient depart -
ment. It anticipated Fiscal- Year 1974 expenses of
approximately $220,000 for an estimated 7,150
patients, 10 to 15 percent of whom are classified as
emergencies. On this basis, $33,000 a year is ex-
pended for 1,073 emergency patients, or a cost of
$30 per patient visit.'

The Accounting Department of Massachu,setts Gen-
eral HOspital does not b'reak out costs by clinic,
service, unit, or standard figure per square foot. It
estimates that the Acute Psychiatric Service costs
$250,000 a year to maintain after income and
grants.2 The average cost per patient visit' is $47
regardless of whether it is to the surgical, medical,
or psychiatric. service.

Project Place has a very detailed accounting, system
which has determined that 'the Place Van Emergen-
cy Services, a van staffed by trained ambulance
technicians, costs about $133,000 a year to operate.
Project. Place's hous,e for short-term care of run-
away adolescents runs about $128,000 a year. Both
'of these Project Place services use about 10 percent
volunteer staff while the hotline, "Place

' Information given by th

Information given by M

Switchboard," uses 60 percent volunteer staff. The
hotline costs approximately $85,000 per year.3
."

The Lynn Union Hospital Psychiatric, Service has
asked for a total of $280,000 for Fiscal Year 1975 for
emergency psychiatric services. Of this, $212,000
would be for staff salaries and fringe benefits for two
nursing coordinators, five R.N.'s, four mental health
professionals, i.e. LPN's, and two mental health
workers.

The Lawrence Area Board is requesting three full-
time Bachelor's Degree Social Work staff`and one
full-time secretary to add to the Social Service
Department of Bon Secours Hospital. These work-
ers will provide additional day-time and on-call
coverage, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The
approximate costs for the first year of the Lawrence
system are listed in Table 2-4.

Given the inflationary, cost of living and other im-
ponderables, it would be foolhardy to anticipate the
cost in several,years of the ideal human services
crisis-emergency network operating on an areawide
basis. Yet, it is reasonable to assert that the cost will
be less, both financially and emotionally, to each
citizen when a human services crisis - emergency,
network is in place to resolve psycho-social
emergencies.

Income Sources
Existing emergency services are financed in part or
wholly through a combination of funds from foun-
dations, trusts, state and federal government agen-
cies, charities, third-party payments, and donations.
More specifically, the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital's Acute Psychiatric Service, as part of a
medical facility, is able toA'ollect third-party,
payments. This service also itbeives grants; the rest -

of its costs are defrayed by the Hospital Corpora-
tion. .

During Fiscal Year 1974, Project Place received
designated monies from the National Institute of
Mental Health, the Massachusetts Departmen -

Mental Health, the Massachusetts ,Deoar ment of,
Youth Services, the Massachusetts DiVision of Fami-
ly and Children's_pervices, and six fouridations and
trusts. It received unrestricted funds from 12 trusts
and foundations and various churches, religious
groups, corporate contributions, private donation's,
payments for services, and "miscellaneous."

The Massachusetts Mental Health Center is a state
facility so that most of its income is fiom p
funds which covers staff salaries for those operatin

IG

iness Office of the Massadiiusetts Mental Health Center, Ms. Catherine Hurley, BusinessManage?.

. Phillip Lenz, Administrator for Psychiatric Services at the MasSachusetts General Hospital.

r Information given by Project Place Treasurers Tracytarnes and Stanley Phillips.
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Table 2-4. Lawrence Area Emergency Services:
Approximate First -Year. Costs

)s,
0

Mass. Department
Year 1 of Mental Health

Staff
Equipment artd Overhead
Supplies

$43,240.00
1,910.00

300.00

Total First Year Cost $45,450.00
Percent 68%

the service. The Lawrence Area hopes to combine a
state grant with income from a local private hospital
to maintain emergency services.

When the nation's economy is functioning well, a
emergency service can derive or supplemen 114:

revenue through grants obtained from federal, sf e
or private sources. Similarly, contributions and
donations are more apt to be forthcoming when the
general population feels financially secure.. Unfor;
tunately, grants of all types, contributions, aril
donations tend to "dry up" during economic reces
sions. Ironically times of economic recession are
the very ones when heavy demands are placed on
emergency services. State Civil Service job blocks
provide a more stable economic base for emergen-
-cy services arid so perhaps should be the fiscal
foundation. grants and other fiscal sources could
then be used as supplemental income sources. It is
hoped that insurance companies will soon'develop
necessary actuarial tables so that emergency serv-
ice costs can be reimbursed to clients through such
carriers as Blue CrosS and Aetna. It also id hoped
that emergency services themselves will become the
principal beneficiaries of trusts left specifically 4or
these. needs.

Bon Secours
Hospital

$14,320.00
6,875.00

280.00

Total Cost

$57,560.00
8,785.00

580.00

$21,475.00 $66,925.00
32% 100%

Research Recommendations
No state or country has yet devised a systemwide
network of emergency psycho-social services, and
no systematic Comparative study has been made of
existing crisis-emergency services. Research
should be directed toward any or all of the following:

The organizational structure of crisis-emergency
teams relevant to given demographic conditions
and internal team structures mos, conducive to
productive work.
Program content according to types of activities
most utilized by the public.
Types of job-related skills and personality
characteristics most useful, in crisis-emergency
team rnemb
Comparatfv studies of types of facilities and their
effect on s vice delivery and studies of com-
parative stress-relief experienced by people in
crisis:
Comparative costs related to amount and kinds of
services delivered by different organizational
structures, specifically, volunteers compared to
nonprofessionals and-professionals.
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Service 3: ANaufatory Services,

The services traditionally labeled, "outpatient;',ar
now more frequently being termed "ambulatorY*NO--
emphasize the mobility of staff providing them and
clients receiving them.. This development clearly is
part of"the larger trend toward service decentraliza-
tion. Just as we are moving away from providing in-
patient services in large state hospitals, so are we

/ evolving new patterns of ambulatory care in con-
venient and accessible locations. Rather than being
concentrated in central facilities, subarea, munic-
ipality, and even neighborhood, sites now are being
utilized for this purpose. As a consequence of this
development, the target populations for agencies
providing ambulatory services may be as low as 10,-
000 people. The trend towards decentralization
shows no signs of :abating and, therefore, fresh
organizational choices for structuring ambulatory
care are increasingly. feasible.

Organizational Auspices
- A

The largest volume of ambulatory services
traditionally has been provided by state-sponsored
clinics and community mental health centers.
Probably the fastest growth in terms of. client volume
and fiscal expenditures is occurring, among private
sector nonprofit and private proprietav organi-
zations. This is due to th:OThcreased willingness of

l'the public sector to contract with the private sector
rough purchase-of-service agreements as well as

to e growth of third - party" payment mechanisms.
Rec established prodedures to utilize the
Medic program for -reimbursing local clinics for
various ental health services will enable many
more age les in the human services system to
provide addi 'oriel ambulatory treatment or coUnsel-
ing services
Since people in rious socio-economic and ethnic
groups and geogra hic settings tend to favor certain
types of agencies, e growing diversity of helping
resources is a mos positive development. Am-
ulato y card can be ppropriately sponsored by

general ho'spitals, comp ensive community men-
tal health. centers, social ervice agencies, neigh-
bOrhood health centers, se lement houses, univer-
sities, and similar agen ies. It is not- the
organizational auspice which crucial but rather
the nature and quality of the service rendered.
PrViferation of :the ,ambulatory are network has
major implications for procedures hereby program
coordination can be insured. An affiliation contract
is one method for facilitating interagency com-
mynicatiort and the details of this arrangement are
described in Section IV.

//,

Amb tory services to actuIt p tric offenders
contin o be provided primaril h the CO' t
Clinics p ram of tpe . Depar e Mei*
Health's Divi n of Legal Medicine. T,terty such,.
clinicCare now o %Ming throughout the st

Program Content
Ambulatory care may be considered ds including a
Variety of services designed to achieve/the following:

Keeping the 'client functioning and t of a
hospital setting;
Fostering, client rehabilita -and/0Np
chological grown; 4'

Assipting the. as part of ,e clien
m-solving; ,

Identifying and treating more longstanding
problems of the client and his/her family;
Working with a variety of other community

_caregivers, with a focus on the client; and
Linking with other community systems to improve
the quality of life by modifying environmental con-
ditions.

Ambulatory care can be categorized' into three ma-
jor types: (1) information, screening, referral; (2)
problem evaluation, examination, assessment; and
(3) treatment or counseling services. These services
should be delivered within a philosophy of outreach,
prevention, and early identification with the
strongest emphasis being placed on the idea of in-
volving clients and their families in the process. At
various stages, including diagnostic, treatment plan-
ning, and review conferences, the clients and their
families should be told the details of what is Oc-
curring.

1. Information, screening, and referral services
relate to the availability, linkage, and recipient's
eligiblity or suitability for the prograMs of the
agency or other agencies. The component parts
are:

Informatlen services provide data about the
availability of crisis intervention, 24 our
emergency (nor -face-to-face) services, end Nsimilar activities; .

Screening, which includes suitability, deter-
mination, is a service Intended to provide in-
formation about the availability or eligibility of
a person for another organization's services;
and preliminary assessment, he. 'delimitation
of the type and extent of the problem of the
individual seeking help by persons competent
to make such judgments; and

' National histitute of Mental Health. Definitions ofrms in Mental Health, Alcoholism, Drug Abuse, and Mental Retardation, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare Publication Nd. ( 74- 38..1973: pp.36-37.
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Referral services direct,. guide, or link the
recipient to other , appropriate community
resources.

. ,

2. Problem evaluation, examination, and assess-
ment services identify 'the detailed. nature and
extent of the recipient's condition and formulate
a plan, for services. The different kinds of
evaluation are defined below:

r,_. ,,. .`-,. 4r. Psychiatric evaluation is the psychodiagnostic
process, including a. medical . history and
mental status which notes the anitudes,
behavior, estimate of intellectual functioning,
memory functioning, orientation, and an in-
ventory of.the person's assets.
Psycho-sOcial evalUation is the deterrnipation
of the social situation of the individual related
to family background, family interaction, liv-
ing arrangements, psycho- or so io-
econotnic problems, treatment. ev ation,
and statement of future goals and plans.
Psychological evaluation and testing are.the
evaluations of cognitive processes and
emotions and problems of adjustment in in-
dividuals or in groups through interpretation
of tests of mental abilltieS,' aptitudes, in-
terests, emotions", motivation and personality
chars risticsranCluding"the'interpretation of
psycho! cal tests of-individuals.
Physical ev ation iethe examination of the
body, noting o servations and findings sup-
plemented by diagnosis if indicated.
Neurological evaluation is the eiamination of
the central, peripheral and sympathetic ner-
vous system) noting Observalions, and find-
sings supplemented by diagnosis if indicated.

3. Treatment or counliselIng services relate to the.
reduction of disability or discomfort, ameliora-
tion of 'signs and symptoms, and changes in
'specific physical, mental; or social functioning.
There is (need for considerable flexibility in
car r ing out treatment services and depending.
upon ecific circumstances they may include:

Indi id.ual treatment or counseling such as
supportive psychotherapy, relationship
therapy, existential therapy, play therapy,
hynotherapy (with or without .the use of

' drugs), and casework.
Behavior modification through systematic

.applicatiOn of learning theory and principles.
Collateral treatment or counseling ,of the
patient through interviews beyond the
diagnostic level :"..with collateral persons
without the patient necessarily present
although the patient's approvershould be ob-
tained as a matter of, good clinical practice
and ethics.

I

Couple therapy of intimate partners whether
married or unmet-lied, but excluding other
significant family members, children,,,I. or
siblings.
Family treatment or counseling applied to the
family as a unit.
Group treatment or counseling including:
group psychotherapy, encounter,. group-pfay
therapy, and psychodrama.
Chemotherapy including tranquilizers, anti-
depressants, anticonVulsants, sedatives, etc.
Social system psychotherapy involving "conT
tacts and relationships between family
members and non-family members to include
in the psychotherapeittic situation any
nUmber of persons who are related by either
kinship, friendship, functional relationship, or
community residence."'

In addition to the foregoing types of ambulatory
care, there:is a special format that is used for psy-
chiatric work in: court settings. Court clinics were

.origihally mandated, to provide psychiatric services
to courts and diagnostic and treatment services to
offenders before courts. Thip,broad. charge has
allowed for an everdeveloping° stope of services
over the past 116 years. Thus, the services now
provided by court clinics include the following:

Mental eXaminations, ag,indicated by law, of in-:
dividuals referred by the court.
Evaluations of offenders upon request of the court
as an aid in planning for their rehabilitation.
Consultation to judges and 'probation Officers in
legal-psychiatry matters.
Psychiatric treatment and other mental health ser-
vices to ojferrders and their families referred by

. the coutV
S'Aering professional knowledge in probation-
clinical conferences for-increasing acumen in the
difficult tasks of managing and helping offenders.
Consultation and evaluation services, when re-
qttested: to court-sponsored programs and
fachnies of offender rehabilitation.
Keeping functional case statistics and providing
reports and evaluations to the court about the
clinic's fu tinning relative to the court's needs.
Maintaining- working relationships with mental
health and other community agencies, facilities,
and programs involved, in the welfare of offenders.

Staffing. Patterns
Differing skill :levels are required for the various
ambulatory services 'described previously. Some
services require highly trained specialists, others
can be performed adequately by persons with only a
basic training. As these distinctions have become
incorporated within job functions, several staffing

' Patterson. E. Social System Psychotherapy,,Menta/ Health Digest, Vol.t, No. 11, November 1973. P. 49.
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trends have become apparent. Such highly trained
personnel as psychiatrists, psychologists, social
workers, psychiatric nurses, and occupational
therapists are taking on more consultative respon-
sibilities in addition to treatment and community
liaison functions. This trend is consistent with the
thinking of some that staff should not provide con-
sultation and education, unless they also have
clinical responsibilities.

Another staffing trend is the use of paraprofes-
sionals in treatment roles and ;,as community
development specialists. A related trend is the use
Of volunteers for primary prevention and direct
treatment services with staff specialistsin a/backup
capacity. Agencies employing paraprofessionals
and volunteers havelound that local neighborhood
people are most effective and should be recruited .to
work within their own social network. This staffing
pattern obviously necessitates special care in the
use of confidential information. Nevertheless, the
considerable talent available in local neighborhoOds
represents an untapped resource. For example, In
the 'Taunton Area and in the-Blackstone Valley Area,
one-third to one-half of the many mental health
volunteers are professionals in other fields.

An additional source of manpower for mental health
centers is their -former clients. Such persons,
traditionally underutilized despite their unique sen-
sitivity and awareness; of key concerns, could be
trained to perfonik a range of important functions,
e.g. home visiting, orientation to tre , and
assessment procedures.

As a variety of caregiying pe't 9nn and volunteer
teams assume 'broader treatment functions, psy-
chiatrists are being freed t sp- ze in more com-
plex therapeutic roles as well as the supervision of
chemotherapy. Administrative tasks similarly are
being, performed by a variety of disciplines and
medical skills are being concentrated irrthose areas
of care where it is essential.

Staff should be deployed in a variety of ways to in-
sure physical and ps*hological accessibility,to per--
sons in need. Thus, in all clinical settings, there
should be an appointment system, evening hours on
a regular basis, a walk-in service for persons unable
to schedule prior appointments, and a 24-hour
telephone service. Specific patterns for effectively
deploying staff are described best in relation to
whether the catchment area is urban, suburban, or
rural in nature. The following examples of existing
Massachusetts programs are presented as points of
reference and not as ideal models to be blindly
emulated.

Urban 1

The Cam bridge-Somerville Mental Health and
Retardation Center. combines centralized services at
Cambridge vlilospital, Cambridge Guidance Center,
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and Somerville Guidance Center with those which
are increasingly neighborhood-based. Mental health
services at the neighborhood level are integrated in
neighborhood health centers, multi-service centers,
and with such other caregiving agencies as schools,
settlement houses, etc.

The population base for neighborhood programs is
15,000. When fully operational, staff deployed at the
neighborhood level will include two parapro-
fessionals, one psychiatric nurse, a one-half time
social worker, a one-third time psychologist, a one-
fifth time psychology student, a one-third time psy-
'chiatric resident, and a one-quarter time psy-
chiatrist. 'Although these personnel will operate
within comprehensive health and human services
centers, nonmental health staff of the centers also
will provide appropriate mental health services. As
this staffing pattern evolves, ambulatory teams also
will be based in central facilities with each team
covering two neighborhoods of 15,000 people each.
The staffing pattern for these centralized subcatch-
ment area aeult services should include, one social
worker, a one-third time nurse, a mental health
worker --a psychiatric resident, one psychologist,
and vacous students. A similar pattern would be
requirec for children's services.

All staff would function as generalists as well as
specialist& For example, the psychologist would be
responsible for the overall care of a number Of .
clients in addition to doing psychological testing of
other clients when necessary. Paraprofessionals
employ generic mental health skills and perform a
range of functions including psycho-social evalu-
ations, ipdividual, group and family therapy, and
consultation and education. Naturally, the more
complex functions are performed only after training
and experience in the human services field.
Collaboration and consultation with a wide variety of
other caregivers are stressed, including youth
workers, social welfare workers, teachers, etc.
Students and volunteers in a variety of disciplines
also are used to provide services.

Some staff are based centrally to serve people who
prefer the anonymity of that setting and who do not
have a transportation problem. Staff with special
capabilities alsO tend to operate from the 'central
base. The ambulatory program In this model is
linked to the, inpatient program with the principal.
therapist Often continuing in that role even when the
client is admitted f r inpatient care. On some oc-
casions staff in t npatient program provide after-
care when client re transferred. to the ambulatory
setting.

Suburban
An example of a suburban ambulatory program is
that conducted in Danvers by Liberty Street Asso-
ciates, a private, proprietail, corporation which
provides services through contracts with various
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human services agencies and directly to the public
as well. Although It does not serve an entire catch-
menj area, this ambulatory program model is novel
in terms of its sponsorship and treatment approach.
Although only the ambulatory service is described
here, Liberty Street Associates offers a variety of
services which collectively comprise a total delivery
system. Two administrative staff operate the entire
program, and additional support is provided by
secretaries and accounting staff.

At present, a variety of ambulatory treatment
modalities are offered by the equivalent of 12 full-
time highly trained staff representing a variety of
behavioral sciences. A staff approximately double
this size would be needed to provide complete am-
bulatory service to a population of 109,000 people.
Since personnel are selected on the basis of talent
and ability rather than discipline and credentials,
all are paid at the same rate by Liberty Street
Associates.

The treatment emphasis is on the client's family and
social network, an approach With both advantages
and disadvantages. Social network therapy takes
considerably more time than individual counseling,
but the staff considers this modality much more
effective and long-lasting in its benefits since staff is
intensively, involved with client and social network

t,change. Prevention is, of course, also a major
benefit.

Personnel are on call 24 hours 'Per day, seven days
a week. Agendy facilities are open all day and in the
evening. New clients are not arbitrarily assigned to
staff. Instead, following the evaluation process, the
client is matched with the therapist most able to
meet his/her unique needs. Staff are allowed to use
a combination of modalities and services in
assisting individuals and their families and are con-
tinually being trained in various special techniques.
Among the treatment options offered by Liberty
Street Associates to ambulatory clients are a Day
School program for children of a family in therapy
and a Life Skills program which is recommended in
conjunction with active counseling. There is also an
Activities program operated by three staff for
children in groups of six to eight.

Small City, Tpwn,Village
An ambulatory program model relevant to smaller
geographic settings is that provided in the Taunton
area. It emphasizes social network therapy by
operating through decentralized -neighborhoo
problem-solving or human services centers ving
self-defined neighborhoods of 10,000 people or
less. Although some may contend that this model is
only applicable to rural areas, it is worth noting that
even urban or suburban settings often can be
demarcated in term's of neighborhood locales of
10,000 people.

The staffing pattern utilized in one of the nel9h-
borhood-based human services centers serving 10,-
000 people Is one full-time director, who Is often a
paraprofessional, and one profaisional community
nurse. Ten volunteer counseling teams are also
used with four volunteers on each teal Al Up to 30
additional volunteers participate In various ca-
pacities.. Approximately 80-100 volunteers, thus,
are used in each center program, each person
working an average of three hours per week not In-
cluding training and other meetings. This staffing
component should be multiplied by, approximately
10 to staff an area of 100,000 people.

in addition, there are clinical staff based in the
Taunton Area Office. At present, these include one
psychiatrist, one psychologist, and one nurse. Ideal-
ly, area staff `should include two psychlatrists,,two-
to-three senior psychologists, two-to-three .junior
psychologists, and two community nurses. Area Of-
fice staff also includes one area director, one
associate area director, three research assistants,
and one to 'two secretaries, all of whom are heavily
involved in conducting training programs fo? area
staff and volunteers. Most of the area clinical staff
work out of the neighborhood centers with special-
lied staff based in the Central Office to serve the en-
tire area. The very large volunteer program now in
operation requires that training be an active and
continuous process.

Many of the services are being provided by
paraprofessionals and volunteer staff with pro-
fessional staff assuming consultative and specializ-
ed treatment roles including medical supervision
when necessary. it is estimated that 50 percent of all
ambulatory services being provided in this area are
given by trained volunteer staff.

Court Clinics
The basic staff for each court clinic consists of a
psychiatrist, social. worker, psychologist, and a
secretary. This model is expanded when necessary,
and feasible to include other appropriate personnel,
such as social work students, psychiatric residents,
and community health nurses. The programs vary in
size from the smallest clinic - consisting of a psy-
chiatrist to the largest which includes four psy-
chiatrists, nine psychiatric residents (part time), six
social workers and four social work students, two
psychoio stand two secretaries.

Facilities/of both a centralized and decentralized
type`are needed for ambulatory services. Central-
ized aettings are highly visible to clients and funding
sources. They are attractive to clients shunning
service in their own neighborhood. When linked to a
general hbspital, centralized facilities facilitate
referrals and third-party reimbursements.
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Decentralized ,services are becoming, increasingly
common due to their accessibility, e.g. Boston State
Hospital's Neighborhood Service Center. The shar-
ing of common facilities with other human services
which practice within neighborhood settings has
followed three models:' (a) psychiatrist as con-
sultant, e.g. Mahn Luther King, Jr. Neighborhood
Health Center in the Bronx, New York; (b) mental
health service operating independently within a
neighborhood health center, e,g. Westsid&
Neighborhood Health Center, Denver, Colorado;
and (c) mental health service operating as an in-
tegral part of the comprehensive health center, e.g.
Boston's Roxbury Neighborhood Health Center
and Jamaica Plain Family Life Center. Mobile units
can operate out of central or,satellite facilities, par-
ticularly for home visiting programs.

Costs
The staffing patterns tlescribed previously must be
costed out both for staff salaries and fringe benefits,
which approximate 80 percent of the total budget,
and for other expenses. Additionally, staff assigned
to other units may also participate in ambulatory
care.

Urban
The Ambulatory Tepm of the Cam bridge-Sorn6rville
Mental Health. Center is responsible for providing
services at the neighborhood level and, therefore, is
stationed in various community settings rather than
in a central facility. Each team serves a population o
about 15,000 people; approximately six such tearris
are needed to serve a population of 100,000. SyCh
staff and their average annual salaries are indicated
in Table 2-5.

In addition to this basic staff, three ambulatory
teams are based in a central facility, i.e. Cambridge
Hospital, and linked to the neighborhood teams.
Each centrally based team would be aligned with
two neighborhood teams; together they provide the
totality of ambulatory services to their combined
populations of 30,000. In an area of 100,000 people,
three centralized teams would be comprised of the
staff as indicated in Table 2-6.

The cost per year for six neighborhood teams at
$41,900 each totals $251,400; three central teams at
$85,400 each totals $256,200 for a grand total of
$507,600. It should be noted that the Cambridge-
Somerville Area does not presently have all of these
staff resources in place, but this model is being
phased in over time.

The previously mentioned Costs do not include staff
to provid.e children's services for which it can be es-
timated that a similar staffing pattern would be. re-

quired in an. area of 100,000 people., These costs
aido do not include funds for overall administration
of the mantal health center, for administrative sup-
port staff, or for the renting of neighborhood
facilltiesall requisite expenses in a comprehensive
program. In sum, approximately $1,015,000 Is re-
quired for direct service staff to provide'ambulatory
serviceslo adults and children with additional funds
needed for administration and overhead costs, es-
timated at 20 percent .to 30 percent of direct per-
sonnel costs. This amount does not include adult
court clinic services and pres, cool. and retardation
programs.

SubuFban
C\Osts for btaffing 'the Liberty Street Associatps
pioprietary model are based upon the fee-for-
service standard. Staff are reimbursed on an hourly
basis since this is considered more efficient. The
average staff person has approximately 25 to 30
therapy hours per week. Since this model is.
proprietary and siibtldies are unavailable, no sliding,
fee scale is used. Kcharge of $35 per hour Is made
to all clients. Reimbursement to therapists is $17.50
per hour with an additional amount. going for
overhead including administrative salaries; facilities,
maintenance, and support services with as accotin-
ting, clerical, etc. The charge for group iheripy is
$10 per hour. The therapist is paid $21 per hour for
work wit groups. If there is a co-therapist, he/she is
paid somewhat less; often, this second person is a
staff trainee.

The Activities proam for children in groups of six
to eight is conducted by three staff: The cost is $10
per hour perochild. Average staff salary is $10,000
per year. Specially trained staff are used for this
particular modality, and large numbers of children
can be served.

order to° estimate the annual cost of providing
comprehensive ambulatory services to the entire
Danvers-Salem Area using the proprietary model,
an effort was made to document the volume of serv-
ice being provided by a variety of private and public
sources. Liberty Street Associates estimated that a
typical staff person delivers approximately 25 treat-
ment hours per week at a charge of $35 per hour.
The equivalent of 12 full-time staff provide this
volume of ambulatory services, and the estimated
annual fee to Liberty Street Associates would be

-$504,000. Direct ambulatory services also are
provided by state p nnel located at: Danvers

° State Hospital, the Nort Shore Child Guidance
Clinic in Salem, the ourt Clinic, and the Community
Mental Health Res urces Development Unit. The
last is a new servie 'operation directly responsib
to the Danvers-Salem Area Board. The equivale of

Lee.8. Macht. Neighborhood Psychiatry. Psychiatric Annals, 1974 (September), 4, 43-58.
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Table 2-5. Cambridge-Snierville Ambulatory Team
And Salaries: Neighborhood-Based

Staff Full-Tline Salary Actual Salary

2 Paraprofessionals. ' $ 7,200 $14,400
1 Nurse I 12,000 12,000/
1 Social Worker (one-half time) 11,000 5,500
1 Psychiatrist (one-quarter time) 24,Q00 6,000
1 Psychiatric Resident (one-third time) 12,000 4,000

Total $41,900

Table 276. Cambridge-Somerville Ambulatory Team
And Salaries: Centrally Based

,
Staff

1 Psychiatrist
1 Psyctilatric Resident
1 Psychblogist
1. Social Worker
1 Nurse (one-third time)
1 Mental Health Worker
1 Secretary

Full -Time Salaq

$28,000
12,000
16,000 .1

1 1,0 00
12,000
7,200
7,200

Actual Salary'

$28,000
12,000
16,000
11;000
4,090

7,200

11 additional full-time ambulatory staff are
employdd by these various- auspices, generating an
additional 14,892 treatment units per year. If thpse
service units were purchased from a proprietary
Source at $35 per hour, another $521,20 would be
required. Salem Hospital's Mental Health Unit is also
a significant provider of ambulatory care; in Fiscal
Year 1974, it provided 4,949 mini of service. When
calcUlated at the rate of $35 per hour, the volume
would cost $173,215. Added to the $504,000 of serv-
ice generated by Liberty Street 'AssOciates, the'total
estimated annual cost including salaries, support,

and facilities for the area would be $1,198,435y

Small City, l'own;* Village
Costs associated with tile . ambulatory program
conducted in the Taunton Area are based on a

Total $85,4001

network of decentralized ..facilities supplemented by
staff based in a central Area Office. Staff in each of
10 decentralized facilities include a director who can
be a mental health worker, nurse, social' worker, etc.,,,
an assistant and a olerk..This decentralized compo-
nent requires 30 paid personnel: The large number
of participating-, volunteers tire not paid. Staff
members based centrally in the Area Office include
two psyctilatrists, two psychologists (Ph.O.),. four.-
persons with master's degrees in t e behavioral
sciences, four nurses, three cferk , three tech-
nicians performing a variety qfrfask , and two ad-
ditional direct treatnfent staff me ers. This oen-
tralized/cornponent reqUires 20 paid personnel.
Costs to r both the centralized and decentralized
compohents are allocated asiollows:

,
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Table 2-7. Taunton Area Ambulatory Program Annual Cdsts

Unit
Expense Amount Cost

Personnel (50) $12,000 $600,000
Travel 600 30,000

, (average for each
of 50 personnel)

Rent, Heat, Light
Centers (10) 4,000 40,000
Area Office 7,200 7,200

Telephone
Centers (10) 2,400 24,000
Area Office 2,000 2,000

EquipMent and Supplies
Centers (10) i,600 16,000
Area Office 1%000 10,000

Miscellaneous 10,000

Total $739,200

Income Sources
Ambulatory services frequently are reimbursable
from third-party sources, and a large number of
Commonwealth residents now have some .type of
private health insurance providing at least limited
coverage for ambulatory service. This coverage will
increase significantly on January'1, 1976 as a result
of recent state legislation' mandating that private
hospital and surgical iniurance carriers offer such
benefits to their subscribers. Up to $500 in .out-.
patient services will be c vered over a 12-month
period of time when provi ed by a collprehensive
health service qsganization, licensed or accredited
hospital, a Department of ental Health-approved

,fa,cility, or a pdychlatrist o licensed psychologist.
The Group Insurance Co mission of the Com7

.
monwealth, which negotiates alth insurance for
the 'large number bf state em oyees and their
dependents, is in a key position to expand am-
bulatory mental health service coverage for many
persons.

A variety of federal, and state programs' already
provide ambulatory coverage. The Civilian Health
and yedical Program of the Uniformed Services
(CHAMPUS) is a broad health insurance program

'for active, retired, or deceased' members of th
formed services and their dependents. Ben fit re
available for ambulatory services for rsons
covered by this plan. The Veterans Ad I istration,
while providing the majority of suc re in its own
facilities, nationwide spends 25 rcent of its

' Chapter 1174 of the Acts of 1973--

2 National Institute of Mental ilealth. -Multiple Source Funding and Manageme t of COmmunj.ty Mental' Health Facilities, Department Of
Health, Education, and Welfare Publication No. (HSM) 7379055. P. 32:

bulatqry service resources by reimbursing for care
rendered in non-Veterans Administration facilities.2

The state-administered Medicaid program in March
1974 gained approval from the Massachusetts Rate
Setting Commission to reimburse freestanding.
mental health centers for provision of ambulatory
services. Similar arrangements were negotiated in
spring 197.5 for Medicaid reimbursement to eligible
family andsrchildren's service agencies. This is now a
significant, reimbursement sourcb for eligible
providers serving Medicaid clientele.

All of these reimbursement programs are
'categorical in nature. Speblfic groups and, In-
divyuals have varying coverage which complicates
the, process of billing acid receiving payment. "
Generally, persons who are on pliblic assistance of
one ,type or another have some type of coverage
which guarantees them service. This also gives
them the fJeilbility to shop for a provider of their
own choice. Such persons primarily are dependent
childrerf under 21 and elderly Over 65. The large
number of low- and middle-Income adults not
caVered by private health insurance have the least

/ opportunity to get services with third-party
coverage.

,

An urban ambulatory center affiliated with a Com-
m unity general hospital is able to bill various' third-
party sources incl mg private insurance com-
panies, Medicare, nd Medicaid. It also can charge
client fees. on c Heating such fees, the Center is.
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able to retain them under a contractual. artaangement
to offset operating costs wIthoui the fees reverting to
the Commonwealth's Genefal Fund. Such a center
retains much more money from third-party
payments than do the "partnership" clinics operated
by local mental\tiealth _associations and tne Depart-

, ment of Mental Health. Despite recently negotiated
agreements regarding Medicaid fees, some
partnership clinics retain so little new money that it
is not economical to establish requisite billing
systems.

Income sources for a proprietary organization like
Liberty Street Associates are as follows: 40 percent
from private insurance companies, 31 percent from
public agencies, and 29 percent from client fees. In-
come from public agencies includes contracts-
written with schools for consultation and with state
agencies other than the Department of Mental
Health for purchase of services. Contracts with the

Departhient are possible but have not been ex-
ecuted to date.

In the Taunton Area model, the vast majority of
operating income is derived from the Department of
Mental Health with small amounts available froth
grants, municipalities, and miscellaneous sources.
path of the neighborhood centers had been Incor-
porated as a private, nonprofit agency so that it can
raise funds; but no billing is being done yet.

The clientele served by court -clinics differs greatly
from that of a traditional social work agency in that
court clinic clients often are economically and
socially_deorived, frequently rejected, and/or un-
motivaV3d. Since psychiatric services in the court
system are mandated and, involuntary, the income
for su porting these services obi/lously must come
fro ublic sources.
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Service 4: Day and 5-ventng Treatment

Day and evening treatment has been highlighted by
the 1905 federal community mental health center
legislation and regulations as essential. It represents
a distinct anchor point in the community mental
health program's spectrum c:if alternatiVes to
hoSpitelization. Numerous studies over the past
decide throughout the ,United States .have
demonstrated conclusively that this treatment
modality Is equal to, or superlOr to, acute psychiatric
hospitalization for a broad cross- section of
significantly disturbed and disorganized persons
who traditionally have been treated only In Inpatient
settings. The clinical findings apply to day and even-
ing care provided prior to hospitalization as well as
to treatment for those who have had brief inpatient
stays. There Is no doubt by now' that the day treat-
ment center, as an Intensive treatment setting, offers
meaningful altwatives to hospitalization for acute
or subacute' psychiatric problems.

This emphasis represents,, however, only one level'
of ttie day treatment center's program and organize-

. tion. It Is important to distinguish the other use of
this modality in caring for clients requiring longer

' term treatment and rehabilitation. This second
group includes many for whom open-ended, long-
term resocialization and rehabilitation are necz
etsary; for them, day and evening care also are es-
sential services.

decisions. Patient needs, however, indicate that In
many Instarices treatment is just as essential In the
evening hours, from late afternoon to 9:00 p.m. or
10:00 p.m. This schedule may be particularly rele-
vant' for those persons still able to maintain
themselves in occupational settings dufing the day.
Evening treatment -centers also Could, provide a
base for evening and night-time emergency serv-
ices. Some day treatment centers have exper-
imented with opening their program one or two days
a week at noon,' instead of eviler in the morning;
and extending service into the thid-evening hours.

Some new end even established day and evening
treatment centers report significant, problems in
finding and retaining clients. An inordinate part of
the staff's .energy' is consumed in maintaining an
,adequate stream of referrals and preventing inap-

o propriate dropouts. It is probably fair to speculate
that in these Instal:ices:the cause is related to linger-.
ing arhbivalence about this basic service as a
legitimate alternative go 24-hour residential care.
The problem may also be. related to the fact that
thee programs often develop and remain relatively
isolated, never truly integrated into the community
network of mental health services.

Day and - evening treatment as a basic element in a
comprehensive community mental health program,
thus, involves a spectrum of program organization,
treatment modalities, and potential consumers.
Since all catbhmerat areas contain significant
numbers of present or potential users of the full
spectrum of day and evening care, it Is appropriate
that a variety of models and service designs will
arise to meet these needs. It is striking, however,
that at" the present time this ,essential service is
significantly undei.utilized in most of the state's
catchment areas. It is promising to. note, though,
that in recent years 62-- --nd evening treatment has
been one of the fas/:st growing service elements in
expanding commu (ity programs.-

There is sufficient e erience to indicate that the full
spectrum,of day and ening care probably cannot
be delivered well in one m, and that at least
two separate programs serving two distinct clusters
of patients are necessary in each catchment area.
The programs can be referred to as Level I (inten-
sive or acute), and Level II (long-term or chronic),
but the practical realities are the same in any case.

In current practice, most day treatment centers offer
services only during the usual business hours of
9:00 a.m. to 5:00.p.m. Financial expediency and staff
,Preferences often weigh significantly in such
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Organizational Auspices
In order to avoid some of the previously cited
problems, day treatment centers should not be free-
'Standing. They must be formally affiliated, integral
elements of the community mental health network.
This structural arrangement can be pursued under a
variety of public or priVate auspices; as components
of, or affiliated with, community mental health
centers, general hospitals, or mental hospitals.

While the same programmatic functions can be
provided in a wide variety of physical settings, day
and evening treatment centers located directly in a
general or mental hospital experience certain
problems. This in no way reflects adversely on the
quality of service offered by these institutions;
rather, It emphasizes the principle that day and
evening treatment centers operate best in an am-
biance conveying-normalization rather than illness.
If such programs are to be located in a general
hospital, rapidly rising costs and spacecconstraints
make it essential' that they' have separate budget
centers to determine true costs. It shbuld be noted
that a day or evening treatment prograalcah be ad-
ministered very well as part of a hoital-baded
mental health system without the day center being
located on the immediate premises of the hospital.

Progrm Content
The size of any day and evening center will vary in

.
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accordance with the catchment area's population,
density, transportation patterns, etc. Based on
average daily attendance, the minimum to 'max-
imum number of persons served by any, program
unit within the center can-range broadly from 10 to
70 enrollees. When the daily census exceeds 40, ad-
.ditional treatment units or satellites with commen-
surate staff increases generally are indicated. Often,
a continuum of programs develops 'on the basis of
client performance levels and/or their special Serv-
ice needs. In the most general sense, day and even--
Trig treatment centers fulfill the following purposes:

Level I
0 ,

An alternative to 24-hour raidential care for per-
sons experiencing acute crises.
A transitional program for those leaving 24-hour
care.
A fdr intermediate term rehabilitation of
perso s with long-ter mental illness-related
social and vocational deficits.

Level II

A program for persons so seriously impaired that
a. prolonged institutional care wouldrbe needed ex-

cept for the, support and services of the day and
evening treatment center.

The treatment programs designed for any of these
purposes must include resocialization and
rehabilitation since they are vital to facilitate com-
m unity reentry and adjustment. The terms
resocialization and rehabilitation imply restitution
approximately to earlier levels of functioning.
However, many participants in day and evening
treatment centers- (particularly at Level II) have
never acquired necessary social and vocational
skills; they must now be taught basic, rudimentary
capabilities. These skills and capabilities can be
learned only over extended periods of lime; and
Level 11 participants, therefore, must be provided

-Iong-terM care. the possibility of Level II programs
degenerating into "back wards" in the community
must be guarded against. By housing Level I and
Level II programs in the same physical facility, this
danger is reduced, costs are reduced, and the
availability of specialized staff is increased.

e core of a day or evening treatment program is
bad in a therapeutic community which permits an
individual to find his/her own maximum level within
a self-actualizing group. Such a quasi-community
shares activities and responsibilities for its members
as individuals and as a community. Meaningful
decision-making is fostered and encouraged. Out of
this approach and atmosphere develop increased
self-confidence, : self-responsibility, and self-
correcting experiences fostering both individual
growth and group identity.

If the goals of a day and eveningIf center

are to be achieved, its sservices,should include a
variety of large and small group activities, sched-
uled and informal program_ activities, individual,
family, and group therapy, and creative and' ex-
pressive therapy sesions,, (music, drama, art, body
movement, etc.). Group activities can include, but
should not'be limited to, discussion groups on such
topics as; coping with problems in daily living, es-
tablishing personal' *hygiene and nbtritIon habitS,
and.being aware of current events. Educational in-
struction groups may focus on poetry, phOtography,
cooking, publib speaking, crafts activities, sewing,
occupational therapy, newspaper writing (complete-
ly uncensored), sports, _etc. The-program content
should be varied enough to appeal to at least the
Vast majority of individuals. Cultural awareness
groups are critical in hetlogeneous communities.
Thus, relevant prograD content should be available
ta.meet the specific goals set fo'r the person.

Provisions should be made for patient government
in the center so that patients may play an active
in planging a large portionof their daily program
tivitiest7 Community officers can be elected monthly.
Activities may need to be' started by staff. or::
volunteers, Oith the patients brought into them by
the leadership and enthusiasm Of these individuals.
However, when activities are spontaneously initiated
by patients, they should be encouraged and ap-
propriately staffed by the center personnel.

In addition to activity therapies, the center's treat-
ment programs also should include when ap-
propriate intensive psychotherapy, goal-focused
counseling, and marital and/or family herapy. The
specific therapeutic-oriented approac utilized by
a center inevitably will depend upon program
design, the skills and treatment philosophies of its
staff, and the availability of specialized personnel.
Thus, treatment approaches at some centers also
may include behavior therapy, ge = ecnni
etc. Regardless of the specifi elements in any
center, medical diagnosis and prescriptional med-
ication by a qualified physician should be included
as a basic part of the treatment program.

The rehabilitation component of the program should
be multi-dimensional and include in its objectives
helping persons achieve maximal independent liv-
ing. Whenever possible, full-time employit-ent
should be considered a gOal. Where appropriate
and desired, full resumption of a relevant role in the
home might be an appropriate end goal. When in-
dependent functioning cannot be achieved, place-
ments in the community on voluntary tasks should
be considered. These latter placements could be
used either as terminal or as work-conditioning ac-
tivities, depending on the goals established for each
person. The center's vocational rehabilitation efforts
can be facilitated through active linkages with state
agencies such as the Massachusetts Rehabilitation
Commission and the Division of Employmant
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Security. Sheltered workshops emphasizing work
Skills and habits leading to regular outside employ-
ment can be integrated or affiliated components of a
day treatment center.

A number of centers have found that by developing
an Alumni Club, an important open-ended link is
provided many patients and their families for whom
the center. Is the only or major sqpial contact.' This
group, in turn, 'can be quite helpful and, in turn, Is
helped by working with newcomers to the center. *3

Policies and Proceduces.
The day and/or evenirig treatment cente r's goal of
client self-reliance through active therapy can best
be achieved when specific polities and procedures
guide the center's activities. Necessary guidelines
include at least the followingt

1. A statement of objectives and personnel
responsibility.

2. A written admission policy describing the
criteria 'for acceptance into the program; the
criteria should be as broad as possible and in-
clusionary rather than exclusionary. Im ortant
criteria include:'

Willingness and ability to acd'ept a there-
pedfic contract.

' Willingness and physical ability to attend and
participate in the program activities.
Status as an outpatient or an inpatient in the
final stages of hotpitalization.,
Residency within a practical comruting dis-
tance.
Self- medication status (this is desirable bu
should ndt exclude alternate methods o
receiving medication).

is

3. A Written intake policy which includes pro-
cedures for multi-staff assessment of each in-
dividual and review by a designated intake team
of each patient's problems and treatment plans.
This review should include participation by a
psychiarist,.even if only on a consulting basis.

4. An active treatment plan for each patient based
on an assessment of the individual's functional
problems and specification of treatment goals
relevant to each problem. The treatment plan
should include a schedule of the individual's
program activities, recommended frequency of
attendance, and anticipated length of treatment.

5. A requirement that each individual enter into an
explicit, negotiated, agreement to participate in
program activities as specified in his/her treat-
ment plan.

6. A procedure for periodic indepth review of each
patient's goals and treatment plan. This indepth
review should be done within -20 attendance

o

days after admission, and at least once every 40
(60 in Level II) attendance days thereafter. This
review should involve the "case manager" or
"primary therapist" and at least two other staff
members. The team members and each patient,
where appropriate, must review any substantial
changes in patient goals and treatment plans.

7. A weekly staff meeting at which patient
problems, group issues, and activity plans can
be individually reviewed.

8. A policy that relatives or friends supporting the
patient be 'Involved regularly, or at appr,oprlate
intervals, in program activities and plane.
Written procedures for referral for col-
laborative treatment or discharge and follow-
up.
Written procedures for referral of 'patients to
other community facilities for specialized,
evaluation and treatment services not provided
by the day or evening center.

11. Formal recordkeeping is recommended to
facilitate referrals.

10.

3

Numerous advantages are evident in the policy of an
iexplicit maximum length of stay for .patients in the

Leveti I program. Many centers have flied this limit
at six months, with procedures for exceptions for an
additional three months. The .'average length of

atient stay in a number of programs is ap-
proximately 10 to 12 weeks.-The-clinical issue which
is partiCularly central, for those persons who have

an-institutional experience is their expectation
of perpetual passivity and dependency; the -max-
imum length-of-stay "contract" keeps this issue in
the forefront of the therapeutic program.

No maximum time limit need be set in the Level II
program. These programs are designed to keep
people for as long as they might need to be-in them.
This population tends to be fairly stable but chronic,
and the ,program must tolerate a, great deal more
dependency from its participants.

When the wide-ranging responsibilities and services
of day and evening treatment programs are placed
in perspective, it is clear that they cannot function in
isolation from the human services system if their
goals are to be achieved. Thus, the center must
have explicit,lormal, and direct administrative links
to other facilities such as hospital inpatient services,
hospital emergency services, community resi-
dences, social clubs, community workshops, and
other community life-support agencies. When ,all
relevant treatment facilities Come under the direct
authority of the Area Director, administratively or
contractually, continuity of care and accessibility
shbuld be assured.

' The Day Treatment Center Organization and Therapeutic Programming. Program Guide, Veteran's Administration, Washington, D.C..
Dedember 9, 1974. G-10 M-2, Part X. P. 3-1.
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Staffing Patterns
in hiring staff fora derand evening tr at
center, consideration should be given not onlyto an
Individual's qualifications' but also to his/her In-.

tere s, abilities, and motivation to function In an in-
novati treatment and rehabilitation setting. Ex-,perlence or evening treatment centers has
show') that many personnel without formal graduate
training are highly sklifful in assisting patients. Ex-
perience also has shown, however, that day and

. evening centers should employ skilled pr fesslonal
staff from a variety-of disciplines. The are con--
siderable advantages to e baying apable resi-
dents of the neighborhood an t community as
mental health associates. Sub persons not only
make appropriate con tions to the program, but
they also facilitate lin ge with the community.

Stettin patterns sh uid vary with the leltel of inten-
sity of t reatm t services. Therefore, it.is ap-
propriate to expect that a Level II program would not
require that all staff have extensive formal mental
health training. Natural Interpersonal ski,is and
talents with ability to use appropriate supervision
and capacity for long-term stable commitments are

.-the essential requirements for staff in this type of
center. However, skilled staff should participaleoln
diagnostic workups, In_ etermining e appropriate
components of the tre tment progr m, and in the
periodic review of the t atment prod am.
The follwing staffing pattern' identifies personnel
that various .federal and state agfncies consider ap-
propdate. The higkly-specific format is not intended
to imply that alto native approacifes to staffing such.
programs should not be considered. Nevertheless, it
should be kept in mind that future funding of these
programs yvill depend on meeting accreditation
standards which emphasize staffing patterns and
capability to perform stated program functions.

It is unnecessary to require that a physician serve as
program director. Such a professional should be
considered for the job of program director only if
he/she has the skills and interests to work within a
rehabilitation program model,The basic principle
Must be that the most qftelified mental health
professional regardless of discipline will be chosen
as he program director. Similarly, the salary ottne
director should be commensurate with -the scope of
his/her'overall responsibilities rather than being tied.
to his/her-professional degree. This s'alary scale
should be flexible enough_ mperiSate an in-
dividual according to the sccrteadth, and com--
plexity of the, program being ad inistered. Roles
and Personnel include the followin

I
Program Director
Qualifications: A mental, health profes at
least a master's degree and a minimu 'o to
five years of 61inicp1 and administrative experience

a

which may) include fulktime'graduate or postgrad-
uate training, experience and responsibility; one
year of experience must be in a therapeutic milieu
program. If an individual does not meet the
profeosional degree requirements, at least fuve
years of progressively responsible administrative
and clinical experience shOuld be considered as .a
reasonable st.ibstitute. The mental health
protessai in charge of the day or evening treat-
menf center program should be designated: Direc- ,
tor, Day (or Evening) Treatment Center; when
program size .requires, another individual may be
designated: Assistant Director, Day (or Evening)
Treatment Center.

Duties; The directorship of a day and evening treat-
ment center is considered a full-time position. The
director should have complete professional resporl-
sibility for all 'clinical and administrative functions

a within the center. He/she should.have responsibility
for the hiring of staff, their -work assignments,
arranging for supervision,-and subsequent evalua-
tion. The director of the day or evening treatment
center could be administratively responsible to the
Area Director, or to such person as.is designated by
the Director.

Psychiatrist (Part-time)
Qualifications: An M.D. registered in Massachusetts
and who has,completed at least three years of act.
credited psychiatrioresidendy.

Duties: 13esponsibie for, the melicel/psychlatric
assessment and medical freatmeril of patients, and
consultation with staff on program objectives and
activities. Under most conditions, it is expected that
the psychiatrist would be a part-time staff member;
however, the position could be a full-time one when
the program has reached sufficient size, has com-
plex rnedical needs, and the psychiatrist is in-
terested in working within a day treatment model.

Psychologist: A licensed psychologist with relevant
clinical skills.

Psychiatric Social Worker: A graduate fromAn ac-
credited School of Social Work with at least .one.
year or elevant clinic erience.

Occupational, ehabilitation, or Activities Thera-
pist: A bachelor's degree" graduate from an ac-
credited college with one year of relevant clinical ex-
perience.

P chlatric Nurse: A ,,master;s degree graduate in
Psy latric Nursing with at least one year of relevant
clini I experience, or an R.N. with at least three
years of -appropriate psychiatric experience. Li-
censed Practical Nurses or Psychiatric Technicians
also should be included.

The following staff constitute the core professional
personnel, and they should work full-tire: program
director, social worketv4urse, and occupa

Tr-
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other therapist. Other personnel skills relevant to
the services of a day and, evening treatment center
are those of music, art, and drama therapists. As
with other mental health services, former patientS
can make a unique contribution to a day and even-
ing treatment center's work. They should be hired
when possible for appropriate positions. Day and
evening treatment centers also should be. en-
couraged, to devise programs, for students and
volunteers. The former are readily available at local
colleges and universities having mental health-
related curricula with practicum assignments. It is
imperative, however, that adequate supervision and
consultation be provided for students and volun-
teers. A staff -to patient ratio of 1:5 or 1t6 based on
average daily attendance and level and intensity of
therapeutic program would provide adequate treat-
ment resources. Additional staff would be required
for such support functions as secretarial, cleric
bookkeeping, and maintenance,.

-

S.reral centers-in various parts of tber-Stete should
be\selected as model training facilities for -newly
hired, inexperienced professional and paraprofes-
sional personnel. The training, programs offered by
these centers should deal with both the clinical and
administrative responsibilities involved in operating
a day and.evening"treatment facility,

Facilities
Location: Day and evening treatment centers may
show considerable variation in the location of their
physical plant. They can be located within a general
or state hospital building or be part of a community
mental health center. Some centers are located in a
separate building on the hospital grounds; others
are located from several blocks to many miles away
from the hospital. Simple, flexible program space is
the most important determinant. Distance from the
hospital setting will strengthen the social rehabilita-
tion goals of the center and give patients a greater
sense of autonomy in achieving their therapeutic
objectives. It is strongly recommended that the
facility. be located in the center of its community so
that both psychological and geographical acces-
sibility arelacilitated.

Transportation: Though particularly pertinent to
rural centers, the issue of transportation also must
be addressed b a - = pecially by
ur. - - -, mg treatment cen ers. Ea sg of access to
the Center for both the acutely disturbeapatient and
the ofttimes less-motivated chronic bativnt becomes

reasingly critical when daily or nearkdaily atten-
ance is required. The day or evening center must

address this need and federal resources are
available for developing transportati services, e.g.
Departrnentrol Transportatiori, El rly Affairs, and
Developmental' Disabilities funds ay be sought for
this purpose. Local revenue sharing funods also have
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been tapped in some communities for the' one-time
expensof purchaSing vehicleS.

Space: Space allotments for needed facilities vary
in direct proportion to the program's* size. The
following suggestions for space allocation are based
on standards considered to be in the range of very
adequate to ideal, The square footage and variety of
rooms, may not be attainable for all programs. In
general, alight, airy, homey atmosphere is desirable,
with a minimum of 2,500 square feet. Beyond the
2,500 square feet minimum for 10-15 patients, it is
recommended that an additional 120 square feet of
space per patient be provided. The space should be
arranged so as to permit the varied functions of the
Center, to occur as effectively as possible. De-
pendirig upon local costs and available funds, any
or all of the following could be included in the
center:

A living room large enough to allow for non-.
institutional groupings&of attractive, comfortable
home-like furniture. This room would be used for
formal and informal gatherings, primarily of a ver-
bal nature.
An activity room corresponding to a home rum-
pus room or recreation room would be used for
active group gatherings. It would normally contain
billiard and ping-pong tableS; folding tables and
chairs.,and sliding accordion doors increase the
flexibility of this space.
A kitchen is important for promoting social and
homemaker skills and serves educational pur-
poses as well. It should be large enough to ,ac-
,commodate groups for classes in such activities
as economy shopping, personal meal prepara-
tion, and the preparation of group meals. Par-
ticularly for older women and more chronic
patients, this area can be the focal point of their
rehabilitative program.
Creative skills activity areas for occupational and
manual arts therapies should be
electrical outlets and water, soun
located well away from other ver
Open space for body movement,
well as a closed, soundproofed room for music
are ery useful.

ice space should include an adequate work
area for all staff, with the ideal being one office
per full-time staff member.__Sufficient sup-
plemental space should be allotted for clerical
functions as well as for students and consultants.
Group rooms will vary in-number and size accor-
ding to the philosophy of the progralt. These
rooms can acc modate such activities as group
therapy, group discus ions, family groups, com-
mittee meetings,,staff eetings, etc.
A physical activity ar a is used for,larger motor
activities and minor gymn4sti,9, programs (refer to
previously mentioned - =creative skills activity
areas).

ropriate
deadene and

al activity ar as.
ama, etc. as

.
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A sheltered workshop, no matter how modest, is
suggested for Inclusion within larger facilities in-
cluding specific space for work-potential assess-
ment.

.

Coss
The costs of dilivering human services depend
largely on staff-salary experklitures. This salary ac
count may vary greatly, depending on the profes-
sional disciplines from which personnelare drawn,
their length of experience, and otfler such factors.
As was indicated previously, the aster of skills
needed to operate day and ev in treatment
centers can be drawn from a wid ging per-
sonnel pool. The following positions d disciplines
are usually associated with this ty e of program,
either on a full, or part-time balsis: program ad-
ministrator; clinical psychologist psychiatric soda
worker; psychiatric nurse; psychiatrist; oc-
cupational, recreational, or activities therapist;
special cititrse or .therapists and aides;
secretarie clerks; and maintenance personnel.
The otal Costs for ay and eVening treatment
centers, in general, wi be based oh a program
serving an average daily c sus 30 patients.
This average is based on recent Depart t of
Mental Health projection t at, in the near`fture, 00
to 1,000 persons, in the tate should be sery by
such programs. Budgets for these progra now
are being forwarded to the Department f Mental
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Health and will be available for refer e In deter-
mining specific expenses. It is anticipa d that the
average cost per patient will be between 35
per day, based on a program serving 20 to 30
patients.

Income Sources
A task force, composed of members of the
Departments of Mental Health and Public Welfare, is
at present' negotiating with the Rate Setting Com-
mission for a per diem rate of reimbursement. The
established rate will be In effect for ne year orryntil
such time that the Rate Setting Com Ission can es-
tablish an individuat rate for'each faci y. This rate
will be used to gain reimbursement fo the cost of
services rendered patients covered. y Medicaid
and Workmen's Compensation. Other third-party
sources inaude Medicare, Commercial insurance
carriers, patient fees, and local- governmental and
philanthropiC support. All of these reimbursement
sources are ratsPagt, but fiscal /lability IS predicated
on the assumption that the Departmdrit of Mental
Health will make initial startup funds available. to
provide the services which will be billed for tater.
Again, in this instance, it is important that the billing
be done by a corp_o

a d-
rate entity other than the Depart-

ment of Me ealth so thayebeipts can be re-
tained for futu program use. This is the most
effective way -t insure some type bf absolute
resource growth and stability under foreseeable
fiscal circumstances.
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Service 5: Vocational. Rehabilitation)

Great progress has been made in recognizing the
Importance of the patient's family and network of
social contacts and supports. Treatment in the com-
muni akes possible an alliance between the

atien tal health professionals, and the pa-
tl nt's fam friends to help the individual mairr
ta a family role. Frequently, the patient's illness
significantly Undermines relationships with such
.figures and darliages the patient's ability to function
socially so that intensive- and even protonged
therapy must be done in these are0. It is a credit to
the community mental health I syste,m that it
reco izes the need for such help and that it is be-
ing d pe.

The patient's need to establish and maintain his/her
position in the field of employment has not yet,
however, received comparable attention despite the
fact that our culture continues to place strong
emphasis on productivity and self-support. Voca-
tional skills are learned later in life, often after the
onset of illness, but the patient's illness often im-
pairs ego functions that are essential to vocational
functioning. Employers and coworkers also typically
have less of an investment than family and friends in
maintaining a viable relationship with the patient,
making the task of vocational rehabilitation for-
midable. Yet, the significance of work in the building
of a positive and viable identity, and in the accep-
tance of the individual within the family and social
network, as well as the community-at-large, is so
central that vocational rehabilitation must be includ -'
ed as an essential and integral component of com-
munity mental health services."
RehabilitatiOn as an approach to helping the mental-
ly ill sets forth the expectation that a person function
at the highest level at which he/she is capablee,
emphasizing appropriate social behavior and voca-
tional achievement. Rehabilitation focuses directly
on the individual's strengths, helping him/her to
become aWere of, rely upon, *and build upon them.
Work activity is seen by the patient, family and
friends, and community as a concrete manifestation
of this strength. The work setting is also' a vehicle
through _which the individual can develop interper-
sonal skills, and a sense of confidence- in the
oundness and resilience of his/her identity. The

stru e which work activity offers provides 4he in-
dividual with day-to-day support and a sense of
security. Finally, the work setting offers a mode for
"reality testing" to disorganized or socjally alienated

individuals. Through the direct guidance of work
supervisors and the appropriate role modeling
which they offer, the individual can be helped to
restructure unacceptable behavior and to develop a
positive identity based on the ability to behave ap-
propriately. The acceptance and approval which
such appropriate behavior elicits from others help
reinforcd this behavior.

Organizational Auspices
A variety of state and private agencies provide
vocational rehabilitation services to the mentally ill;
however the Department of Mental Health and the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission each .
have mandated responsibilities in this area.

Chapter 735, the Massachusetts-Community Mental
Health and Mental Retardation Act, designates
rehabilitation services as one of the service com-
ponents needed in an area based community men-
tal health system. Rehabilitation services include
residenti I, vocational, and social programs for the
mentally illT. II range' of rehabilitation services
must be re ognized as an essential program com-
ponent of a community mental health service if
patients, particularly long-term_ chronically ill pa-
tients, are to live in the community. Vocational
rehabilitation and other rehabilitation services are
recognized in Chapters 735 and 991 as essential to
the deinstitutionalization and community functioning
'of the mentally retarded. They are no less essential
for the mentally ill.

Sinde 1943, the federal-state vocational rehabilita-
tion program, administered in Massachusetts by the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission, has
been mandated to provide vocational rehabilitation
services to the mentally ill as well as to the physically
disabled with the goal of enabling the disabled to
become employed. The Federal Vocational Reha-
bilitation Act of September 1973, direRts state
vocational rehabilitation agencies to serve trre more
severely disabled as a priority. The mentally ill are
specifically, included the regulations outlining the
severe disability groups targeted by this legislation.
The goal of employment remains the basis for°
providing services; however, this population will
often require long-term, comprehensive services. to
function in sheltered or competitive employment.

A new opportunity, thus, exists for the Department
of Mental Health and the Massachusetts Rehabilita-

' Several of the following recorrimendations were firil set forth in Helping All The Handicapped: The Repdrt Of The Massachus'etts
Vocational Rehabilitation Planning Commission. Although the Report, commissioned by the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
(MRC), 4vas published in 1968, the specific recommendations cited here have yet to be implemented. It is our hope that this Manual will

"omote and facilitate such implementation.,
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tion Commission to work cooperatively in meeting
the vocational rehabilitation needs of chronic
patients. In order to do this, it is necessary for the
Department of Mental Health, and each of its area
community mental health programs to become
directly involved in the delivery of vocational
rehabilitation services. This is necessary to, the
maintenance of continuity of services, to the full
utilization of Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commis-
sion resources, and to the execution of the Depart-
ment of Mental Health's responsibility for trie
maintenance and reintegration of the emotionally
disturbed individual in the community.

Top-level administrative support for cooperative
planning is vital, but actual programs must take root
at the area level While each area is mandated to
assess the need and assure the providing of these
services, actual delivery will be undertaken under a
variety of private and public auspioes. The network
of vocational rehabilitation services will probably
vary considerably from one area to another de-
pending on such factors as density of population,
availability of public transportation, and the nature
and extent of employment opportunities. The need
for expansion of vocational rehabilitation facilities in
each area will depend on the availability and quality
of present resources and the increase in demand for
these resources as concerted efforts are made to
keep patients in the community.

Program Content

Rehabilitation Services
The process of returning or introducing the patient
to work activity and then helping him/her to
progress within this "world of work" involves the
rehabilitation Worker in direct client work as well as
in program development. Since frequent, or at least
periodic, fluctuations in functioning are widespread
for many psychiatric patients, mental health reha-
bilitation in contrast to rehabilitation of the physical-
ly disabled tends to assume a more open-ended
quality. Depending, on the patient's need for long-
terM services, evaluation and counseling may be an
extended process with changes in work placement
reflecting the ups and downs of the patient's condi-
tion. For most patients, the rehabilitation process
will result in a gradual increase in functioning and
maximizing of potential.

Comprehensive Planning, Coordination, and Con-
sultation: A rehabilitation worker should par-
ticipate as a team member in intake, comprehensive
treatment planning, ongoing assessment, case con-
ferences, and ischarge planning. Thus, each
patient has th enefit Of a treatment plan which in-

from all relevant disciplines and is im-
plemented in a well-coordinated way.

Evaluation and Counseling: These services are

performed by a rehabilitation counselor so that each
patient can be placed in the highest level of work ac-
tivity at which he/she can achieve success im-
mediately. The patient is then helped to proceed to
the highest level of work activity of which he/she is
ultimately capable. Vocational and rehabilitation
evaluation overlaps with overall clini I assessment
and shouk

Cf:

O be done upon admission a ell as one--
continuing basis thereafter. Evaluation is based
upon data from a number of 'sources: (a)' pa lent ;
history with special emphasis on education, training,
and previous work experience; (b) the observations
of the rehabilitation counselor in counseling ses-
sions; (c) the clinical judgments of other mental
health workers involved with the patient directly or .

on a consulting basis; (d) formal tests, both written
and performance, on aptitude, work tolerance and
interest; and (e) patient behavior in work activity
placements.

9

The counseling relationship is the structure in which
the vocational rehabilitation counselor and patient ....,
work together most directly. This relationship begins
at an early point in the patient's treatment and may
transcend movement from one unit to another,
based on fluctuations in the patient's condition. The
relationship represents an alliance between
counselor and patient to work together to develop
short- and long-term plans, effect placement, cope
with problern,sof vocational adjustment and obtain
necessary support. Counseling may be structured
on an individual or group basis. The fatter may be
established as an adjunct to other treatment
modalities in individual service units. For example, a.
vocational counseling discUssion group may be one
of a number of activities in a partial hospitalization
'program or an evening vocational counseling group
might be held in a residential facility for those work-
ing during the day. Patients should be encouraged
to take maximum responsibility in this process as a
means of promoting increased autonomy. ...

-,

Placement and Interfacing: Within the community \mental health system, the rehabilitation worker is
responsible for advocating and overseeing the
placement of patients into appropriate work ac-
tivities. In relationships with these program units,
the rehabilitation counselor develops and coor-
dinates mechanisms which permit the smooth un-
impeded entry of patients into- iork, activities. Ap-
propriate counseling activity -alSo is enhanced by
sound relationships with treatment, -residential, and
work activities personnel. _____

.. ,

The rehabilitation worker also has responsibility for
placing patients in work activities in the community.
In' this capacity, he/she works with professionals i
other agencies or with employers who ma arrang
finance, or directly provide training or for ctiviti

(including competitive employment).
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Wsofk Activities
The work performed'by psychiatric patients ne
not be only in the competitive work force. Patients
who are unable, at any given time, to meet the
demands of competitive employment can e pro-
vided with meaningful, relevant, and dignifi work
activity at a level at which they can experien e some
success. While many can` then progress to more
ambitious work activities and to competitiv
employment, others may only be able to susta

6
0. their vocati functioning in a sheltered setti

Suitable w rk, activities must be available to
plItients, regardless of their level of functioning.

Acces; to such work activities must be smoothly
and easily achieved, with free movement -between
levels of work activity for those whose level of func-
tioning suggests advancement to a higher level, or
retreat to a less demanding work setting. The first
priority is to 'seethat a variety of work activities exist
which provide for a continuous progression from the
most basic activities of daily living and graded oc-
cupational therapy activities to the training and
placement of patients in responsible positions in
competitive employment. Such work activities can
and should overlap in terms of acceptable levels of
functioning so that options will be open to patients
and their counselors:it is essential that no, gaps re-
rain lest a patient be blocked from advancerpent by
having to go from too easy to too difficult V:' place-
ment.

Occupational Therapy: Inpatient and partial
hospitalization programs include activities of various
kinds, such as manual and creative aOts and tasks of
daily Hying, whiCh assess and "develop the patient's
ability for self-care and for performing a task in
response to the expectations of qthers. A variety of
such activities must be provided in these treatment
settings, with ongoing evaluation of the patien
cognitive, perceptual-motor, and interpersonal
functioning. For some patients these activities will
represent a stabilizing structure of easy tasks which
help them to control their emotions and behavior,
and return to a previous level of functioning. For
more regressed individuals, these activities repre-
sent a tangible achievement, and a beginning level
of satisfsting, successful work activity. ,

Specific 1.4)ork Activities In Treatment and
Rehabilitation Settings: Within full and partial
hospitalization, programs, halfway houses, psycho-
social rehabilitation programs, and social clubs,
such activities as meal preparation and serving, fur-
niture set up, light cleaning, and the maintaining and

0 posting of lists, schedules, and announcements can
be organized into a program of limited structured
work. Activities which are therapeutic as well as
necessary to the program's functioning can be the

-responsibility of the clientele and, thus, foster ,

responsibility, self-sufficiency, cooperation, and
self-esteem. .
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Workshop-Work Activity Center: A wericshop
should have a close relationship with the treatment
setting and place minimum demands on the patient
in terms of reliability and establishedArvork habits.
This orkship should accept referrals quickly
witho the delay of a formal or extensive intake
proc dure. It should permit work activities which are
simple and easy for patients whose vocational. and
soci skills are minimal and who might still be
pr ccupied, disorganized; or behaving inap-
pro riately. Patient& programs would vary from a
few ours a week to a full workweek, with enough
fiexib ity so that changeS could* bp made promptly
in res nse to a patient's progress'or to flatiups in
his/her friptoms. Stich a workshop program could
be estabi hed and operated directly by-the mentat

ith laha ilitation team, or by a special cot trac-
arrang e,nt. A system whereby fees are

1 a r nged on per-client basis, such as the typical
contractual a angement between the Massachu.!
setts Yiehabill tion Commission and priyate
workshops, may e unfeasible for such patients.

Sheltered Workshops: Workshops which more
closely simulate actual competitive employment
would be a next step. They should offer a variety of
work and jab training experiences for both tran-
sitional and extended empioyees, require a higher
level of com,mitment, inCiestment,- and functioning,

-.and involve a more formal and extensive referral
procedure. The Massachusetts Rehabilitation Com-
mission model of authorization' and sponsorship on
a per-client basis would be feasible; and,'in fact, this
is the typical workshop service provided by the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission in most
areas. Once again: pay would be at the established
workshop rates.

Hospital Work Training Programs: State hospitals
historically have depended heavily on patient labor
to help carry out maintenance functions. The
Sauder decision (December 1973) ruled that the
minimum wage provisions of the Fair Labor Stan-
dards Act now apply to working patients. To facil-
itate deinstilutionalization, state hospitals should
prepare working patients for meaningful jobs in the
community. By spring 1975 it is expected that tasks
will be identified for each work area and clustered to
correspond to community jobs. Patients would be
assigned to a job cluster and trained according to
the job requirements with attention given to
developing work adjustment skills and identifying
unacceptable social behavior on the job. Patients` -
gaining proficiency. would be considered for com-
munity placement. Compensation would be made
according to the Fair Labor Standards Act'e.
provisions based on prodectivity. Under the law,
personal chores and the maintaining of one's livi
area would be exempted providing that they do
exceed one to two hours per day.
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Primary Manufacturihg: State hospitals and men-
tal health, centers, either under their own auspices
or under the auspices of privately Incorporate4
workshops, may develop primary manufactur ing
programs. Products produced would be sold
through various outlets and the proceeds returned
to the patients. Training and worker adjustment
skills thus developed would help prepare the patient
for community placement.

On Site Supervised Work Activity: Creative use of
private industry to provide transitional work settings
is an area of rehabilitation yet to be fully explored
but which has undeniable merita in terms of
economy and effectiveness. Some 'rehabilitation
programs assume responsibility for performing one
or more jobs on a subcontract basis `and then
employ patients to work at the industry site under
staff supervision. Working conditions thus can be
adjusted to suittfla patient's needs. Sometimes, a
company, without requiring a subcontract, will
design a position specifically as a transitional or
rotating placement for patients.

Patient-Run Enterprises: Patients, with the help of
hospital staff, could offer -their services to the com-
munity as a way of facilitating their work adjustment
and preparing themselves for community living.
Groups of patients offering their services in painting,
landscaping, housekeeping, janitorial services, etc.
would give clients an opportunity to lInterface with
the real work-a-day world. Patient-mil enterprises
could result.

On-the-Job Training, Vocation& Education,
General Education: Educational programs which
lead directly to jobs are obviously.of value, but the
value of education as an activity itself should not be
overlooked. Educational programs which require
skills and effort comparable to those in work set-
tings are often less threatening and can greatly
enhance- self-confidence and elf-esteem. The
Massa4husetts Rehabilitation Co mission could be
involved in the planning, placern nt, and financing
of eligible clients in these programs.

Volunteer Work: Volunteer work activities in a
nonprofit enterprise rather than in settings owhere
such efforts are a substitute for paid work could be
used as a means to a specific rehabilitation goal.
However, the issue of exploitation and the need to
encourage the individual toward self-support should
be considered carefully before volunteer work is
chosen.

Competitive "Employment: Finally, an active
.relationship between private and public employers
and mental health rehabilitation counselors should
be maintained to facilitate placement of capable in-
dividuals in competitive employment. The Mental
Health Job Placementioroject is a good example of
a direct approach to the establishment and
maintenance of such <a relationship. Such a

partnership between rehabilitation programs and in-
dOstry can enhance the community standing of all
area mental health programming wnile facilitating
the establishment of on site work activity
arrangements and competitive job'placement.

Staffing Patterns
It is beyond the scope of this Manual to present a
detailed overview of the staffing patterns required
for the entire range of area rehabilitation services. It
Is essential, though, to examine the staffing com-
ponents required to provide the supportive reha-
bilitation services and work activities described
previously. Staff must work directly with the In-
patient, partial hospitalization; and outpatient units
of each area.

Within each area, a position should be established
for a community rehabilitation dbordinator. Second-
ly, vocational rehabilitation - oriented staff should be
organized into an area rehabilitation team.

Community Rehabilitation Coordinator
This individual would be responsible for overseeing
all aspects of the Area Rehabilitation Program kir
cluding vocational rehabilitation, community resi-
dences, and socialization and recreational
programs. Accountability to the Area Director would
underscore these services as essential to communi-
ty mental health programs.

The community rehabilitation coordinator's respon-
sibility for functions related to vocational rehabilita-
tion programming could be delegated to_ other
rehabilitation staff members. The responsibilities in-,
clude the foll8Wing;

1. Integrating vocational rehabilitation services
into overall treatment philosophy of the mental
health system. At an executive level, the com-
niunity rehabilitation coordinator would repre-
sent a vocational rehabilitation perspective on
policy-mak'ing committees, with the Area Board,
and in negotiations with individual unit heads.
He/she will have a particular responsibility for
gaining administrative support for the efforts of
rehabilitation workers and student interns.

2. Supporting rehabilitation workers as persons
with a specific functional identity and program-
matic orientation. The community rehabilitation
coordinator gains administrative sanction for
appropriate involvement of rehabilitation
workers in treatment tearns in all clinical units.

3. Identifying and articulating vocational reha-
bilitation concerns in relationships with the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission, the
Department of Mental Health, and other agen-
cies. In working closely with vocational
rehabilitation line staff and heads of other
programmatic area components, the communi-

/ 6 5 6
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ty rehabilitation coordinator is able to assess .''flexibility to permit optimal responsiveness to

and articulate patient needs for vocational patient and program needs. Vocational rehabilita-
rehabilitation programs and effectively. tion staff may include individuals at Various levels of
negotiate for appropriate resources. training and experience in a variety of disciplines

,ranging from those with little formal training to those
4. Providing supervisiion, training, and supporting with certification and advanced degrees. Staff might

research. The coinmunity rehabilitation coor-
dinator would provide directly, or at least in-

include psychologists, rehabilitation counselors,
social workers, and nurses. Students in training Also

sure, adequate supervision for all rehabilitation could play a valuable role in servlQe'delivery as part
oriented personnel. He/she would-have respon- It should
sibility for participating in the overall training ac-

of a carefully planned internship program.
should include atbe-rioted, however, that each team'

tivities of the area. In addition; the community
b

,04,--leagt a minimal number of professional rehabilita-
rehabilitation coordinator would , pror990,-* tion counselors who by virtue of their disciplinary
relationships with university prograprAesup- training could undertake certain tasks and provide
port training of students and encourage leadership in emphasizing a vocational iehabilita-
research. tion approach to treatment.

Qualifications for the community rehabilitation poor- 'Civil Service positions and salary schedules must be
dinator should include the following criteria:.- modified to encourage individuals to work in mentais

Several years of experience in rehabilitatio health-vocational rehabilitation oriented, 'publicly'`
programs and services for the mentally ill, 'n.7 operated programs which provide kreasonable ex-
cluding experience with inpatient and p rtial pectation for professional growth, advancement,
hospitalization programs. and compensation commensurate with skills. Effeirts
Several years of Administrative experience with should be undertaken to deemphasize specific dis-

, demonstrated abilities in interpersonal skills, ciplinary requirements for Civil Service positions,
written communication, and leadership. focusing instead on skills which transcend individual
Training ,in psychology, psychiatry, rehabilitation disciplines. Alternatively, blocks for professional
counseling, social work, or nursing. Specific dis- rehabilitation counselors should be created/ in the
ciplinary training should not be a primary-con- Department of Mental Health. A further o tion is to
sideration. - contract for rehabilitation services with nonprofit

Salary would be commensurate with the qqualifies
organization linked to the area prog

cations and status needed to function effectively.

Area Vocational Rehabilitation Teams,

C,

The organization of vocational rehabilitation workers
intb teams will provide ank effective vehicle for im-
plementing specific program needs. Basically, the
team will_ consist of rehabilitation workers Who work
directly with staff and patients in clinical treatment
units. These :individuals, working under -the Com-
munity rehabilitation coordinator, have dire& re-
sponsibility in supporting patient involvement and
movement in work activities. Specific team com-
position will vary based on area preferences,
resources, and developmental issues.

If there is joint sponsorship of area vocational
rehabilitation seams by the Department, of Mental
Health and the Massachusetts Rehabilitation ,Com-
mission, specific agreements concerning areas of
responsibility, lines of authority, evaluation of Per-
formance, and use of case service funds would be
negotiated best at an area level. Other options might
include participation in team support by local men-
tal health associations, private sheltered workshops,
and other psycho-social rehabilitation programs.

Staffing for area, vocational rehabilitation teams
should be pragmatic ancrundertaken with maximum

Costs
\ ,The Boston Center House, Inc. perates theCenter

House Workshop in which 58 persons participate,
"15 .on a full-time basis and 23 on a part-time'one.
The Center House had-an affiliation' agreement with
the Bay Cove (Tufts) Mental Health Center through
which staffing funds are made available for the
Workshop. The (Staff employed to operate the
workshop include a director, three workshop super-
visors, and a business manager, all full time. Part-
time personnel 'include a secretary (three-fifth's
tirpe) and a bookkeeper (one-fifth time). Income and
expenses associated with this program for 1974 are
identified below.'

Income '
Subcontractors $ 64,058.52
Massachusetts Rehabilitation

Commission 6,964.50
'Fees' 1,655.00
Bay Cove (Tufts) Contracts:

Phases I and II , 35,932.29
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

WIN Program 78.4.29

Total $109,404.60

' The ndt gain of approximately $5.000 is a bookkeeping artifact in that certain expenses were not p sted until early 1975.
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Expenses'
4, Salaries (including Retirement and

Payroll Taxes)
.Clients' Payroll
Work Activity Expenses

y (FurnituF Supplies, etc.)
Work /Ste y' Students

IncomscSources

$ 63,137.99
35,312.69

5,617.43
357.85

Total $104,425.96

Since the vocational-rehabilitation services, require a/.
- complex netkork- of facilities. programs and staff; a
variety of private and public income sources have
been utilized to support these.ser.vides. The ollow-
ing outline categorizes the traditioneysources of
support and suggests new fundlo4 ,Possibilities to
be explored tb expand vocqortal rehabilitation
services to he mentally ill. /
Private: Mental health' associations, Private

rehabilitation facilities,. United- Way,' foundation
grants, and fund-raising.

State: (1)° Department of Mental Health:, Staffing
(Rehabilitation counselors in mental health facilliifiP,
staff blocks for, proems); Contractual Purcl e of
Services (Workshops and social rehab)i ation
facilities); and (2) Massachusetts Rehobilltation
Commission: Staffing (MassachusettapAhabilitation
Commission counsffilors assigned, to ,acuities); Fee
for. Service (WOkshops, other, rehabilitation
programs, and extended employment support).

4

Federal: (1) National Institute for Mental Health: .

Grahts as part of community mental health, after-
care, and rehabilitation services; and (2) Rehabilita-
tion Services Administration' Facilities,ponstruction,
equipment, and expansion grants.

Ocal: Comprehensive Employment and Training
ct: Funds to provide employment,arrd/training to

unemployed, e.g. for paraprofegionaV and other
staff position's. .

41.
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' Workshop space is provided Center House without cost by the Lindemann Mental Health Cyder.
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Service 6: Social -Rehabilitation

For many mentally ill individuals, participation in
work - activities, sheltered workshops, competitive
employment, volunteer work programs, Eternal

"'hospitalization programs, inpatient programs, and
the like are not feasible. Therefore, a social
rehabilitation program emphasizing the develop-

' .ment of social skills is essential. Social rehabilitation
programs represent a diverse group of individual
and group activities. They have es their main pur-
pose assisting those who are, or have been, mental-
ly ill to improve upon their abilities to cope and ad-
just within social situations at all levels of interac-
tion. They may be part of a vocational -rehabilitation
program, com-munity residence, partial hospitaliza2
t progr.ain, And/or inpatient program, i.e. they
need not be separate and, distinct organizationally

, 'V although they should be pro#rammatically dis-
tinguishable for evaluative purposes.

Organizational Auspices
Social rehabilitation servide,s may be provided by a
proprietary, private nonprofit, or public agency. A
private nonprofit corporate structure has the advan-
tage of being able to taiga and retain income from a
variety of sources. SucD programs, also nay be
jointly organized by groups and agencies Of differ-
ing structures. No matter how organized, the Social
rehabilitation program should provide services for a
wide spectrum of needs among the mentally ill.,
Client participation in such programs should not be
estrictive but rather representative of citizens

r iding in the community within which such a ro-
gra is taking place.

Soc al rehabilitation programs hould have "a r

og zable structure with lines. of accOunt bility
clearly' delineated to the Area Directo? and th
Board. Such programs should represent part o a
broader network of services with formal and infor-
mal agreements linking them to other constituent
memberS.

When social rehabflitattdfre-rvices are components
cite program under the aiispices of a vocational
rehabilitation program, a community residence, par-
tial hospitalization program, inpatient program,
social club program, or other, related program, then
its structure shoulci,be delineated specifically as a
separate componen,t..

Materials about everyday situations could be
drawn together from newspapers, magazines,'
tel ion, and radio. Task assignments gn topics

oh-a payment of taxes, price of food, inflation,
and the like would be given with a group report
expected.
esocialization: Internal, evaluation of personal

ecti n and needs are .essential to assisting the
m ly ill, approach some degree of growth,
even q this is in terms of behavioral control'only.
Groups focusing on interpersonal and
the client's ,dally behavior could be 'field.

.,,Bmphasis should be on ['Fleeting the in::
dividual's needs and not those of others, such as
family,staff, etc. .,

, -
Skills of Daily Living: Many mentally ill individuals
experience problems in controlling money, plan-
ning menus, shopping, buying items under Con-
tract, using a credit-card, etc. A program aimed at
assisting these individuals cope with and under-
stand the essentials of daily life should be,held.
Recreatibn: Da,y/evening recreational pmgrams
provide an opportunity for individuals to pursue
passive and active° recreational activities in a
structured and goal .directed manner. Such,
programs should involve trips, tournaments,
Socials, meetings with volunteers, etc. They would
afford each client a broad range of activities
relating to most developmental needs.

0iT e types of social rehabilitation services, as well
rnilar ones, can be offered in any of several

program settings such as the following:

1. Social Clubs are formally designated settings
where the mentally ill. can meet to socialize,
develop common interest groups, and seek out
meaningful community support through, peer
group assistance. The social club's availability
may vary from one evening per week to Seven
days and nights per week. - However, It
representS a major reSource for these in-
dividuals to gather for socializing and suppor-
tive purposes. This setting is especially impor-
tant for patients not participating in other
programs with social rehabilitation components.

2. Common Interest Groups: Foll wing the exam-
ple of Alcoholics Anonymous an Alanon, there
has been a growing national into est in roups
for mentally ill persons, e.g. Reco -ry, I c. and
Schizophrenia Anonymous. Such gr.. is allow
the ex-patient to find full expression of feelings
and emotions regarding mental illness. Further,
group and peer pressure may restrain the ex-'

, patient from destructive behavior while
providing a major resource at times of crisis.

Program Content
The comprehensive mental health program de-
signed for a catchment. area should include the
following social rehabilitatioti services:

Remotivatlon: This focuses on content which is
reality based and deals with current situations.

G
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3. Psycho-Social Rehabilitation Centers have
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been developed which incorporate social as
well as vocational rehabilitation concepts, e.g.
Center House in Boston.- These centers provide
a gamut of psychological and social services for
the mentally ill including social clubs, vocational
rehabilitation, sheltered housing, and tran-
sitional em'plOyment. Comprehensive psycho-
social rehabilitation centers should be en-
couraged so that a multiplicity of social
rehabilitation activities can be coordinated
through one organizational structure. The Com-
mission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation
Facilities standards' should be used 'as a
guideline for such programs.

Staffing Patterns
-Tkie staffing, of social rehabilitation programs should
include a broad range of skills with less concern for
specialization than be the case with regard to
clinical services. The cruitment process should
focus on individuals wit broad backgrounds who
can provide several types of services once trained.
The intent, therefore. is to establish functional staff-
ing pattern's as follows:

Community Rehabilitation Coordinator: An in-
dividual responsible for'overseeinweil 'aspects of
the Area Rehabilitation grog/raft' including its
vocational and social components, :community
residences, and recreational services.
Social Rehabilitation Leader: An individual with
demonstrated abilities in one or more of the social
rehabilitation activities. The leader provides direct
leadership of- 'these activities within a structure
and organizational design developed in conjunc-
tion with the community rehabilitation 'coor-
dinator.
Social Rehabilitation Aide: An individual who
assists the leader in the operation of a specific
social rehabilitation activity.
Volunteers: Each catchment area should have a
volunteer program which offers the mentally ill a
diverse range or social activities. Interaction with
members of the community affords the client, an,0
opportunity to renew social skills while deveioping
meaningful relationships with local persons. The
emphasis may be more upon the development of
a social relationship than any specific outcome.

The Center House, Inc. in Boston operates a social
rehabilitation program called Center Club. Through
an affiliation agreement with the Bay Cove (Tufts)
Mental Health Center. staffing funds have been
made available. and the Club employs the following
full-time staff: a program director, three MSW social
workers, and two persons with college degrees. One
of the latter works exclusively on prevocational ac-
tivities,Staff employed on a part-time basis include

f.

.consultants in administration and social work (both
one-fifth time), secretaries (equivalent of one and
one-half time), and a bookkeeper (one-fifth time):
Additionally, some clients are employed at the Club
in ways intended to encourage their productivity and

.greater self-reliance. These clients are paid for such
activities as light maintenance, serving meals, and
Working on subconlracts, This staff operate tlie

' prOgram for all Of Region VI. in .1976 the Club ex-
pects to have 275 active members which includes an
average of 70 persons attending on weekdays, 30
persons on Saturday and ornunday, and 250 peo-
ple attending during any single month.

Facilities
The 'physical structure occupied by a social
rehabilitation programshould be Inspected to in-
sure that it meets the -health and safety standards
outlined in existing regulations. Thciugh such
facilities may not require certification or licensure,
the sponsoring organization should provide for a
thorough evaluation with regard to health and safe-
ty. These facilities should be centrally located tO the_
degree possible or be lotated where public trans-
portation allows equal access to all individuals
within a given area. Social rehabilitation, services
can be encouraged in all areas through the use of
satellite facilities or bythe development of new u-
nits, Center House in Boston utilizes facilities, in
social agencies and other community organizations:
facilities on the grounds of state hospitals are inten-
tionally not used for social rehabilitation activities.

Costs
Costs should reflect all direct expenses incurred in
the operation of a social rehabilitation program as
well as the associated indirect costs. Cost effec-
tivene-ss for purposes of accountability and realistic
maintenance of such programs should be empha-
sized. Affiliations with existing resources in 'the corn-.
munity should be encouraged to foster cost eifec-
tivenesi. This may be,achieved by operating social-
rehabilitation programs within a community
residence, sheltered workshop, or similar settings.
-Comprehensive social rehabilitation prOgranis af-
ford a greater opportunity for diversification. and
accountability of such programs is high.

The 1974 budget of the Center Club illustrates the -
income and costs associated with this program.
Major expense categories have been consolidated
for this illustration.

It should be emphasized that Center House con-
siders the staff budgeted for this program insuf-
ficient since servicee are provided 76 hours per
week spread over even days. If income continues

Standards7Vlanual for Rehabilitation Facilities. 1975 SuppleMent amends 1973 Edition. Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation
Facilities 10 North Lincoln Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 60645.
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to increase as it did in 1974, additional staff will be
hjred.

Income Sources
Multiple fiinding sources are needed to maintain
program continuity since total reliance on public
funding is unrealistic. Social rehabilitation organs .
nations may generate income through fee-for-
service contracts, foundation grants, donations:
United Way allocations, and Department of Mental
Health resources (including staff assignments). The
Center House, Inc. additionally sponsors two major
fund-raising events annually.
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Income .

Contributions
Dues
New England Medical Center
Boston State Hospital . -
Massachusetts Mental Health Cen'ter
Interest

Expentses
Personnel (including work/study

students)
Payroll Overheaand Retirement
Rent, Maintenance, Depreciation,

Amortization
Food (net)
Group Activities (net)
Office Expense
Telephone, Gas
Client Payroll .

Camp (net)
" Other (Legal, Audit, Insurance,

Travel, Miscellaneous)

61

$ "10,000
3,412

pa,419
42,500
25,000

200.

s.

Total $t19,531

Total

$ 74,06
9,272

8 0821

3
6,193

2,998
:2,280
5,682

981

1,178

$115,819



Service 7: Community Residences

Community residences are a relatively new resource
for the mentally ill. In 1950, there were only two such
facilities In the entire United States- but in the en-
suing decades they have grown at a scorner] rate.
111 1960 there were 10; in 1963 therelgere 40; an n

'1969 approximately 130 community residences ex-
Isted throughout the country.' By 1974, there were
60 such programs In Massabhusetts alone!

This growth stems from the efforts and concern of a
comparatively small number of Individuals to find
less traumatizing, alienating, and costly forms of
service than traditional hospitalization. A major
rationale for the MEItsachusetts Mental Hospitti
Planning Project's recommendation that large state
hospitals be phased down is the demonstrated abili-
ty 9f community residences to serve as effebtive
alternatives in providing sheltered living ar-
rangements. In fact, the'Massachusetts Department
of Mental Health now requires that community
residences be Included as a sixth essential service
In comprehensive area-based programs.

As clinicians have become more sophisticated In
. minimizing long -term Inpatient care, It Is evident that

several 'groups of people can successfully utilize
community residences. They are:

Individuals In crisis, coming directly from the
community, who require short-term, Intensive
nonmedical supervision and support. (Many of
these Individuals are now cared for In state
hospitals.)
Individuals ready to leave a. hospital after short-
term care but not yet ready to assume the full
responsibilities of Independent living.
Individuals who after long periods of hospi-
talization are capable of personal care' but lack
social skills and competencies.

In response to the differing needs of each of these
population groups, several types of community
residences have evolved In recent years. The
residents accept varying responsibilities In each ac-
cording to personal abilities.

A group residence generally has no requirement
that the residents leave for total. Independent liv-
ing within a specified time interval.
A halfway house explicitly expects residents to
leave for indepetadent living within a defined time
period.
A Cooperative apartment Is a group-living
arrangement which may become a person's per-
manent residence, or It may be transitional. No
staff live in the apartment.

A foster family provides room and board for one
to three Individuals who need an alternative home:
The home may provide a permanent or tran-
sitional living arrangement.

Under current care patterns psychiatric hospitalfza-
Hon Is often over-utilized. This Is due to the fact that
alternative nonmedical facilities are not sufficiently
available in the community for people in crisis; More
such facilities should be utilized when Intensive
medical supervision Is not required.,

In order to rectify' this situation, one of -two
possibilities exist:

1. Each community residen6e could have one or
two beds available for individuals in acute crisis.
This would give such residences maximum
utilization; however, two problems might be
created: PO

Staff are seVerely ,stressed, and this takes
their time away from current residents and
creates turmoil in the facility.

' Special fiscal planning would be necessary to
accommodate the fact there would be pmpty
beds some of the time.

2. An Intensive care residence could be devel-
oped. This Is a small nonmedical facility
providing intensive supervision for crisis.
management on a 24-hour basis. Residence In
the facility Is primarily short-term, ranging from
one day to two weeks. A person may leave the
intensive care residence and return directly to
Independent living, or be discharged to another
more appropriate residence.

Organizational Auspices'.
There are various organizational auspices possible
for the operation and administration of community
residences. These Include, 3rivate proprietary or
nonprofit agencies, state government agencies, and
joint private/state agencies. Operating a nonprofit
charitable corporation facilitates the receipt of
public funds and foundation grants as well as
private contributions. Profit-making corporations
can receive state funds through contracts when
funds are available for services rendered at a rate
compatible with those determined by the Rate Set-
ting Commission.

If a program is operated directly under public
auspices, funds may be teadily available through
the agency's operating bUdget, or staff may be
reallocated from other state programs. By investing

Glasscote. R. et al. Hallway Houses for the Meptally III. Washington, D.C.: Joint Information Service, 1971.
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programmatic and fiscal responsibilities in nonstate
organizations While-using state funded staff and an-
cillary supports, maximum flexibility is possible.

Irrespective of the organizational auspices, the
following common elements should exist:

Community residences receiving public monies
should relate to their surrounding communities
through participation at the Area Board meetings,
through community advisory groups, and/or
through, a house board representing relevant
segments fromThe community.
Community residences should operate programs
providing residential services for a variety of dis-
ability groupings. Each facility should operate with
adequate adrninistrative_autonomy so that impor-
tent administrative decisions are not made at a
site rIct from the program and without con-
sultation With the program..
Contracts Should be awarded to each community
residence based upon its cost effectiveness, its
feasibility, and its 'plan to utilize available com-
munity resources, with the expectation that every
effort will. be made to develop innovative ad-
ministrative linkages to support the programs. For
example, this may involve private, profit-making
landlords with state supported staff, and private,
'nonprofit administration.'
Affiliation with the Department of Mental Health
area program should be maintained to assure
proper communication and linliages. Area staff
and Board should be involved in decisions regar-
ding the establishment of new residences.

Program Content2
Each community residence must insure a variety of
services to assist residents in the management of
their mental health needs as well as basic socio-
recreational needs. These services include:

1. Intake/Screening: Each Community residence
must have a written intake/screening policy
which clearly states the basic admission criteria.
This policy should assure each candidate for
residency the same chance for admission as
anyone else who may meet the basic criteria.
Restrictions based on age, behavioral patterns,'
sex, or any other factor should be clearly
stipulated so that each candidate and potential
referral source will know therri-1,Documentation
should be made of this process and findings
provided to both andidates and referral
sources. ti
It is strongly urged that the resident's program
and treatment plan. be designed upoh` entrance

to the facility in a team meeting with the follow
ing individuals:

The
Significant others including family and friends

; who are involved_wi* theClient, or who the
client deems applOpriate.
Community caregivers (teachers, clergy, etc:)
who have been trivolised with the client or
would provide nieded resources.
Staff from the c mmunity residence.
Mental health clinicians, i.e. psychiatrist, psy-
chologist, and/or social worker.

2. Gbal Development: A major emphasis should
be placed on the resident's participation in the
definition of goals white in residence, Goal
definition coupled with the delineation of expec-
tations of the resident and the staff in Meeting
these goals - should be, pursued. A written
program plan should be developed as soon as

, possible, and not 'longer than a week after each
resident's entry to the program, and reviewed at
least once a month and in the case of short-
term residents every two days. This plan should
emphasize:

Social programs in the house .assisting the
development of interpersonal relations that
are free from pathological patterns such as
isolation and withdrawal, grandiose ,hypei-
manic intrusiveness, paranoid suspicious-
ness, or malevolent manipulativeneds.
Avbcational interests in the house such as
developing a capacity to be aware of the
world about arid to engage in social activities
such as cards, Monopoly, ping-pong, etc.
Outside the house, the capacity to seek and
enjoy such social and avocationaliactivities as
tennis, swimming, boating, skiing, Hiking, and
entertainment such as movies, concerts, and
art museums.
Vocational planning so as to ensure that each
resident participates in a daily program at
maximum potential.
Education planning either for elementary,
high schobl, or college levels. An educational
consultant should participate where
necessary in planning goals, in application
and entry, curriculum selection, and
academic load-level judgments.
Life skills improvement includes personal
hygiene, cooking skills, ability to get around
in, the community, using public transportation;
ability, to handle money, and a Checking ac-
count, capacity to shop in local stores, and
acquiring knowledge in apartment selection.

' Richard D. Budson; Justine Meehan. and Emily Barclay, Developing a Community Residence for the Mentally Ill. Boston: Commonwealth
of Massachusetts. 1974.

'Iterris.3-5 of this section are taken fr,om the monograph. Richard D, Budson, Justine. Meehan, and Emily Barclay. Developing a Com-
munifr Residence for the Mentally III, pp. 18-19.
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Physical health car nagement includes,,
general mextical care, de, tal care, exercise,
diet, and birth control.
PsychiStric care and therapy. The client's
needs, \ resources, and problems should
determir\e his/her treatment plan. Rele
therapies may include chemotherapy; in-
dividual counseling; family, group, and
couples therapy; problem- solving in a social
network; day support; types of behavior
therapy; short-term and long-term psy-

, Chotherapy; and crisis intervention.
House and stall milieu planning involves an-
ticipatory consideration of requirements, for
staff and group to provide support, limit set-
ting, reality testing, confrontation, etc. In in-
dividual cases as appropriate.
Family. Relations. Planning for crucial
relationships with close 'family membdrs,
parents. spouses, children, etc.

3. Daily Programs. The daily program in the house
usual y includes the group eating together
ntg tly, family style, and the group gatheri'hg
to- ether weekly for house metings. 'Maw
models are possible for the house meeting. It
may be led by the, resi ents, the house
managers,,the program cans ltant, or led- joint-
ly. Depending on thp program nd the needs of
the residents, the house meets may be an in-
formal discussion at meals or a egular meeting
of the residents and staff. Such i ues as house
rules and policies, adjustment o residents to
the program, and changes in taffing and
acceptance of new -residents are II relevant
agenda itemsor a house meeting.

Housekeeping;_cobking, shopping, and minor
maintenance of the dwelling also may be part of
the in2house program. Residents take respon-

/ sibility for these chores as they would in
their own homes. In addition, 'small group
recreattidnal activities prevail in the evenings
such as card games, ping-pong, and television
viewing. Another important part of the in-house
daily program is the constant availability of the
managers for support and advice at times of
crisis as well as entouragement and sharing at
times of pleasure and success.

Residents should have a specific program of
daily activities, often outside the house. If this is
lacking, the community residence may in time
begin to function like an institutional back ward.
Each community residence must provide a
structured program, throughout the waking
hours which may include school, work (in com-
petitive employment or sheltered workshop),
day hospital or day activity programs, or
volunteer work. In planning the residence
program, consideration should, be given to a

mechanism for fining appropriate jobs
residents..

4. Avocational/Recreational. Residents may
assistance in developing cfeative and
pledsurable usep of their leisure time. The
availability of recreational facilities is therefore a
distinct asset to any program. These include
movie theatres, bowling alleys, parks, YMCA-
YWCA facilities, etc. Avocational, oprtortunities
also could include religious, civic, social, and
other community interests. Vacation time away
from the residence during holidays or in the
summer should .be arranged when 'appropriate
and po;sible.

5. Ancillary Services. Psychiatric, social re-
habilitation, and dental services are needed.
Residents should be encouraged to utilize local
community resources as much as possible, as
would any Other citizen in the community.

6. Program Continuity. Under appropriate dr-
eumstances, community residenbes should
develop continuity. recognizing that a resident's
tenure .in the program involves moVement

. toward increased economic, social, and per-
sonal independence. Planning with other agen-

cies, the family and related resources is an es-
sential aspect of programming, especially with
regard to discharge planning and aftercare.

7. Use of Community Resourceb. Wherever'possi-
ble, resources already available in the com-
munity should be used In developing a
resident's program. Total prograrnming within

sra thEt community residence itself is akin to In-
stitutional treatment and, thus, should be dis-
couraged.

8. HoUse Rules. Each community residence must
develop a manual which clearly denotes the
programmatic requirements and expeatations
of residents. House rules m.ay describe daily
costs, services available, fixed and mandatory
programs, and other pertinent information as
delineated by the residents and staff. Fire and
safety rules should be posted on each floor.

9. Recordkeeping. Each community residence
should develop and maintain an adequate
recordkeeping process which includes for each
resident: clinical reports, when available, from
the referral source; monthly progress notes;
periodic notes including medication changes;
hospital visits; behavioral problems; clear
description of goals and methods to reach
them; and delineation of effect when reached.
Pertinent fiscal records also should be main-
tained.

10. Program Review. At leas4smannually, each com-
munity residence should review its program on
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such crit is Ss outcome for individuals who
have en red and left the residence, com- ,

munication with referral sources, and other data
as they are available. Client portfolios also
should be reviewed to determtne potential dis-
crepancies in programs and in the process of
recording them. The purpose of such review is
to determine program effectiveness in meeting
individual needs and to reflect programmatic
changes necessary to meet those needs.
Monitoring and evaluation of the program for
regulatory and licensing purposes is a respon-
sibility of the Department of Mental Health.
Monitoring' should be carried out on a regular,
basis to. avoid the abuses that, in some in-
stances, have characterized deinstitution-
alization.

11. Afterc 0. Linkages with community mental
heal aftercare (outpatient) programs provide
continuing care after a person leaves the res-
idence, including follow-up medication' review,
psychiatric evaluation, and crisis intervention..
Follow-up through the community residence,(
where possible, may serve as a meaningful
linkage for the resident,and provide for recogni-
tion of another source for assistance.

ti

Staffing Patterns'
Creative staffing patterns for community ll'esidences
should be demonstrated through the linkage of state
and private resources. This can be enhanced by
career development ptrgrams aimed at creating
new staff classifications. Training aids, training
programs: ongoing in-service education, and in-
novative approaches to staff- motivation should be
emphasized. The potential for career opportunities
in the field of community residences needs to be
recognized and stressed. Limits should be placed,
however, on the volume of training activities feasible
in a given facility.

A new area position of "Community Rehabilitation
Coordinator" is recorrimended. This individual
would be delegated the responsibility for coor-
dinating, through the Area Director, tie manage-
ment of a community-based rehabilitation program
which includes community residences and related
supOrt programs such as social clubs, day activity
programs, and socio-recreational programs.

The staffing of a community residence requ

1. Residence Director. The directot has the re-
sponsibility for the overall° coordination of the
legal, fiscal, and programmatic aspects of the
community rpsidence. Critical to the success of
the program is meaningful coordination be-
tween the director and the houSe managers.

Those responsibilities assumed by the director
and those delegated to the house managers
should be delineated clearly. Where a program is
under the direction of a corporation, the director
should have adequate means of communicating
with the corporate body.

2. in-ResidencQ Management. A young married
couple often is as house managers, one be-
inb a full-time employee of the program, the
other working outside the house each day or at'
tending school and working as a part-time em-,
ployee in the evenings. It is valuable to have both
male and female managers. Provisions should be
made for house coverage when the managers
are on vacation and on 'their days Off. Often a
relief manager is hired on a part-time basis for
this purpose. It should be noted that very
stressful situations hate been encountered by
married couples serving as house managers.
Other combinations of persons might be
preferable, and a variety of sets of house
managers should be encouraged.

When less supervision is needed by the
residents, the requirement of in-house manage-
ment may be waived with the permission of the
Department of Mental Health. A possible model
might even be that of house managers living in
the dwelling as the program is being established
but moving out when the residents achieve suf-
ficient autonomy in their own lives and in the
house's management. The residents may then
continue this living arrangement Indefinitely with
only periodic visits from staff.

When hiring house managers, it is often possible
to find interested candidates through university
graduate programs Of social work, psychology,
special education, rehabilitation c unseling,
theology, or other related programs. It i thought
to be important for the stability, of the re idence
that the managers be available for at least a year.

In the case of the therapeutic facility serving
acutely disturbed residents, it will be necessary
to provide more intense supervision. Com-
munity/neighborhood workers and a doctor
should be on call. 24 hours a day for crisis
management.

3. Professional Consultatl'on.. This should be
arranged through the area program.g Depending
on the needs of the residence,,,the consultant
may meet solely with the house managers ad-
vising them on issues regarding the residents
and program, or the consultant may meet with
the residents as well. Depending on the
program's needs, consultation may be arranged
with a psychiatrist, social worker, rehabilitation
counselor, or psychologist. A consultant should

,

' Items 1-5 in this Section are taken from Budson, et al., Devaloping a Community Residence for the Mentally Ill, pp. 15-17.
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meet with the program at a minimum of once per
month.

4. Emergency° Medical Availability. Although resi-
dents may have their own physicians in the com-
munity for routine care, medical tre tment in
case of medical emergency Should be ranged.
This arrangemenj,may be with a local p sician
or emergency room team of a local hospit I who
should be aware of the program's intention o call
upon them when needed; 4

5. Volunteers. The use of volunteers should be con-
sidered since they not only supplement the staff
but provide a valuable link between the residents
and prograr,n to the community, assisting pars
ticularly in recreational and socialization ser-
vices. Volunteers also can provide support to the
resident returning to a more independent liVing
arrangement. Volunteers may be recruited from
universities, churches, local service, and mental
health associations.

6. Job Titles. Civil Service classifications,
specifications, and entrance requirements are
not compatible with current Department of Men-
tal Health program needs. The reclassification
project of the Department, thus, is urgent.
Specifically, job titles should be revised and
designed to reflect more closely the work actually
performed; Civil Service exams should be
offered more frequently and should test more
validly and reliably the skills needed for work
yerformance. The requisite criteria for non-
governmental agencies should be competency
rather than credentials.

Facilities
A variety of" dwellings have been utilized as
community residences, including large old homes,
lodging houses, multi-family houses, apartments,
and inns. The choice of dwelling, from a program-
matic viewpoint, should be guided by how it lends
itself to a family or homelike atmosphere and by its
accessibility to such community resources as shop-
ping, transportation, and the like. Institutional
features such as steel doors and cinder blocks walls
found in old dormitories or nursing homes generally
should be avoided. Although the Department of
Mental Health regulations specify a maximum of
four persons per bedroom, the number of people in
a bedroom should be guided by the room's layout
and available space, avoiding a dor mitorylike
arrangement. Space should be available and, ade-
quate for group activities in a living room or recrea-
tion room. The dining room should be sufficient to
seat the entire group at one time. Attractive decor
and furnishings in good condition contribute pos-

itively to an overall atrhosphere of self-esteem:_p-
couragement of residents to participate. in
decorating the dwellin can foster the feeling that it
belongs to them.

In general, the community residence should blend in
with other dwellings in the neighborhood, not bear-
ing any distinguishing characteristics. It is Important
to locate in an area which is not isolated, but.in the
midst of a community, thereby facilitating access
transportation, jobs, schools, shopping, recreational
facilities, and appropriate health and social seriice
agencies.

In selecting a residence, particular attention must be
given to safety, building code, and zoning regu-
lationV

1. In-House Safety. Certain precautions should be
taken by the program in case of emergency.
Health and safety ruled should be developed in-
itially and agreed upon among the residents and.
staff and subsequently reviewe as population
turnover occurs. These rules rri t include such
issues as: smoking, curfews, sex, od and
meals, drugs and alcohol, noise, etc.

2. Building:Code. The Department of Mental Health
will review a community residence from a
programmatic standpoint only Community
residences are subject to a new building Code
specifically developed for them under the
provisions of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 143, Section I, as most recently amend-
ed by Chapter 1098 of the Acts of 1971. The code
has been drafted by the Uniform Building Code^
Commission with the advisCry assistance of the
Interdepartmental Rehabilitation FacilitieS Board
of the ?cecutive Office of Human Services. Under

-fhis-code, the inspection was conducted by the
state Department of Public Safety until Jan ry 1,
1975, after which time local inspectors as umed
this responsibility.

3. Zoning. Location of the community residence
guided by the zoning ordinances of the cities and
towns in Massachusetts. These cities and towns
have authority over such factors as density of
poputation of a neighborhood, and height, size,
location and use of buildings, structures and land
for trade, agriculture, residence or other pur-
poses (Massachusetts General Laws,/ Chapter
40-A, Section II).

In many communities detailed zoning ordinances
are being written regarding the location of com-
munity residences. Since the community
residence is a single housekeeping unit of per-
sons living together as a family, the prepon-
derance of ordinances have identified all

Items 1. 2. and 3 of this section are taker from the monograph, Richard D. Budson, Justine Meehan, and Emily Barclay, Developing a
Community Residence for the Mentally ill. 1974, pp.8 -10.
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idential zonest.as appropriate for these
dw flings. In some cases, these community

, resi ence ordinances have included a require-
t that the program obtain a special permit

fore locating.

ere zoning ordinances specifically addre§sed
mmunity residences have not been drafted,

the residence often is.considered to be a family
for zoning purposes. Some communities, in fact,
identify a single housekeeping uMt, without any
reference to degree of kinship of the residents
(Danvers, Massachusetts Zoning BylaWS, p. 2). A
recent Supreme Court decision puts the family
argument into some jeopardy.

It is important to understand that components of
the decision-making by planning boards, etc. un-
der the authority of Chapter 40-A include political
and public relations considerations. These may
be voiced by citizens at a public hearing and,
therefore, community relations play a key role in
Ihelocation of the community residence.

Sources of Income
Income to meet expenses may be obtained in a
number of ways. Individual residents generally are
charged a daily fee which may be derived from one
or more of the following sources: (1) supplemental
security income checks; (2) family support; (3)
earned income from employment; (4) third-party
payments; and (5) savings.

As a general rule, Unless most residents can afford
to pay a fee of $10 to $20 per day, a program must
rely on additional sources of income. Purchase of

)

service contracts seem essen
progpr'n costs when income is no
other agency sources. Contractin
can occur only betWeen state,and
or private-for-profit groups or i

effectiveness should be an integra componen of
accountability for community res,1 uch
costing procedures should include all costs and not
only those incurred by one sector or sponsorship.

The critical cost factor associated with staffing may
be dealt with through a linkage of state and private
providers. Assignment ojistate employees as part-
time professional staff miould reduce the cost for the
provider as a direct expense, thereby reducing the
overall operating budget significantly.

in recovering
ailable through
where needed,

fit

As noted previously, cost variability relates to the
differing types of community residences now in
operation.*It thus is appropriate that rte setting
should be on an individual program basis. Further,
community residences are- subject to cost-of-living
increases, requiring that their basic rates change
frequently. Contracts should reflect an awareness
and consideration for this variable. Community
residences should be considered eligible for surplus
food tuffs and surplus purchasing. Where possible,
community residence sponsors may wish to enter
into cooperative arrangementS to make use of
group purchasing power and centralized disburse-
ment benefits.

Costs
The costs of operating a community residence
program can vary considerably. The costs of 18 ex-
isting and typical community residences have been
calculated as follows;

Table 2-8. Community Residences: Income Arid. Expenditures
Range

Income $ 6,176. $263,071.7-
Expenditures 6,473. 261,504'.
Balance (13,917.) 22,150.

Table 2-9. Community Residences' Expenses

Median

$31;561.
6,422.

549.

,Mean

$57,528.
46,942.

483.

Range Median Mean

Manpower $ 0 $111,666. $10,363. $19,003.
Equipment 0 6,453. 0 1°,308.
Supplies 0 7,591. 377. 1,259.
Food . 0 29,432. 6,046. 7,133.
Transportation 0 , 4,768. 100. 888.
Rent
Mortgage

0
-., 0

18,283.
6,984.

1,401.
0

3 455
sk

1,105.
Insurance '' 0 17,076. 500. 1,369.
Utilities - 240. 18,714. 1,954. 3,083.
Other 500. 49,561. 2,932. 8,136.

Cost per diem per bed 2.96 24.69 9.10 10.06
Charges per diem 3.57 - 21.42 6.34 10.27
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Service 8: Hospital Care and Treatment
/4$,

Most mental health' programs emphatize 24-hour
car provided in hospital settings. As we become in-
creasingly sophistithted in the uses and. benefits of.

lternatives to hospitalization, 24-hour -inpatient
care is no longer regarded as the major treatment of
choice. Consequently, one of the goals in develop-
ing comprehensive community mental health ,T

programs is to reduce hospitalization and to shorten
its -duration when retquired. When available,
therapeutic facilities, halfway houses, greup homes,;'''
detoxification center's, developmental .disabilitiee

-centers, and other community residences are viable
alternatives to hospitalization. Once an area has
develoOed a network of community resources of the
types described in this Manual, these resources
should be able to handle many and erhaps even II
patients now admitted to hospitals.

In moving services frorn state hospitals t commu
ty settings, program directors must be s e to in-
clude the full rang of physical and medical support
services currently equired for accredited hospital
care. Locally 6ase rams must adapt. to the
charaMer.of the community being- served and ,to the
*increasingly common practices of brief inpatient
stays during acute crises followed by early dis-
charge into appropriate community settings. To
facilitate this goal, hospital programs should main-
tain functional relationships with other components
Of the community-based mental health service
system,

Appropriate Utilization of
Hospitalization
Hospital services are the most costly of all mental :
health Services. Their use, therefore, should be
limited to the following circumstances:

When the patient's medical needs require
diagnostic or treatment facilities available only in
hospitale.
When the security of the patient, his/her family, or
the community requires 24-hour care.'
When the patient's treatment can be\atiequately
controlled only iita_nospital setting (e.g. medica-
tion or physiological emergencies ,such as
seizures).
When no other facility is appropriate for around-
the-clock observation.

Hospital care is not appropriate for providing
emergency shelter, for extracting a client from a
stressful social -setting, for imOressing on the client
the fact that others are disturbed by his/her
behavior, or to 'relieve the family of a distressing
burden. Furthermore, the fact that "BlUe Cross will
pay" does ,not justify hospitalization except where

'

this kind of care is the best method of treating the
person.

Populations at Risk
%, In planning and developing hospital services, an

,,populations o May potentially need this care. The
initial step Ivpr area staff to Identify the specific

following group require consideration:

Adult Mentally 111
The largest,. group poteotially requiring 24,hour
hospital care are adults whose mental illness'and

'emotional problems are manifested by psychosis,'
suicide attempts, severe depression, episodes of
Confusion, etc. Within this large group, it is impor-
tant to distinguish the two sub populations with
unique program planning *.a.nd facilities needs.

1., Patients Currently Residing,4! State Hospitals.
These individuals have multiplesoi0, medical, and
'psychiatric handicaps. Wherindischarged from state
hospitals, alternative' community facilities must be
available. "Dumping" these persons constitutes in-
'humane treatment and' generates community
."backlash.",

The Department of Mental Health in December 1973
reported statistical data by catchment area on all
patients in state hosiNtals. This report is available
through the Department of Mental Health's ,Central
Office, Division of Evaluation, 13eseak-dh, and
Statistics, and can be of considerable assistance to
areas in planning for deinstitutionalization. There
are approximately 100-200 residents per, .100,000
population in state hospitals, ,the exact 'number
depending on such factors as sodio-ecOrAmic
status, availability of halfway houses, ihstitutional
policy, and community tolerance end'acceptance.
Increased public concern is being expressed about"
this hospitalized population, and Area Boardsand
staffs should carefully review their needs to deter-
mine clinical and social readiness for trvisfer from

441, institutional to community facilities. The availability
in the com-munity of such human services as psy-
choactive drug supervision and monitoiing, physical
health care, community residences, halfway houses,
day treatment, vocational, rehabilitation, Welfare
Department disability assessment, etc. should be

sessed as part of the planning process since it
has , a major bearing on the number of patients
needing continuing hospitalization in order to
receive adequate care.

In 1972, social work staff of the Department of Men-
tal Health analyzed the functional needs of patients
residing in state hospitals; 6,500 patients in 10 state
hospitals were categorized into the following four
functional groups:
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Ambulatory Patients with Predominant Medical
Problems. This group included 2,775 persons, or
35 percent of the total. "Ambulatory" was defined
as being able to walk the length of a hospital cor-
ridor and up a flight of stairs. Members of this
group had physical problems which were getting
progressively worse; they required a large amount
of nursing care but relatively little psychiatric
attention. These patients couldbe appropriately
cared for in Levels I and II nursing homes.
Ambulatory Patients Who Are Psychotic. This
group included 1,956 persons, or 30 percent of
the total. They have been in state hospitals for 10-
40 years and have great need. for social stimula-
tiort and close sups ion. Many patients in this
group have sub mental retardation.
Ambulatory onpsychotic Patients Who Are
Institutionally Dependent. This group was com-.
prised of 1,300 persons, or 20 percent of the total.
Its members were placed in state hospitals-many
years ago and consider them "home" since ties
with families have been severed. These persons
wereforthe most parlQuiet and cooperative, they
work on the hospitaT-giounds and function
dependently_ within the institutionalized setting.
Acutely Psychotic Clients Who Require Shor-t-
Term Hospitalization. These persons are in-
patients for approximately lb td 15 days of crisis
intervention and comprise 975, or 15 percent of
the total. Psychiatric units in general hospitals or
community mental health centers could treat most
of this group, for whom intensive medical and
psychiatric services are often necessary. Day and
evening treatment centers oan best provide con-
tinuing care to these patients after the acute crisis
has passed.

The findings of this 1972 stu-dy clearly indicated that
a large proportion of the 6,500 persons . then
residing in state hospitals could be cared for equally
well in alternative settings. Approximately 4,000 per-
sons, or 62 percent of the total, could have been
transferred to other facilities if such settings were
available. It is important to emphasith agaid that the
first step in moving patients from the area's stale
hospital unit to alternative care programs is
evaluating the cyient's specific needs and
capabilities, Since many hospitalized patients func-.
tion better in settings with higher expectation leveJs,
it is strongly recommended. that all hospital patients
be evaluated and a range of alternative settings con-

. sidered.

If the goal Of reducing the number 'of patients in
hospital settings is to be achieved, communities
must develtp th'e residences and therapeutic
iacilitids described elsewhere in the Manual. These
include nursing and rest homes for persons needing
a high degree of long-term supervision, intensive

. .

care facilities-for tho = ing short-term int n-
sive psychosomatic sup ision and care, halfway
houses and group horhe for those needing minimal
supervision, and coops ative apartments for those
needing little if any supervision. It is espeCially im-
portant that it be posSible for patients to move from
one residential setting to another as they become
able to live more independently. Flexibility in area
ptogramS will foster patients' growth and in-
dependence; administrative rigiditi s will inhibit
them.

2. Newly Admitted Adult patients.
Based upon national statistics, each catchment area
can expect 800-1,000 arinual 'inpatient admissions
per 100,000 population. Only about half of these
episodes take place in public facilitiescounty,
state,' or Veterans Admihistration. The other half of
inpatient care is provided by psychiatric units in
general hospitals and private mental hospitals. It is
of note that as recently as 1971, Massachusetts
ranked well below the national average in utilizing
psychiatric units In general hospitals but above the
national average in its use of public add private
facilities.' During the succeeding.years, psychiatric
services in general hOspitala have been growing; the
Massachusetts Hospital Association reported that in
1974 thirty of its members operated such services.
Thus, area planning for the psychiatric needs of per-
sons who must be hospitalized should include the
full gamut of services available through private;.
voluntary, and public hospitals. Area planning also
should consider the range of services needed to
reduce the duration. of hospitalization as well as

. alternatives to inpatient care itself.

Aggressive and Potentially Violent Male
and Female Patients.
A small number of patients require a re Unit
with locked wards and careful supervisiO, he
gener feeling of planners and administrators is
that thee e patients are best cared for in a regional
facility. In fact, a Departmen of Mental Health Task
Fir,ce is, plaoning such a rogram now. Regions
should be extremely cautio and wary of creating
such institutions which may become: (e) means of
repression for certain deviants. (b) means to "lock
up problem people" rather them meeting their

,needs, and (c) an exporting mechanism for areas,
communities, and neighborhoods. It is strongly

,. urged that area programs try to deliver services to
members of this group through local program com-
ponents whenever possible.

Legal Offenders
A moderate number of adults are referred each year
from the. courts to the Department of Mental Health

.rir

Mossachusett's Mental Hospital Planning Project. Community Mental Health And The Mental Hospital, 1973. P. 12.
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for evaluations of competency to stand trial for an
alleged offense or because they display emotional
problems while in correctional institutions.

Children
P

There is currently a serious short*ge in
Massachusett'd of inpatient_and/or residential serv-
ices for children: Although the number of children
who require 24-hour care for strictly psychiatric
reasons tends to be very small, when the need does,
arise, it involves a complex mixture of medical, psy-
chiatric, and social services. The only inpatient
facilities currently available for children are the
Gaebler Unit at Metropolitan State Hospital in
Region III, and the League Day Program School at
the Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center and the
Massachusetts Mental Health Center in Region VI.
With this limited bed space, clinicians have had to
place children in state hospitals, pediatric services
of general hospitals, and group or foster home
placements. This situation has created serious
public concern; its resolution will require ingenuity
as well as long-term planning and advocacy at the
area program level.

A combination of residential/dray schools should be
established for severely disturbed chlyiren needing
intense supervision. Because of the small number of
children who would benefit from a special school, 4
may be necessary to)65461blish the school on a multi-
area or regional level. The Department of Mental
Health has .already developed five residential mini-
schools for autistic and seriously disturbed 'youth as
well as 27 day mini-schools. Such mi I-schools
would replace public school education only in the
most extreme cases; Department of ental Health
staff should always attempt firs to develop
programs for emotionally disturbs children within
their local school system.

Developmentally Disabled
Retarded
Approximately 30 percent' of the persons now
residing in state hoSpitals are considered
developmentally disabled and/or mentally retarded.
If these individuals are to be served in an alternative
system, appropriate community facilities must be
established for them. These facilities should be
planned in conjunction with the Regional Ad-
ministrator for Mental Retardation, an area,coor-
dinator)or mental retardation, and the newly evolv-
ing geographic units within state schools.

/
end Mentally

Adolescent Patients
About 120 seriously disturbed adolescents between
ages 14 and 18 now reside in adult units of state
hospitals. There is an increased awareness of the
need to design services more relevant to their
needs. Some advocate separate adolescent units
specifically geared to the developmental and
educational needs of this age group. Others assert

7/

that fully separate units are clinically unmanageable;
adolescents should participate in uniq.ue day and
evening programs but reside on adult units.

The Department of Mental Health is 'experimenting
with both types of programs at several state
hospitals. A program for Bridgewater State Hospitaj
youth will be housed under contract at the Solomon
Fuller Center in Roxbury. In addition, residential
facilities for troubled adolescents rapidly are
developing outside of the hospital system. Examples
include Freeport in Newton and the network of com-
munity residences developed for youthful drug
dependents by the Division of Drug Rehabilitation. It
is recommended that adolescents not be treated in
hospital settings if at all possible. As another treat-
ment model, disturbed adolescents can be treated
in therapeutic day programs related to educational
programs, such as the Woodward School at
Worcester State Hospital or the Robert W. White
School at the Erich Lindemann Mental Health
Center.

Geriatric Patients
Elderly persons frequently become Department of
Mental Health patients because, in addition to
medical and neurologic problems, they have psy-
chiatric problems often manifested by dementia;
confusion, memory difficulty, difficulty in locomo-
tion, incontinence, wandering, .etc. Such persons
pose difficult placement problems. There is a
moderate but significant group of geriatric in-
dividuals too chronically ill for acute' medical
hospitals and/or who are too disruptive or confused
for nursing homes. They get transferred or com-
mitted to Department of Mental Health facilities;
hospitalization then is often protracted because of
difficulty iNlocating alternative placements.

Admission rates for geriatric individuals can be
reduced when mental health centers effectively
utilize specially trained geriatric consultation teams
which establish liaison with nursing homes, rest
homes, and general hospitals. The geriatric
specialists consult with staff at such institutions
about management and behavioral problems,
prevention of psychosis, treatment of depression,
and other problems. The liaison work of the
Massachusetts Mental Health Center's geriatric con-
sultation team wasrs described in the Manual's earlier
section on Consultation and Education.

Despite the success of these efforts, nevertheless,
there remain geriatric patients who require the
medical, neurologic, and .social service resources
found only in hospitals. It is estimated that 50-100
elderly persons per 100,000 population will require
such services annually. The availability of Medicaid
has significantly reduced the number of geriatric
mentally ill patients admitted to public hospitals, but
there still remains a group of geriatric persons
whose needs are met by neither nursing homes nor
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general hospitals.

Alcoholics
Alcoholics requiring 24-hour care often have severe
intoxication problems and .Withdrawal syndromes
such as D.T.'s, hallucinosis,, and Wernicke's syn-
drome. A large number of these persons also have
medical problems. In many states, 20 to 30 percent
of admissions to psychiatric hospitals are related to
alcoholism. Since July 1973, tre Department. of
Public. Health in Massachusetts has facilitated the
opening of a network of detoxification centers
throughout the state. The availability of such
fealties has reduced greatly the demand for admis-
sion of alcoholics to mental health facilities.
However, alcohol detoxification units do require
psychiatric backup for problems such as suicide,
hallucinations, confusion beyond the initial period,
and severe personality difficulties. Liaisons need to
be established with these detoxification centers end
procedures developed for admission and fo
transfer to aftercare programs such as AA, halfwa
houses, and vocational rehabilitation programs.

Drug Dependent Persons
There is a small but significant number of persons
with serious drug abuse problems who require 24-
hour care, often on an inpatient unit. Special
medical problems exist with persons addicted to
barbituiates and related drugs, and who also may
be involved with amphetamines or who have had
very serious "bad trips" with LSD or mescaline.
Heroin problems have recently become less of a
burden on mental health facilities because of the
network oVprograms developed by the Divisiorpf
Dtug Rehabilitation. The addict's short-term need is
for hospitalization for detoxification. Long-term
problems of rehabilitation are best handled through
self-help groups and the various halfway houses es-..

tablished by the Division of Drug Rehabilitation.

Organizational Auspices and
Facilities
Four types of organizations can provide hospital
care within comprehensive treatment programs for
the mentally ill. They are the following:

1. Unitized Programs in State Hospitals. These
units ctirrently are the largest publicly operated
providers of hogpital care for all types of adult
patients. Traditionally controlled by hospital
superintendents, these units increasingly are
coming under the budgetary and clinical control
of area program staff and Area Boards. It is an-

, Jicipated that over time, staff and patients from
these units also will be shifted to the communi-
ty. For example, when 10patients are returned
from the unit to community facilities, one state
hospitaistaff member should accompany them

. to provide aftercare and help develop other
necessary services. Many Innovative programs
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have been developed by state hospital units*.
Area programs, must accept responsibility for
these units and recognize that they are a major
resource from bich,.-tp arrange staff
reallocations under p conditionS.

2. Community Mental Health Centers. There now
are several freestanding community mental
health centers with inpatient capability. The
oldest is the Massachusetts Mental Health
Center; others Include the Corrigan Center in
Fall River, the Solomon Center In Lowell, the
Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center In the
Harbor Area, and the newly completed Fuller
Center in Boston. Plans are under way for con-
struction of similar centers In PItIsfield and In
the South Shore Area.

It Is not expected that additional freestanding
centers will be constructed. Enthusiasm for
them has subsided since the early stages of the
National institute of Mental Health community
mental health centers movement. There
currently is more interest In developingAirikagds
between Department of Mental Health
programs and psychiatric units in general
hospitals. and other non-Department of Mental
Health programs rather than. continuing the
earlier pattern of'having all services located in a
single Wilding.

For the most part, existing community mental
health centers are operated as Department of
Mental Health programs and are staffed by
state employees under the direct administrative
control of the Department. As such, the centers
are subject to many of the administrative dif-
ficulties and program encumbrances
characteristic of state services. Attempts now
are being made in some centers to develop
autonomous, community corporations which
would. contract to replace the Department of
Mental Health in administering center
programs.

3. Private Psychiatric Hospitals. Facilities such as
Glenside, Westwood Lodge, McLean, Human
Resource institute, etc. Increasingly are being
used by patients with third-party payment or
private resources. Where such facilities existas
major resources for local communitiee, Area
Boards and staff are encouraged to develop
ilaigons for planning and program development.

4. Psychiatric Units In General Hospitals. These
units have rapidly expanded in recent years.
Federal statistics indicate that while in 1955; 80
percent of all inpatient care was provided in
public institutions, i.e. state and Veterans Ad-
ministration hospitals, this is now down to 45
percent. Approximately 50 percent of, all psy-
chiatric inpatient admissions now occur in psy-
chiatric units in general hospitals. Until 1970,

0,1
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Massachusetts lagged behind- the national
trend, but a number ol,psychlatric units have
been opened recently in general hospitals
throughout- the state. Department rof* Mental
Health area programs have encouraged and
supported these units via contract, assignment
of personnel, or through National institute of
Mental - Health grants as at Union Hospital in
Lynn and at Newton-Wellesley Hospital.

There axe several advantages for area
programs which utilize psychiatric units in
general hospitals. These facilities provide
-coverage through third-party payments, they
have readily available neurologic, medical, and
X-ray services; and they enjoy greater public
acceptance. Duration- of stay also tends to be
shorter in general hospitals than in other psy-
chiatric facilities. On the other hand, these units
tend to be heavily medically oriented in treat-
ment services, and linkage with community
agencies is highly variable. Too great en-
couragement of the "sick" role may increase
dependency and decrease patient initiative for
independent living. Moreover, general hospital
services are expensive with an average per
diem cost of over $160. The complex and ex-
pensive facilities of a general hospital may not
be needed for many patients with so-called
functional mental disease, i.e. depression,
schizophrenia, neurosis, and personality dis-
orders. These factors must be acknowledged
and balanced by area programs in planning for
inpatient services.

Program Content
The patient's best Interests require that he/she be
treated at minimum cost, regardless of whether
costs are Measured in time lost from work, in-
convenience, psychological regression, removal
from ordinary habitat, stress on family, or dollars
and cents. Inpatient services should be .based on
the principle that the social and physical environ-
ment in which a person is treated le, in itself, an im-
portant factor in the success of treatment. in addi-
tion to pleasant physical surroundings, clinical
programs should emphasize a person's remaining
resources rather than deficits. Thus, the inpatient
service should strive to keep the client active and in-
volved In therapeutic programs and activities. When
inpatient. care is deemed necessary, admissions
should be coordinated with the, procedures of the
general hospital or, freestanding center, and an
acceptable diagnostic Process negotiated,

Treatment plans should be designed with cliniciang,
the Cjiant, and members of the Client's social
network (family, friends, neighbors, employer, etc.)
taking responsibility when possible for defining the
problem and 'changing troublesome relationships.

A 'variety of therapies and activities should be

available within an Inpatient service, -including: in-
dividual Counseling, group, family, couples, and In-
sight therapy, protilem-solving in a social network,
genetic counseling, day activities, vocational
counseling and training, workshops, behavior
therapy programs, recreational and occupational
therapy, short-term and long-term psychotherapy,
Independent living skills, and educational instruc-
tion including tutoring and English as a second
language. Special care should be taken to match the
needs of the client with appropriate interventions.

The patient's treatment plan should be reassessed,
at a minimum,' one and two weeks after the in-
dividual enters the system and monthly theeafter.
Efforits should be made to help the individual, live in-
dependently. Aft individual entering inpatient care
through the general hospital might be moved, to an
intensive care facility or other community residential
program within a short time, Follow-up and continui-
ty of care are extremely important during theSe tran-
sitional times to help individuals manage life
problems without being overwhelmed.

Staffing Patterns
Inpatient 'care is best provided, by staff who are
sensitive to individuals in Crisis, have the ability to
listen and empathize, are resourceful,"have abilities
in problem-solving, are knowledgeable of human
services resources, have nonprejudiced attitudes
toward the "mentally and are willing to con-
tinually reevaluate their work in response to
criticism from other staff and patients. Theise skills
can be found in individuals with varied professional
backgrounds.

The exact number of staff required in thtt different
kinds of hospital facilities described previously
depends upon the size of the facility, and the type
and amount of care it provides in the network of
services. An area's programs and facilities, in 'turn,
will depend upon the needs of communities anti
neighborhoods within its boundaries.

Traditional medical and psychiatric settings are
utilized most appropriately .in the evaluation and
treatment of organic disorders and in use of phar-
macotherapy. Admission, treatment, discharge
planning, and patient records functions should be
performed by staff specifically skilled in these ac-
tivities.

Community volunteers are an important resource to
the area inpatient program. The clinical staff of each
area facility, as well as the area administrative staff,

&,,,should be responsible for recruiting volunteers.

Supportive relationships between clients and com-
munity neighborhood volunteers are a vital resource
for 'helping persons move from the hospital back
into the community. Once clients return to the com-
munity, this.relationship with a volunteer may prove
to be the essential variable in reducing recidivism.
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Due to the potential importance of their relation-
ships with clients, volunteers. should be offered
meaningful roles such as advocates, tutors,
program participants and developers, gr2up
loaders, etc. _ . '

Former patients also can provide skills and support
within an Inpatient program. These Individuals have
valuable knowkidge of what itmeahs to be an im-
patient and should be utilized and respected In the
development of treatment plans and programs.
They can adci much needed support to individuals in
crisis and to their .social network. Such milk also
can benefit ex-patients by reassuring thefri,of their
self4orth. thus facilitating a smooth transition Into
community life.

Costs and Income Sources
Within' a few years, it is recommended that the
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Department of Mental Health, with some exceptions,
no longer directly provide inpatient services. When
hospital care is required bnd third-party payment is
not available, these services generally should be
provided by the Department of Mental Health on a
contract basis to private psychiatric hospitals or,
preferably, psychiatric units in general hospitals. In

e," some areas where local inpatient units already exist,
such as at community mental health centers, these
could continue to serve their areas as contracted
services rather than as direct administrative units of
the Department of Mental Health. Until this goal is
reached, the vast state funds now allocated to in-
patient care could be used to provide services in a
transitional period and far the creation of support
programs which eventually will become eithdr self-
supporting or partially funded through other
sdurces.



JSection III. Area Program Administration-

The ad nistrative structure of a comprehensive
area-bas d mental health program shbuld facilitate
the provision of services described in Section II of
this Manual. The design of such an administrative
structure is more readily determined when consen-
sus exists about the premises underlying communi-
ty mental health programs and when relevant par-
ties agree to the administrative functions associated
with such enterprises. However, even under these
circumstances, some desirable administrative
patterns cannot be implemented immediately or
even in the future since they would require major
changes in existing law or state edministratlye and'
fiscal practices. Nevertheless, if is Important to
delineate the most effective and 'efficient means of
administering area programs in accordance with
our premises and conceptual framework since thas
goals are realizable by the Commonwaattb..4n tri%
near future. Moreover, we believe thattr:a...."
suggested principles I are broadly accepte
most administrative/ procedures could be im-
plemented by internal reorganization of the Depart-
ment of Mental Health without major governmental,
or legal changes.

, Implementing these principles will require transfer-
ring responsibility for financial and staff transactions
from the central to area ad-ministration. Although.

ponsibility sandthis concentrates consldera
authority at a decentrall d level, In the presen,t
system responsibility Is o widely diffused, while
authoxlty is centralized a subj ct to such exten-
sive checks and balances t y one transaction
can require apprdval by as many aesevenlevels of
government. The existing gystem, which appears to
have developed in peril° prevent abuse df power or
misuse of funds, has become so cumbersome and
dysfunctional as to Constitute mismanagement In

d of itself. The rational planning and management
resources, therefore, is often impossiblesand like-
.more costly than ttie abuses it was designed to

correct. Furthermore the present diffusion of
responsibilityha produced a system. where ac-

loss of credki It among both the government and
couritability (sp..' rly nonexistent, with consequent

//CI
O .

In keeping with the rationale that greater consensus
can be achieved for new administrative structures if
the underlying program principles are made ex-
plicit, we reiterate two principles fundarnental
community mental health programs:
1. Mental health and retardation services should

be delivered at the area level through programs
a specific giii5dFdiffepopula-

tion. Althou h an area program nay nape able
to meet all the service needs of its popOta ion,
and. combining the resources of several ar
might be required to provide services for some
low incidence-high need groups, the catchment
area model still has the best potential for
providing services that are readily available o
the client, accountable to the population serve
and responsive to the community's particula
needs.

2. Effective administration of an area program
requires that the area be responsible for plan-
ning, developing, monitoring, evaluating, and,
managing- its own programs and resources.
Each area should set its own priorities,' prepare
and manage its -own budget, reallocate its
resources and appropriations as needed, han-
dle Its own personnel and payroll, and write and
administer its own contracts and agreements.

the citizens:If I intended to serve.
,t/

Adequele c ecks and balances pn the misuse of
authority at he area level are attained by the follow-
ing means:

Establishing careful cost-accounting and post-
/, audit procedures for each area account;

Establishing an Area Board with the power to set
policy and priorities, approve or disapprove major
expenditures, major Oanges or ;additions to
programs, cgptracts arid agreements (all within
appropriatioft), and hire and fire Area Directors;
and
Establishing pro edu r within the regional or
Central of51.0eS'

of
and monitoring of

programtc. ; of personnel grievances, setting
'of standar g nd regulation and inspeCtion.

EffeCtiv administration of comprehensive
progr at the community level requires an !area
office W to the capacity to manage its own affairs, in-

' cluding staffing levels that will assure competent
clinical direction and the technical expertise to ad-
ministereizable budgets with multiple programs and
numerous employees. As a corollary to this
development, many. staff -now assigned to the
regional and Central offices should be gradually
reassigned to Area Offices, -

Expanded administrative structures at the area level
should not be merely another layer of bureaucracy
added to the existing structure. Instead, as ap-
propriate functions and resources of the institutions
are transferred gradually into community programs,

W Hargreaves, et a! Resource Materials for Community Mental Health Program Evaluation. Part II. Needs Assessment andPlanning.
San Francisco. California. National InVitute of Mental Health, 1974.
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the related functions and resources of the regional
arid Central offices should similarly be transferred
to .aiea-level administrators. Accepting the finite
resources of the Department of Mental Health, an
adequate area-level administrative structure
probably could pot be achieved withotit reallocating
some of the resources now utilized at other levels.

The goal of adminittrative flexibility and creativity at
the area le,vel requires that the Legislature,forego Its
practice of exercising line item fiscal control over
mental health budgets. Adininistrators incapable of
Managing 2rograms within prescribed standards of
/esponsibiray and accountability should be relieved

/6f their duties; constraining them by excessive con-
trols is'an 1,1-appropriate solution. Until such time as
clear administrative authority is vested. at the area
level, there are budgetary mechanisms that can be
utilized to redeploy resources within an area
program. While *these are often cumbersome and
time-consuming, they should be applied on an in-
terim basis. The following are examples of such ad-
ministrative mechanisrrfs.

Reallocation of unfilled Job slots. Certain positions.
which are no longer needed can be "traded in" for
other job titles. For example, three housekeeping
staff slots might be reallocated to two social
worker slots, as long as equivalent funds are in-
volved.
Personnel reassignments and training. Staff
currently stationed at a hospital ibcation could be
reassigned to a community location, if this were a
more relevant use of such staff. inservi,ce training,-
including thorough orientation, should accom-
pany such transfers.
Cooperation among Department of Mental Health
institutions. In a situation where state hospitals
are phasing down and some state schools are ad-
ding personnel, surplus manpower in hospitals
should be given first option on available jobs in
the schools.
Cooperation among state agencies. Personnel
can be transferred between agencies where
specific services are no longer required in one but
are necessary in another. Such staff as
maintenance, launderers, truck drivers, laborers,
etc. now are needed less by the Department of
Mental Health. In the fiscal year following the
transfer of staff, the Department of Mental Health
could reallocate the vacant Job block to a more
necessary function or to the consultant (03) and
contractual (07) accounts.

'In addition to these procedures, the Department
might also use the contract mechanism for per-
sonnel utilization. For example, in contracting with
organizations to establish community residences or
other community mental health programs, a com-
mitment should be included that job openings would
be posted in state hospitals, and that interviews
would be offered first to personnel in institutions.
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A recent development related to personnel
redeployment is the enactment by Congress of Title
XX as an amendment to the Social Security.Act. This
new federal prOgram, which is a 75-25 federal-state
matching program, becomes effective October 1,
1975 and provides for a wide variety of social serv-
ice programg. It includes funds for training staff
affected by the deinstitutionalization process since
personnel who/have worked for many years in an In-
stitutional setting will have to make significant ad-
justments in assuming work responsibilities in the
community. Process training as well as skills train-
ing will be necessary. Similarly, many community
workers face the challenge of modifying negative at,
titudes toward these new coworkers"so that they can
function as effective teams.

Area administrative structures will force much more
careful specification of the future roles, functions
and responsibilities of the Regional and Central Of-
fices than can be stated yet. Although the major
focus of this Manual Is on area adminiStration, ob-
viously larger questions must soon be confronted.
For example, the regional office structure will con-

. tinue to play an essential role during the transitional
period of phasing down institutions and developing
coMprehensive community programs. However,
enlarging the interim structure and functions of
regional offices, as is being proposed by some, may
vitiate the deVelopment of a viable area administra-
tion truly capable ofmanaging its own programs. In
the future, when the areas are able to provide most
essential services at the local level and to provide
additional services through contract or agreement
between areas, it is clear that the function of a
strong regional office would be modified. In resolV-
ing the future role of regional of ficeS, it is important
to review each one individually since these offices
now are at distinctly different levels of development.

No uniform policy is appropriate on the relative
effectiveness or efficiency of providing clinical serv-
ices directly by the Department or through the
mechaniSm of contract for service since this Issue is
determined best by the individual areas. The extent
to which an area program contracts for services, of
course, affects its administrative structure. For ex-
ample, areas that use contracts extensively should
include adequate numbers of personnel capable of
supervising, Inspecting, and enforcing regulations to
assure that quality is maintained 14 contractual
service providers. The issue of labor negotiations
and union contracts requires careful study since It is
closely linked to expanded contractual service
arrangements.

The Components of Area Program
Administration
The functions performed by an area office can be
grouped into six major categories: (1) executive; (2)
clinical services administration; (3) business; (4)
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community participation; (5) evaluation and data
systems; and (6) resource development. The
responsibility for and performance of these func-
tions are shared often by more than one staff group,
but we have tried to list the functions under the
category where major responsibility resides.

Executive
1. Overall Direction of Clinical and Non-Clinical

Programs. The Area Director will have ultimate
responsibility, authority, and accountability on
the area level for directing all area mental health
functions. A order to facilitate this responsibili-
ty, the Area Director will develop a formal table
of organization designating subdivisions of
clinical and business functions and their in-
terrelationships. Since the service delivery
system varies from area to area, th©e table of
organization need not follow any single
prescribed pattern.

2. Program Planning and identification of Needs.
The Area Director will assume responsibility for
these functions at the area level. In so doing, a
mechanism will be developed by the Area
Director for receiving appropriate input from
and providing Input to the Area toard, other
community agencies and groups, and the area
program staff.

3. Resource Allocation. The Area Director will
have responsibility for allocating financial
resources and will do so in consultation with the
Area Board.

Reporting. The Area Director will be responsible
for delivering reports required by and consis-
tent with Department of Mental Health policy.
The Area Director will develop a mechanism for
assuring the collection of client, staff, and fiscal
data, and the preparation of reports appropriate
to the Area Board and regional and Central of-
fices.

5. Negotiations with Outside Groups Involving Ex-
change of Services, Affiliations, Contracts, and
Labor Relations. The Area Director will arrange
to have appropriate and adequate legal and
business consultation, probably supplied by the
regional or Central offices, in order that con-
tracts and other negotiations be performed in a
thoroughly legal and businesslike manner.

6. Communication and Relations with the Regional
and Central Offices of the Department, Ex-
ecutive Office of Human Services, Other State
Agencies, and Local Legislators. The Area
Director will be responsible for establishing a
network of communication with relevant state
and federal agencies and legislators to assure
coordinated local services.

7. Personnel. The Area Director will be responsi-
ble for the hiring and firing of----opper level

clinical and managerial staff within the area
program in line with state and Department of
Mental Health policy. All hiring and firing of
other area program personnel will similarly re-
quire the Area Director's approval. The Area
Director shall be responsible for approving role
definitions for all area employees, including job
descriptions and lines of responsibility.

8. Budget Preparation and Monitoring. The Area
Director will assume responsibility for super-
yising ang monitoring the preparation of the
area budget in conjunction with the Area Board
prior to Its formal submission to the Regional
and Central Offices.

Clinical Services Administration
1. Overall Responsibility for Clinical Services. The

clinical program will be subdivided into units
reflecting the program needs -and geographic
nature of the area. The directors .of the clinical
components shall be responsible to the Area
Director for their clinical decisions. If these serv-
ices are contracted, the providers shall adhere

° to Department of Mental Health standards for
care, and the program shall be accessible at all
times to the Area Director or his/her staff who
will monitor the performance of the contract.
When the area program utilizes regional or cen-
tral programs for the care of local citizens, the
Area Office shall negotiate the nature of serv-
ices to be provided at such a facility, the policies
regarding entry and exit from the regional or
central programs, and the expected rates of
utilization.

2. Coordination and Integration of Cal Serv-
ices. The heads of the service units of the area
program shall meet regularly as clinical ad-
ministrative teams to review issues arising
among therti. They will ensure continuity of care
and the smooth flow of patients' records, staff,
and other resources among the clinical services
as needed by the overall program.

3. Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation of
Clinical Programs. This function shall be taken
on by the clinical administrative teams and the-
Area Director.

4. Facilitating the Flow of Information Among
Clinical Units in the Area Program. Clients shall
be admitted to and discharged from the area
program in its entirety, not to individual facilities
within this prograrri: This will be true for persons
admitted to contracted components as well as
to those which are directly operated by the
state. Clinical information Will be available to all
program components and clients will 130 in-
formed of this policy. Confidentiality of informa-

- Von beyond the area program will be protected
as stipulated by statute and Department of
Mental Health regulations.



5. Client Records' Supervision. Client records'
supervisidn will. be undertaken by a registered
medical records' librarian, and a uniform
system will be developed for the area as
whole. Active records for clients in" regional
facilities will be on file at the regional facility, but
each patierit will have an area case number.

. When the patient is discharged, the file will
revert to the area program's medical records'
unit for storage and retrieval,

6. Facilitating Communication Among Clinical
Units and Non-Clinical Support Units. This will
be undertaken by the clinical administrative

*teams which will be composed of the directors
of the clinical components and those involved in
nonclinical consultation, education, administra-
tion, and planning.

7. Supervising Laboratory Facilities. Laboratory
facilities' supervision will be undertaken by the
Area Office for services, prm'cr..kieoci pleDy contracted
labortories or local facilitie rated by the
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health.
Where these laboratory facilities are part of a
state hospital, they will be accountable to the
Regional Mental Health Administrator.

8. Supervising Pharmacy Operations. Phar acy
operations will be supervised by the Ar. a Of-
fice. When the pharmacy is located at a re ional
facility, it will be supervised by the administrator
of the facility and its services coordinated for
Local clients by the Regional Mental Health Ad-
ministrator and the Area Director. Nonfacility-
based pharmacies serving Department of Men-
tal Health clients shall be utilized at the discre-
tion of the Area Office since pharmacy services
at the area level may not necessarily be a
program component.

Planning and Implementation of In-Service
Training.' The planning and implementation of
in-service training efforts will be conducted on
an area program basis as determined by staff
and local program needs. Each area program
shall develop its own in-service training
program by utilizing its own personnel or by
combining its resources with those of other
areas under the leadership of the Regional
Mental Health Administrator.

Support Services Adtninistration
1. Personnel Responsibilities. The Area Business

Manager shall be delegated administrative
authority for personnel action, and he/she will
be responsible for maintaining personnel
records and preparing the payroll. Whenever
possible, this procedure should not require
regional and Central office review although
records will be sent to the regional 'and Central
offices for information purposes. ry7 7
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2. Budget Preparation. The preparation of the an-
nual budget should be conducted by the ap-
propriate business and management staff at the
area level and should contain cost-accounting
analyses.

3. Expenditure of Funds and Budgeting Available
Resources. The.expenditu're of fUnds should be
under the administrative control of the Area Of-
fice subject to postaudit. Transfer of funds
within accourshall be at the discretion of the
Area Director.

4. Writing and Administering Contracts. The Area
Office should have legal and business expertise
available either through Department of Mental
Hqalth staff or through consultation to write ap-
propriate contracts and to monitor their perfor-
mance. The area should be delegated the
authority to commit funds through contracts as
it does when hiring personnel; it should be held
accountable for the payment of these funds in
accord with the contracts. Vouchers should be
signed by the Area Director, and countersigning
by both the regional and Central offices should
not be necessary. PostaudItIng should be suf-
ficient control on such expenditures.

5. Fiscal Administration of Grants. The business
office at the area level is responsible for the
fiscal administration of all federal and state
grants. It should collect the necessary fiscal and
personnel data, keep accurate records of grant-
funded positions, and provide the granting
agencies with whatever fiscal and accounting
information they require to continue funding.

6. AdMipistration of Reproduction Materials and
Resource . Each Area Office should have the
capacity to maintain and operate a complete
communication system, which includes the
capacity to reproduce and print documents as
needed.

7. Ordering and' Dispensing of Supplies. The Area
Office should order and dispense supplies to
the area program components as appropriate.

8. Maintenance, Housekeeping, and Food Serv-
ices. Building maintenance, whether direct or
under contract, .should be supervised by the
Area Office when local public buildings are
used by the area program. The maintenance of
regional facilities such as state hospitals will be
under the c rol of the hospital administrator
and the R ional Mental Health Administrator.
The same division of responsibility pertains to
arranging food for patients in residential treat-
ment, for supplying clothing, laundry, etc.

9. Billing, Collections, and Insurance. Although the
Central Office can streamline billing operations,
fiscal statements should be submitted to the
patient by the Area Office. Similarly, the patient



should negotiate fee adjustments, if necessary,
with the Area Office. The Area Business
Manager should bill insurance companies,
Titles XVIII and XIX, and other third-party
payers directly. Collected fees will be paid into
the state's General Fund and will not remain
locally. although they will be credited to the area
program account. Accurate area records should
be kept, therefore, regarding income generated

.. for services so that fees earned by area
program components can be applied to
program development. The Department of Men-
tal Health's inability to retain receipts con.:
stitutes a significant /limitation on the future
growth of community programs. Although
production records and fees documentation
may be useful in some .respects, so far they

r have not resulted in additional dollars from the
General Fund. A mechanism should be created
which will allow the area program to retain all or
party41; the .income generated by services
pro,videci within the area. When fees are billed

private contractors, these fees will be paid to
t eARroviiier and information regarding such
fees will be communicated regularly to the Area
Office.

Community Participation
1. Responsibility for Citizen Representation in

Decision-Making Process. Area Office staff
must have established procedures to ensure
citizen representation in all phases of the
decision-making process.

2. Communication,, with Local Community Agen-
cies. Designated Area Office staff should main-
tain communication with community agencies,
visit them, and keep them informed of the ac-
tivities and 'services of the mental health system.

3. Coordination and Representation on Various
Councils and Boards. Area Office staff should
be responsible for liaison with councils and
boards in the community and should delegate
representatives from the area mental health
program.

4. Staffing the Area Board. The Area Director will
assign suitable personnel to work with the Area
Board and to orient its members on issues and
policies. This is vital for the Board to perform its
functions to maximal capacity.

5. Liaison with Area Legislators. It is the respon-
sibility of the, Area Office to be in close com-
munication with area legislators,to inform them
of the services provided by the local mental
health program, as well as to keep them ap-
prised of local needs and priorities so that the

,
legislators may more effectively represent them.

6. DevelopmN.eitta Written Material for Distribution
to Community. The Area Office must take
responsibility for developing informative writ-
ten material and disseminating it in the corn-
munityto promote citizens' knowledge of the
mental health services available:

7. Recruitment, Placement, and Supervision of
Community Vol,unteers. The Area Office will es-
tablish a mechanism for the recruitment, place-
ment, and supervision of community volunteers.

8. Advocacy. The Area Director and his/her staff
must take responsibility for patient and com-
munity advocacy with the local government, the
media, commtNity agencies, and the
community-atrlarge.

Evaluation and bata Systems
Evaluation is defined as the process of etermining
the value or degree of success in achieving a
predetermined objective. Thus, evaluation efforts
must be oased upon explicit criteria which can take
the form of the goals and pbjeclives established by
the Area Board in its annual pint assuming that they
are sufficiently detailed. Other criteria can be stan-
dards of the American Psychiatric Association!
National Institute of Mental Health, accreditation
standards of the Joint Commi ion_on the Ac-
creditation of Psychiatric Facilities, or stridards es-

'tablished by the Department of M tai Health,.
A

A carefully designed data system( must be estab-
lished if evaluative activity is to take place. At the
area level, the data system should be directly in-
tegrated with a management inforrnation system to
allow for differential Cost-effectiveness studies. The
evaluation data system also must be planned to
accept multiple criteria of effectiveness, including
measures of citizen and client satisfaction. Models
of integrated management and evaluation informa-
tion systems exist in other states,' and several
smaller systems are operating now in Kees of
Massachusetts. These alternative models sWuld be
examined thoroughly and compared to the Multi-
State Information System currently being utilized
and expanded by the Central Office of the Mas-
sachusetts Department of. Mental Health. While a
centralized data system is necessary for-state-level
fiscal and program accountability, a decentralized
system is maximally effective for local management
and effectiveness evaluation.

The following .types of evaluation are the. Area Of-
fice'S responsibility:

1. Level of Effort of Service Delivery. Area Office
staff will be responsible for collecting patient

' Nato:mai Institute of Mental Health. Integrated management information systems for community mental health centers. Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare Publication No. (ADM) 75-165. 1974.
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utilization statistics which measure the volume
of service rendered ocal citizens. Priority set-
ting by Area Boards and community- surveys of
expressed mental health needs are factors rele-
vant to determining where, how, and in what
volume services should be delivered. 'Effort
evaluation also can occur via monitoring
procedures, e.g. patient complaints and various
utilizaticin reviews. Level of effort assessments
can be initiated before more refined evaluation
procedures ace in place.

2. Effectiveness of Treatment and Intervention
(Service Outcome). Outcome refers . to the
changes or benefits brought about in clients or
communities as a result of the services
delivered. Effectiveness studies are more cam-
plex than Studies of effort and require scientific

,-- Methodology and rigor; thus, this type of
periodic evaluation might be contracted to an
outside research organization. As an alter-
native, the evaluation of effectiveness could be
a function of regional level staff. In either event,
such studies by parties outside the Area Office
help to guarantee the required objectivity. Con-
sumer satisfaction should constitute one dimen-
sion of such studies.

3. Efficiency Studies. These evaluation proce-
dures seek to determine the relationship of
costs to services and can take a variety of
forms. Cost-effectiveness studies can be
carried out only where there is a mechanism for
cost-finding. Such studies then measure the
relative efficiency of different forms of therapy
or other clinical services in achieving their
stated objectives, e.g. the cost of psychotherapy
v. medication in achieving discharge from
residential care. Cost-benefit analysis, while still
rare in the human services, is a technique which
attempts to specify and evaluate the fiscal costs
and social benefits of different interven ions to
help decide which has a greater claim to limited
resources. Efficiency studies should b done
when possible by area-level staff or by *tract
since they have a direct relationship to internal
operations and management.

4 Adequacy or grogram Impact Studies. These
studies attempt to determine the numbr of
people affected by a given program in rel ton
to the numbers- determined7 to need such a
program. Adequacy studies* have direct im-

tions for service delivery so-they should, be
ed out et the area level. when possible.
ever, they also could be performed at the

al, level. In either case, contractu
ms probably should be- utilized.

-Resource Development
1. financial Resources. ThT Area Office staff will

be responsible for determining possible fund-

ing sources, public or private, on the local,
state, or national level. Area administrative staff

.should contact granting agencies to be kept In-
formed of available monies and priorities as
well as, to make arrangements for third-party

1 payments and other types of reimbursements.

When a,source of funds is identified, it is impor-
tant to match the right program to the resource.
This involves identifying the target population
and other criteria specified orimplied by written
or verbal guidelines, maintaining a file on area
program priorities, and proposals for submittal
when monies appear available. In addition to
maintaining a file on program needs and
proposals area personnel responsible for
resource diftf- opment could assist the clinical
staff in designing a program that will meet ex-
plicit or implicit funding requirements.

Staff at the area lever with technical assistance
from regional and Central office personnel,
should be skilled in preparing grant
applications and proposals. Releva kills In-
clude clear expository writing, a kno ed_ ge of
the field's substantive language, and 1 e ability
to explain the proposed program within the for-
mat of the application's guidelines. .

Staff in the Area Office familiar with federal and
state granting procedures should be involved in
the grant program startup. Depending on the
fiscal administration, these procedures may be
simple or complex. As required by the grantor,
area administrative staff must be responsible
for preparing progress and interim reports.
They also must inform the program staff of what
clinical and program data and, evaluative
materials will be required during the granting
period.

2. Nonfinancial Resources. A comprehensive area
program requires nonfiscal resources as well as
fiscal ones. For example, volunteer programs
have shown their usefulness in a variety of ways,
including task completion and community
relations. By utilizing the specialized staff of
other agenCie, both state, and private, Depart-
ment of Mental Health resources can be extend-
ed. A linked system of human services agencies
will strengthen the services of each of its com-
ponent organizations.' any resources exist in
the community that are not formally Identified
with DepartMent of Mental Health programs
now but which can become relevant- as the
Departrrient shifts, its principal orientation from
hospital-baded to community -based services.

Sta thz g Patterq,s ----, }
Staffing patterns -for area offices mustlre adequate

.

to implen-(ent the six major functions outlined in the
preceding sedtion. However, since the major thrust
of area pzograrnming is toward decentralization and
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tailoring of structures and services to unique area
needs, it is best not to delineate a single area office,
staffing pattern which would be relevant for the wide
variety of existing and future area programs.

Administrative needs necessarily differ with the type
of program deloped in each area. They are in-
fluenced by factors such as affiliations with univer.
sities, medical schools or major hospitals, deg of
emphasis on the medical or social psychologic I

program model, extent of urbanization and poverty
geographic size, availability of private services, a

c)extent to which an area utilizes contracts vs. di ect
provision services. It seems no more sensi e to
attempt to specify standard administrative st
patterns for each area than it does to specify uni-
form clinical staffing patterns. Nevertheless, the
following administrative positions are basic an
must exist in every area: an area director, a dep y
(or associate) area director, a business mana e , a
data specialist, and adequate se9retarial or clerical
positions. Beyond this minimum staffing level, ad-
ditional administrative positions should be created
in accordance with the size of the area budget, and
the types and complexity of service patterns the
area has developed or. needs to develop. As the
scope of responsibility grows at the local-level, area
directors will become hard pressed to perform all
necessary functions. The role of deputy or associate
area director will become increasingly critical, and
the current position. of Associate Area Director
should then be upgraded in functions and salary.

it has teen emphasized that area offices are
responsible both for the direction of all local clinical
programs and for overall management of the area's
budget. The nature of clinical administration in
areas which have multiple existing services will
differ from that in areas whose primary need
remains that of developing such services. Super-
visory needs also will vary according to the extent to
which services are Contracted; areas depending
heavily on contracted services require personnel
qualified to inspect and enforce regulations. Similar-
ly, the nature of area butiness administration will
differ in locales which have many state-operated
programs as opposed to those which primarily con-
tract for service, aspen as between areas with small
as opposed to large budgets.

Since the requirements for clinical and business
management in each area will vary widely over time,
area administrative personnel beyond the core
positions of area director, deputy'area director,
business manager, and data specialist also could be
hired under an annual contract with the'Area Board
supervised by the Area Director. ThiS procedure
would permit the Area Office's staffing pattern con-
stantly to be tailored to the area's clinical needs and
to the particular mix of public, privet , and contrac-
tual services then in force. For ex nple, an area
program utilizing numerous stet employees re-

quires staff skilled in state.personnel procedures.
Should the clinical services provided by public
employees. be shifted -to contraVd services, an
Area Office would then require staff skilled in
negotiating and supervising contracts, estimating
contract costs, determining legal requirementg, and
processing vouchers. The need for Area Office staff
to handle state personnel transactions Would
decrease correspondingly. By providing a portion of
the area administration's funding in the contractual
account, these kinds of changes or additions to area
administrative, staff can be readily effected!.
Moreovel, when there is, a major increase in an
area's bCdgeti, a contractual arrangement-for fund-
ing the Area Office permits the rapid addition of per-
sonnel needed lo supervise new or expanded serv-
ices. Reductions in direct service budgets or other
redistributipns of resources similarly could be
reflected in a budget decrease for area administra-

When the total area program budget exceeds $2
million annually, additional administrative personnel
are required. Specialized staff include a ,fiscal
manager or senior accountant, and a. personnel
manager. These added support staff are ,vital since
area programs, as part of the state system, deal with
multiple levels of a large bureaucracy. The position
of personnel manager is becoming increasingly im-
portant due to the necessity, of implementing affirm-
ative action programs, recruiting indigenousper-
sonnel, conducting employee evaluations, and offer-
ing career planning assistance.

Costs

BO

Area administration should be funded in relation to
the size of the area's program budget, ap-
proximatirg seven to eight percent of the total funds
in areas with very large budgets and 10 percent or
more in areas with very small budgets. This funding
should be provided in a way that permits maximumr'
flexibility in the development of area administrative
capacities, either through contracts with each Area
Board or through creation of administrative
positions'which permit the hiring of a wide variety of
clinical and management personnel types.

The statewide average for ,an area budget in Fiscal,
Year 1976 most likely will be at a minimum $1,500,-
000. A projected cost per akaoffice of $150,000 or
about 10 percent of the, budget's total is consistent
with this minimal funding level for area programs.
Since no administration should be funded at less
than $150,000 annually, the percentage of an area's
total' budget devoted to administration could be
higher than 10 percent in those areas with the
smallest budgets. However, this basic administrative
sqaff is necessary to assist such areas in developing
the essential services they require. On the other
hand, areas with very large program budgets
probably will require somewhat less than 10 percent

it
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of their total expenditure for administration.

Administrative resources from phased-down state
hospitals as well as.from the Central Office could be
reallocated .to achieve .area-level managerial
capability. The projections contained in Table 3 -1
are based on data derived from the Department of
Mental Health Fiscal Year 1975 budget. Precise data
for Fiscal Year 1976 are being prepared. State

" hospital funds tentatively reallocated to area
budgets are included in overall area totals. The data
are presented only to illustrate the range of area
budgets in relation to administrative costs. The
influence on administrative costs of such factors
as.federal funding and other revenue sources with
unique fiscal reporting requirements is not included.

Table 3-1. Suggested Sample Budgets for Core Area Administrative Staff

Area

Fiscal Year 1975
Total

Available Funds'

Recommended Recommended Recommended
Minimum Area Supplementer, Total Area
Office Budget Staffing Funds Office Budget

Percent of
Total

Area Budget'

-Eastern Middlesex $ 976,000 $150,000 0 $150,000 15

Blackstone Valley 2,121,000 150,000 38,190 188,190 9

Fall River 3,329,000 150,000 116,320 266,320 8

Massachetts Mental 5,912,0110 150,000 263,840 413,840 7

Health Center

Inc esstate, federal. and local funds available for mental health services. Include6 projected reallocatiOn of.iiate hosOlfaires ilYbes to
area rograms. Does not include Department of Mental Health funding for retardation. Does not include 6,2.Percent Cost-Of-HMO salary
incre- se which affects 80 percent of personnel account. 1

''!

2 The sl cling scale percentage o.1 area administrative costs is based on the total area office budget In relatioriTtd an.atea'a total av lable
funds
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Section IV. Imrilementing Community Mental Health PrograMs

The previous parts of this Manual have reviewed the
eight services considered integral to each catch-
meg!, jarea's comprehensive program. Although
every service has unique clinical characteristics,
staffing requirements, cost considerations, etc., they
also are 'closely linked and interdependent. In fact,
when a composite of all eight basic services is
arranged on .these dimensions, certain trends and
program directions become quite evident. Section
IV analyzes these trends in relation to the implemen-
tation issues at the area and state levels so that per-
sons 'responsible for area program develo -nt
can have a broader appreciation for factors
facilitating Or impeding the a - -ment of locally
established goals ando' -ctives.

Organiz tional Auspices.
Community Mental health programs are best
administered within an organizational framework
which encourages innovative and diverse ap-
proaches to the design and delivery of services. In
Massachusetts,. the Department of Mental Health
has been the major. provider of services, and it
operates vwithiro the guidelines and requirements of
state goverInment. Many innovative and pioneering
.services have emerged from these publicly

-P., operated programs. Yet, -the feeling is widespread
thargroverhmerutal constraints significantly restrict
evan'fUrNr adancbs. For example, the "anti -aid"
Amendment to the Massachusetts CorislitutiOn'
bars direct grants in aid to nongovernmental
organizations.

In reaction to other artificial and severe ad-
ministrative impediments within the public sector,
the Department of lyiental Health, therefore, now is
giving increased attention to the alternative of con-
tracts wit voluntary and private agencies.
Massachusett overnment has long used the con-
tracting mechanis for such human services, as
alcoholism and rehabilitation; more recently, serv-
ices have been contrVed for drug addicts arPd
juvenile offenders as WI.

tracting has many distinct Advantages, including
budge ry control and flexibility. A fundamental but
seldom r gnized advantage is that it protects, the
public administrator from the conflict, of interest
created in both administering and monitoring one's
own'program. A second advantage is that contracts
can, be terminated or Modified at set intervals in

ntrast to the constraints imposed Upon program
change' when programs are operated by Civil Serv-
ice 'employees, particularly in, publicly owned
buildirigsv A further advantage of the contractual ap-/

proach is that nonpublic agencies can bill third-
party sources and retain the receipts for direct use
in mental health programs. This capability contrasts
with the practice of the Department of Mental Health
whose receipts from third-party payments now go
directly to the CommWnwealth's General Fund. Each
year, millions of dollars reimbursed for mental
health services pro o citizens in Massa-
chusetts. A system must be designed to earmark at
le e majority of these funds for mental health
services to allow continued growth of community-

.based care.

In order to achieve maximum benefit from varied
funding sources, Area Boards should decide which
components of their total program can best be con-
tracted, which should be provided through Depart-
ment of Mental Health staff, and which provided, by
a combination of Contractual, and public staff.
Program capability varies considerably from area to
area, and local Citizen Boards know, best the
strengths arid weaknesses of their own public and
nonpublic agencies. Greater balance between
publicly and contractually provided services is
needed at this time if further innovation and
program effectieness are to occur. The specific
,patterns for achieving this balance should be deter-
mined locally.

Ctistinctions are diffiLlt to make among the many
Combinations of contracts and agreements that are
possible between a service organization and the
public agency. We ,propose four types reflecting
patterns in Massachusetts and other states.

17 Fee - for - Service.
The service organization bills the public agen-
cy wbo, in turn, may or may not bill the client
or third-party payer.

2. Fixed fee.
The service organization bills the public agen-
cy at a fixed fee per calendar .period
regardless of volume of services provided to
clients.
The service organization bills the public agen-
cy at a fixed rate or percent per calendar
period, based on a variable such as staff
hours expended, percentage of bed occupan-
cy, or other indirect service indicators.
The public agency pays the service organiza-
tion a lump-sum, one-time payment for the
performance of services.

3. Dual resource utilization.
The public agency pays salaries and/or

k

assachusetts COnstitution. Artjof Amendment. No. 46. Sectiens 2 and 3.
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operating expenses for work performed by
service organization personnel at thg service
organization's site.
The public agency's own staff, equipment,
and/or materials are authorized for work or
use at thti service organization's site.

4. Mutual interest affili ations..
The service laraariizatiOn and the public agen-
cy. in consortium, receive operating or capital
construction-monies from a common funding
agency (e.g. National Institute of Mental
Health) based on an agreement to cooperate
in their mutual use.
The service organization and the public agen-
cy share salaries and other operating or
capital expenses to perform work of benefit to
each or to mutual clients.

The Department of Mental Health must develop a
simplified and consistent system for contracting
services if it is to achieve substantial movement'in
the direction of -program flexibility. The
Department's' increased capability 'should be built
upon the experiences of other state agencies in the
contracting process. In particular, the roles and'
responsibilities of central, regional, and area staff as
well as the Area Board must be clarified to avoid
long delays in the negotiating and reimbursement.
phases.

Program Components
A primary goal Of this Manual is to shift community
mental health programs away from their excessive
reliance on hospital care to greater utilization of am-

' bulatory services. Such alternative interventions as
consultation and education, emergency, and out-
patient services come Much closer to meeting client
needs at critical points in t,time, they reduce client
dependency, and they are more economical.
Day/evening treatment services, social rehabilita-
tion: vocational rehabilitation, and community
residences .are similarly lets expensive to operate
and more clinically effective for many clients than is
inpatient care. As programs expand at the local
level and clinicians and citizens become increasing-
ly sophisticated about alternatives to hospitalization,
inpatient care should be viewed as a last resdrt
rather than as'a treatment of choice:. .

As a guide to those planning and administering
comprehensive area programs, Table 4-1 lists the
mote than 70 clinical, administrative arlci support
functions' integral to these' programs. The table
suggests that some system functions such as infor-
mation and referral, record storage and retrieval,
and voluriteer training always should be included in
each of the basic services. ,,Other function's such at
the ,dispensing end supervising of medication,

The list of functions was
Reclassification Project
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compiled by Jdmes Gorman.

research, and laundry should be Included In some
services but not others. Since this Manual focuses
upon the direct services provided clients, training
and research are listed simply as twoof the corn-
munity mental health prodrath's 72 system func-
tions. In major acadeTic and research centers,
these tho functions obstiously assume much more
centralityperhaps even overshadowing clinical
ones.

Many of the system functions could be performed
by varying combinations of one, two, or more of the
basic services. Each catchmen) area should assign
the system functions according tO local cir-
cumstances, thus producing a program maximally
relevant to local needs.

A corollary goal of this Manual' Is to emphasize ex-
plicitly that the needs of emotionally troubled per-
sons require interventions from a wide network of
human s- ervices caregivers. The Department of
'Mental Health through Its clinical facilities cannot
alone provide the full array of human services need-
ed by its clients. Consequently, mental health agen-
cies must establish strong, routinized working
relationships with ()bier caregivers In the human
services system. These linkages should, through
contract or other,ty'pes of agreement, provide men-

, tal health agency clients with the technical skills and
resources already available in other agenciesthey
need not be duplicated.

Continued Program Development
The'past decade's progress in developing corn-
munity mental health programs will not be sustained'
unless ever-emerging problernt are resolved.
Among the problems, looming most 'prominently
over the next several years are the following:

. 1. Community Relations. Local opposition anci
resistance to neighborhood residences
sometimes have been formidable'. Educational
projects, expanded volunteer recruitment cam-
paigns, public information materials in printed
and audio-visual forms,. and other such ac-
tivities must become a priority of the com-
prehensive program. Increased public un-
derstanding is a vijal prerequisite for the
°Department's continued' movement into the
community. Large numbers of citizens must
become involved in activities of this type if there

,is any reasonable chance of program
success.

2. Economic Effect of Hospital Phase [Own. In _

cities and towns where hospitals are located,
much concern arises-about the- adverse effects
of phase , OW% upon the . focal economy.

Director of the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health's-Manpower
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However, studies if) California' have dem-
onstrated that the local economy does not suffer
and may even gain. Careful planning Is overdue on
alternative uses for no longer needed Institutional

, land and physical plants, including full or partial
razing of outdated buildings.

3. Staff Redeployment. Absolute growth in the
Department's budget as well as In those of other
human services agencies will be limited during
the foreseeable future in view of the dim
economic climate in Massachusetts as well as in
the nation as a whole. This fiscal reality makes it
imperative that the Executive and Legislative
Branches of Massachusetts Government es-
tablish efficient and flexible procedures for
alternative deployment of present Civil Service
employees. Professional disciplines, unions,
and other groups have aggregated a degree of
influence over 'policy-making over the years.
Such groups will have to be briefed thoroughly
in the policy changes occurring over the next
few years. with a particular view to the potential
impact on paid positions and employee utiliza-
tion. Redeployment often will require retraining,
and the Department of Mental Health should
make a substantial comrhitment to this effort.

4. Department of Mental Health Administrative
Structure. Significant steps are being taken to
decentralize certain functions such as. program
administration froth the Central to the regional
offices. A fundamental premise of this ManUal is
that decentralization must continue to the area
level as well eo that program directord will have
administrative powers Commensurate with the
responsibilities assigned them. On the other
hand, area program administration is facilitated
by standards, accountability mechanisms, and
quality control procedures established by the
Central Office.

5. Catchment Area Size. Federal authorities in
1965 required that a catchment areas 'have no

. less than 75,000anti no more than 200,000 peo-
. pl Io most effectively provide and support the

essential community services. While this range
' was accepted for heady ten year as the feasi-

ble size of a- population base; some programs
, now have begun to design services for a pop-

ulation base of only 10-15000 people. In fact,
this subarea or 'neighborhood approach is in-
tegri to some of the-mos:leis desdribed in sec-
tion II of this-MOnual. On the other haqd, certain
services desigtied for r6latively small client
groups could Jae offered only thrOugh geo-
grgphic -onstellalions

be
"tyah single

areas. A region should be the operatibnal unit

when practical; when this is not practical, a
combination of areas should serve as the
geographic base.

6. Transportation. The accessibility of services
depends on public transportation where private
automobiles are not available. Since a public
transit network currently does not operate ,in
many suburban and rural areas, many Depart-
ment of Mental Health services are out of reach

, to people who cannot make private ar-
rangements. Limited Income people are par-
ticularly affected.. The Department of Mental
Health should initiate planning for a human ser-
vices transportation system in cooperation .with
the Executive Office of Human Services and
other state 'agencies. The focus should be on
facilitating transportation/ for people needing
several human services at different times and
places. This is not an easy problem to solve but
the need is common to many agencies. In fact,
some federal funds are available now for such

Clients and Their Families
Consumer participation ha's had a major impact
upon the human services during the past- decade.
Not only are citizens involved in policy making roles
,through Area Boards and similar bodies, the
lawyers of clientd now have access to heretofore
confidential records and they are more know-
ledgeable about diagnostic and treatment ,pro-
cesses. Furthermore, the rights of clients aye in-
creasingly being determined in the Judicial and
Legislative Branches of Government rather than
within the Executive or Administrative Branches as
had been true previously. For example, the Mental
Health Legal Advisors Committee, established by
Massachusetts General Laws 'Chapter 221, was ap-
pointed in 1974 by the Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court to provide legal assistance to the in-
digent mentally 'iII. It is entirely consistent with the
spirit Of this law and similar legislation now being
ena,pted throughout the country that clients of the
mental health system be explicitly informed of their
.civil rights and treatment Kerogatives.2 Mentally ill
persons,are highlyavulneraOle to the whims and dic-
tatbs "of caregivers and safeguards must be es-
tablished to insure that even well-intentioned but
destfuptive actions are not directed against them.

The rights of clients served by the Departinent of
MentalHealth can be gUaranteed onk.by systematic
efforts on the part of many personslin the agency.

.The 'a civil Tights offiCer" approach thus far has been
of limited effectiveness but possibly can Ele made to
work with` the deployment of more resources. Civil
rights officers (or client advocates) should be ad-

Stanford Research Institute. Process and impacts of the closing of DeWitt State HospitA.June11973.

Your Rights As A Mental Patient In Massachusetts. A Handbook for Patient by qftatients. Legal
Front, 1974.,

Project/Mental Patient Liberation
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ministratively independent of the clinical unit to
which they are assigned to avoid confildt of Interest
situations. Specialized paralegal training should be
provided all staff assigned to protect clients; rights,
and an outside group or organization, e.g. the Men-
tal Health Legal Advisors Committee, should
monitor such activities on behalf of clients.

The participation of clients and their families in
treatment planning, activities, and decision-making
is not only 'a matter of right, it is good treatment
practice. Clients must assume active responsibility
for their own lives. Along with the right to participate
in treatment decisions, clients also should be apJ
prised of the fact that their legal counsel has access
to personal clinical records. They also should
recognize, however, that information necessarily is
shared among the several clinical services com-
prising the area program so as to enhance continui-
ty of care.

Staffing Patterns
Expansion of the full range of community mental
health services detailed in Section II has profound
implications for the present pattern of resource
deployment. As was evident in Table 1-2 and in the
following Table 4-2, the vast majority of public men-
tal health funds currently are expended for adult 24-
hour care. In a typical area mental health budget, 67
percent of the funds in Fiscal Year 1974 were
allocated for the staffing of adult inpatient services.

Due to present fiscal stringencies, some of these
resources must be shifted to ambulatory care,
emergency services, community residences, etc. if
clinical, alternatives are to flourish. Unfortunately,
however, the 'Department has been severely
hampered in its efforts to efficiently deploy staff and
other allocated resources by the superabundant
layers of checks and balances in the state system.
Certain common personnel transactions invoNe the
following_ state agencies: Administration' and
Finance, Personnel and Standardization, Treas-
urer's Office, and Civil Service Commission. There
artalso instances where legislative committees par-
ticVate in administrative matters. Continuation of a
system which significantly hampers the decision-
making process merely will delay the changes which
so many agree mustbesmade. °

Personnel reallocations inevitabij, create doubt and
-ty about job security. The shifting of present

rsonnel, therefore, must proceed in a carefully
elineated manner. The Department of. Mental

Health's effort to reclassify positions in relation to
functional jOb descriptions is a meaningful building
block in this process. PerSonnel transferred to
different functions and responsibilities should be
enrolled in training programs teaching the basic
skills needed to perform new jobs. Specialized
training packages are developed and presented
most effectively by Central Office staff, but all com-
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munity programs administrators must Muni()
responsibility for the ongoing training needd of area
staff. Area Directors should define a minimum to
maximum_ number of weekly in-service training
hours to Insure necessary 'skill development; Area
Boards should support the use of staff time fo'r train-
ing purposes. 0

The Department of Mal Health has explicitly
acknowledged- responsibillties to current employees
as it phases down large Institutions. Labor unions
must similarly acknowledge that shifting program
emphases Inevitably will lead to new Job functions
for affected employees. The transition will be
facilitated If functional skills are emphasized in
reassigning staff; academic credentials and
professional affiliations should receive less
emphasis In assessing staff ability to perform new
functions.

The realigning of functional lob descriptions in
keeping with present-operating practices could par-
ticularly affect psychiatrists for whom- present
statutes and regulations reserva number of func-

' tions. For example, all medicakiegal determinations
now are assigned by statute to qualified physicians
who are in reiatively'short supply in the .public sec-
tor. Out of necessity, many such decisions.presently
are being made by other mental health pro-
fessionals. Knowledgeable observers, therefore, are
questioning whether this statute should be altered
so as to reflect present practices. Many other com-
munity mental health clinical and administrative
functions require expertise that can be gained
through training and on the job experience by a
variety of human services disciplines. The operating
principle, then, should be that leadership positions
are to be filled only by persons with demonstrated
skills relevant to the requisite job functions. Neither
physicians' nor other professional groups should be
assigned leadership by virtue of credentials per se.
Unfortunately, the antiquated "medical leadership
model" still is used by many third-party payers for

^ standard setting; and, thus, it has negative fiscal im-
plications in addition to adverse morale ones. ,

.Althouugh community mental health programs have
prdvided significantly expanded job opportunities
for -white male professionals, women and minority
group members have benefited less. They continue
to. be'Uoderrepresented in various geographic
locations*d in various leadership positions. Equal
opportunity and affirmative action programs Inust
be pursued aggressively to rectify this situation
where it exists. The applicable principle is that staff-
ing patterns in a given setting should reflect the
composition of the population being served. Thus,
women should fill One ,.half of the staff positions
when possible, and minority group professionals
should be assigned key responsibilities in corii-
m.unities with a sizable minority group population. ,

Two other groups possessing relevant skills but un-
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derrepresented In present staffing patterns are
folmer psychiatric patients and volunteers. By using
those former patients who display empathy and sen-
sitivity as training staff, civil rights officers,
emergency -team members, rehabilitation coun-
sellors, etc., constructive applications can be made
of the skills and experiences gained by these per-
sons. Legal,, ethical, and ther.aReutic concerns
associated with the employment of former patients
need to be carefully worked through; blanket
policies forbidding the hiring of former patients'
should be eliminated. Obviouslyir meaningful train-
ing opportunities should be provided for such new
employees as are provided other persons assitmind
new job res0onsibilities.

Volunteers have long been part of the mental health
scene and yet their skills generally are utilized in a
less than optimal manner. In recent years, some
programs have begun using volunteers for treat-
ment as well as supportive roles. Volunteers not
only supplement staff but they also provide com-
munication links with, the larger community, 'flaws
helping to promote greater understanding of mental
health programs. However, volunteers should not be

e- assigned duties currently performed by paid
employees or in any way Utilized to undercut staff
job security. In a period of recession; particular care
must be taken to insure that volunteers are not
viewed by organized labor as a threat to existing
plaid positions.

Facilities
The community mental health services described in
Section II should be provided through accessible,
decentralized facilities convenient to the populations
seeking help. Thus, mostt spaace requirements
should be planned on a far smaller scale than had
been the pattern during the 1960s. The construction
of large, 'publicly owned facilities is antithetical to
current program philosophy in that it centralizes
rather than decentralizes ervice delivery while
generating disproportionately high maintenance
costs. Furthermore,' integrating mental health care
within the larger human services system implies the
sharin of facilities with other agencies when at all
feasi e. Inpatient care, for example, preferably
sho d be provided through a Community's general
ho ital rather than oonstructing a free-standing
publicly operated inpatient center. Facilities of the
la er type should be used for general human serv-
ic s purposes.

he g 'rowing use of alternatives to inpatient care,
particularly community residences... for those
needing short or .lopg-term shelter, has already
significantly diminished the, need for state hospital
facilities. Buildings that are in good-physical condi-

tion could be used for appropriate Mental health
purposes or made available for other human serv-
ices. However, buildings unfit for use should be razed
to avoid continuing maintenance costs and to in-
sure against their being used inappropriately at a
future time. In many instances, it has been far more
cciory renovate deteriorating facilities than to con-
struct new ones.

Costs
Determining the costs of a comprehensive mental
health program' incorporating the eight basic serv-
ices described in Section II is vital for budget pro-
jections at the area and state levels. Since few, if
any, such comprehensive programs yet exist in
Massachusetts or elsewhere, fiscal data must be
gathered carefully a8 these services develop. In the
absence of such data, tentative projections can be
made on the basis of information available from
Department of Mental Health Fiscal Year 1974
allocations. It is clear from Table 4-2 that area
budgets already average approximately $2 million,
and that costs will grow with program expansion
and inflatio ry tendencies. Thus, the delivery of
services thro h community-based, decentralized
facilities should t be viewed as generating fiscal
savings. Rather, su a delivery system is designed
to increase efficiency nd effectiveness by providing
timely care which educes subsequent clierft
dependency and debili ation.

Income Sources
The funds necessary to support a comprehensive
community mental health program may be obtained
from any combination of sources including the
following principal ones: Federal government (staffs
ing grants); state government; local government;
and reimbursements (patient fees, Medicare,
Medicaid, insurance, etc.). The Massachusetts
Department of Mental Health in 1974 initiated efforts
to clarify for the first time the multiple income
sources supporting the state's mental health
programs. Data assembled froth program ad-
ministrators throughout the state are presented
selectively in Table 4-3 to illustrate the range of per
capita income generated in Fiscal Year 1975.from
public and other sources. The data, from areas with
the highest, average, and lowest per capita income
highlight substantial funding differences. Depart-
ment of Mental Health per capita support ranges
from a low of $5.31 in Eastern Middlesex to a high of
$19.82 in the Boston University area. This disparity
must be interpreted, however, in relation to an
area's mental illness rates, special population
needs, socio-econorniCcharacter and legislative ac-
tions unrelated to needs and resources.

' National Institute of Mental Health. Cost-finding and rate-setting for community mental health centers. Department of Health, Education.
',and Welfare Publication No. (HSM) 73-9069. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
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Table 4-2. Estilmated Mean Area Mental Health Budget Fiscal Year 19741:
Department of Mental Health Allocations

Target Group/Service

Adults

Amount Percent

inpatient° $ 1,245,000 67.1
Outpatient 176,000 9.5
Partial Hospitalization 41,000 2.2
Community Residences 10,000 .5
Emergency Crisis Care 21,000
Consultation & Education 47,000 2.5
Other° 111,000 6.0

'Children
Legal Medicine

Subtotal

A fu ther perspective on income sources is provided
in the National Instituteof Mental Health 1972 Com-
munity Mental Health Center Profile Package.° The
National Institute of Mental Health analysis of in-
come Sources utilized by the 10 community mental
health centers then, existing in Massachusetts made
it clear that state government funds represent a dis-
proportionately high revenue source. here; mental
health centers in other states derivaproportionatal
more of their income from federal staffing greCnts
and local government. Furthermmore, reimburse-
ments from patient fees and third -party paymen
are low not only in Massachusetts but ih other states
as well. Nationally, income from third-party in-
surance averages 7.6 percent; ,but in Massa-
chusetts it is only 2.3 percent. Income from
Medicaid nationally averages 5.8 percent yet in
Massachusetts it is 1.4 percent. Nationally, income
from patient fees is four percent while in Massa-
chusetts it is 0.6 percent.' Furthermore, in Massa-
chusetts virtually no income is derived yet from
federal General Revenue Sharing Funds for any
human services including mental health.

A variety of steps have been taken in this state to
diversify funding so that state go,vernment need not

$ 1,651,000 89,0
173,000 9.0
32,000 2.0

$ 1,856,000 100.0

assume 'such a heavy share of mental health
program funding. A number of catchment areas
have applied for and received federal staffing grants
for adult and/or children's services although we are
still below the national average, in this regard. (Since
this support is time limited, its temporary nature
'must be considered.) Efforts at "generating ad-
di ional third-party reimbursements also have been
ignificant and now are strebsea by the Natiorals,

Institute of Mental H9alth.

The following is a partial listing of major thlird-party
fundinsources:°
1. Medicare (Title XVIII of the Social Security Act

for, those over age 65). Hospital insurance
provides partial coverage for inpatient care in a
general hospital, psychiatric hospital, or an ex-
tended care facility up to an annual nominal
limit. Mental illness is discriminated against\
compared to other diagnoses. Supplementary '
medical insurance covers physicians' services
for inpatient care.

2. Medicaid (Title XIX of the Social Security Act for
children and those over 65 whose Medicare
benefits have been terminated). Ambulatory

' Basgd upon data assembled by Mark McGrath, Special. Executive Assistant to the Commissioner, Massachusetts Department of Mental
Health.

2 Does not include retardation services.

' Administrative costs are distributed on a prorated basis among the services.

Includes positions at state hospital unit serving area.

' Unfilled positions.

Survey of State and Regional Data, Federally Funded Community Mental Health Centerg of 1972. Survey and Reports Branch; Division of
Biometry; National Institute of Mental Health. June 1974.

7 Report of the Special Senate Committee on Mental Hospital Accreditation, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, January, 1975. P. 10.

. ' National Institute of Mental Health. Multiple source funding and management of community mental health facilities. Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare Publication No. (HSM) 73-9055.
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Table 4-3. Fiscal Year 1975 Appropriations for Mental Health: Selected
Services and Per Capita Fiscal, Analyses for Nine Areas'

Catchment Area
DMH DMH

State Hospitals Community DMH
(O1-02)2 Services' Per Capita' Other' Total'

(in $ 000's) (in $ 000's) (In $ 000's) (in $ 000's)
1. Bay Cove (Tufts)
2. Boston University
3. Cambridge-Somerville

19. Newton-Wellesley-Weston
20. Blackstone Valley
21. Franklin- Hampthire

37. Tri-City
38. Danvers-Salem
39. Eastern Middlesex

Total
Per Capita'

$ 504 $ 790 $ 17.90 $ 1,811 $ 3,368 $ 38.71
737 389 19.82 1,761 4,060 35.00

2,083 459 17.52 2,310 5,621 29.74

822 332 9.27 947- 2,152 16.55
891 243 15.76 86 2,121 16.44

1,115 215 .10.51_ 792 2,211 16.38

1,314 212 9.71 147 1,730 10.61
963 264 9.06 97 1,366 9.76
3162 144 5.37 369 976 8.64

services to Medic id clients eje reimbursable
when provided by approved staff in certified
mental health clinics. Inpatient services to
Medicaid clients also are reimbursable.
Coverage is similar to any health diagnosis.

CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and Medical Pro-
gram of ,the Uniformed Services). A broad in-
surance program i%..provided active and retired
members of the uniformed services and their
dependents, including outpatient care.

4. Federal Employee Health Benefit Program.
Mental health benefits, including owtpatient
care, aiLe provided federal employees as part of
this substantial insurance coverage.

5. Private and Commercial Insurers,. A number of
private insurance plans for many years have in-
cluded optional mental health benefits. (About
two-thirds of hospital insurance coverage in-
cludes some coverage for mental illness.) Effec-
tive January 1, 1976 all private and commercial
insurance carriers will be required by Massa-
chusetts legislative statute to provide psy-
chiatric benefits to medical and surgical "in-

surance policy-holders. Benefits will include up
to $5!0 annually in outpatient care. Similar re-
quirements for alcoholism also will go into effect
on the same date. Since Blue Cross/Blue Shield
is the major insurer of Massachusetts residents,
this change could significantly increase third-
party revenues.

-6. Title XX, of the Social Security Act. This Act
provides for grants to states for services.
Recipients of income maintenance payments
providedunder both Title IV-A (Aid to Families
with Dependent Children) and Title XVI (Sup=
plementary Security Income for aged, blind,
and disabled individuals.) as well. as persons
who meet an income test are now 'eligible for a
wide range of social services. Program
categories include counseling and protective
services to help improve independent. func -.
tioning and enrich social relationships, home-
maker services to prevent family disruption,
services to the mentally retarded and their
families making them capable .of self-support
and independent living, rehabilitative services,
etc. In certain instances services can be pro-

' Data excerpted from Massachusetts Department of Mental Health Memorandum prepared. by William Goldman, M.D. and Mark
McGrath, March 18, 1975, "Per Capita Fiscal Analysis of Actual Area and Regional Expenditures for Fiscal Year 1974 and Appropriations"
for Fiscal Year 1975 for mental health services."

Department of Mental Health. Money from state hospital 01-02): Department of Mental Health money from state hospital, combined
sataries of permanent and temporary positions.

' Department of Mental Health. Money from 5 x 21: Department of Mental Health money appropriated for community services.

!Department of Mental Health Per capita. Includes not or:fly-funds for state hospitals and community services but also Drug Rehabilitation
contracts, 314(D) awards, and Central Office training grafts.

5 Other: Includes all federal money awarded to mental health facilities or programs In an area; all town or city money as well as private
contributions, fees, community partnership matches, etc.; and, all other state money or money collected by state agencies to Depart-
ment of Mental Health in an area, i.e. Department of Public Welfare, Department of Public Health, LEAA, Office For Children., etc.

Total money: All department of Mental Health, federal, other state, local, and private .1oney.
3

' Total money per capita: Per capita by area cifall Department of Mental Health federtil, other state, local and private money.
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vided the extended family when the services are
iritegrakto the treatment plan and directly assist
the patient.

7, Other Revenue Sources. Additional revenue
sources used by agencies include patient fees,
income from investments, contributions, sup-
port from United Ways and foundations,
membership dues, rental fees, fees for sery
and research and training grants. The oad
range of alternative funding sources is ava able

4 more readily to voluntary nonprofit than public
or profit - making organizations.

Even when available, the growing volume of non-
public "reimbursement" dollars is not fully utilizable
by public mental health programs. Current ad-
ministrative practice requires that such monies be
returned to the state's General Fund rather than be-
ing retained by the Department of Mental Health;
repeated efforts to modify this policy have been un-
successful. Although the Department's doRumenta-
tion of dollars reimbursed to the state for-inpatient
services has permitted some expansion of such
programs, documentation is still weak--regarding
reimbursements received for ambulatory and
day /evening treatment services..

Another issue associated with the collection of third-
party reimbursement is The frequent requirement by
insurance carriers that prescribed staffing stan-

O
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dards and clinical practices be maintained even
though program directors may deem them inap-
propriate. For example, there is much controversy
as to whether referral and regular supervision' by a
physician is always clinically necessary, or whether
it simply-constitutes prOfessional "featherbedding."
There is increasing agreement that physicians need

- not supervise all cases;. to require it unnecessarily
inflates treatment costs. Programs anticipating"
significant funding through third-party reimburse-
ments should, nevertheless, be familiar with criteria
established by the Joint Commission on Hospital
Accreditation, They now cover alcoholism and retar-
dation programs and intermediate care facilities as
well.

Finally, it should be recognized that in the near
future the most likely source of funding for non-
traditional, nonheaith community residences and
other transitional services are state appropriations
to the Department of Mental Health. In general,
-however, since total public funding is likely to grow
at a minimal rate through the remainder of this
decade, it is imperative that existing funds be
redeployed for 'these purposes to the maximal
degree possible. Almost the only mental health
funding source relevant for this use is the category
of adult inpatient allocations, and such redeploy-
ment already is being suggested by the Department
in its budget for, Fiscal Year 1976.
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Appendix, 1NUk Force on Communty Mental Health
Program Components

Co- Chairmen: Gerald L. Klerma, M.D.
Herbert C. ScI4berg,r,,

Jerry Cowan, M,D.
W. Robert burtis, M.S.
Diane Daugaweet
Katherine Dyer, A.C.S.W.
Gilbert Foss
Lois Geremonte, R.N., M.S.
James Gorman, M.S.W.
Barbara Hoffman, Ph.D.

Lee Macht, M.D.
Mary Morrow
James M. Pisciotta, A.C.S.W.
Stanley Rosenzweig, Ph.D.
Eleanor Seaton, B.A.
Richard Stratton, M.S.W.
Alice Stueks, R.N., M.S.
Donald Taylor, M.S.S.S.

Barbara Wallen
June Wolff, R.N.

Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center
. United Community Planning Corporation

Liberty Street Associates
Taunton Area Mental Health and Retardation Program
Mental Patients Liberation Front
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Mental Patients Liberation Front
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Massachusetts Department of 'Mental Health
Blackstone Valley Area Mental Health and

Retardation Program
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Mental Patients Liberation Front
United Community Planning Corporation
Veterans Administration Outpatient Clinic, Boston
Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center
Worcester State Hospital
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Boston University Area Mental Health and

Retardation Program
Mental Patients Li6eration Front
Tufts Community Mental Health Program °

Committee on Ambulatory Care
Convener: Lois Geremonte, R.N., M.S. Massachusetts Department of Mental Health

Marion W. Crampton, O.T.R.
Frederick Hinman, M.D.
Lee Macht, M.D.
James M. Pisciotta, A.C.S.W.
June Wolff, R.N.

Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Taunton Area Mental Health and Retardation Program
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
United Community Planning Corpora 'on.
Tufts Community Mental Health Pr gd ram

Committee on Area Program Administration
Convener: Eleanor Seaton, B.A. Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center

David Allen, M.D.
Theodore I. Anderson, M.D.
Jerry Cowan, M.D.
Jay Fenton, B.S.
James Gorman, M.S.W.
Barbara Hoffman, Ph.D.

smes M. Pisciotta, A.C.S.W,.
Donald Taylor, M.S.S.S:

Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Nasssachusetts Department of Mental Health
Liberty Street Associates
Greater Lynn Community Mental Health Center
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Blackstone Valley Area Mental Health and

Retardation Program
United Community Planning Corporation
Boston ,University Area Mental Health and

Retardation Program

Committee on Community Residences, Social Rehabilitation, and
Vocational Rehabilitation
Convener: Richard D. Budson, M.D.

Emily M. Barclay, M.P.H.
Tema G. Carter, Ph.D.

Sterling I. colten, Ed.D.

McLean Hospital

Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Northeastern University
Taunton. State Hospital
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Jerry Cowan, M.D.
Margaret J. Dwinell, M.S.S.S.
Beverly H. Paoli, M.A.
Gary D. Jos low, M.Ed.
Mandy Martin, B.A.
Dennis McCrory, M.D.
Eugene Nigro, A.C.S.W.
Jessie Sargent
Robert Schueler, B.A.

Liberty Street Associates
Center Club
Rutland Corner House
Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Dover, Massachusetts
Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center

Committee on Consultation and Education .

Convener: Herbert C. Schulberg, Ph.D. United Comrrfunity Planning Corporation

Raquel E. Cohen, M.D.
Sandra Rasmussen, Ph.D. Massachusetts Department of Mental Health

Committee on Day/Evening Treatment
Convener: Austin Lawrence, A.C.S.W. Masschusetts Department of Mental Health

Leland Bradbard, Ph.D.
Stanley Rosenzweig, Ph.D.
Richard S atton, M.S.W.
Alice Stuek , .N., M.S.
Patricia Warsa

Harvard Medical School

Ct

Veterans Administration Outpatient Clinic, Boston
Veterans Administration Outpatient Clinie,.Boston.
Worcester State Hospital
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health'
Erich Lindemann Mental Health Center

Committee on Emergency Services
Convener: Katherine Dyer, A.C.S.W.

William Ackerly, M.D.
John Collins, M.Ed.
Diane Daugaweet
Monica Dickens
Jackson Dillon, M.D.
Gilbert Foss
Ann Fried, M.S.W.
Lois Gehrman, M.A.
Joan Glasser
Michael Gregory, M.R.P.
Jon Gudeman, M.D.
Keri Holland, M.A.
Susan Holland, R.N.
Frances Lenehan, R.N., B.S.
Phillip Lenz, B.A.
David Lescohier, M.S.W., M.P.H.
David Rioux,M.Ed.
Gershen Rosenblum., Ph.D.

Peter Ryder, M.D.

ComMittee on Inpatient Cai(e
Conveners: W. Robert Curtis, M.S.

. Diane Daugaweet

Patricia Andrade, R.N.
Barbara Cole, M.Ed.
Clifton Emery, Ed.D.
Anita Fine, R.N.
Flora Gaudes, R.N.
James Gorman, M.S.W.
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Massachusetts Department of Mental Health

Somerville Mental Health Center
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Mental Patients Liberation Front
The Samaritans
Greater Lynn Community Mental Health Center
Mental Patients Liberation Front
Family Service Association of Greater Boston
Boston Children's Service Association
Mental Patients Liberation Front
Health Planning Council for Greater Boston
Massachusetts Mental Health Center
Westfield Area Mental Health Program
Westfield Area Mental Health Program
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Massachusetts General. Hospital
Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare
Health Planning Council of Greater Bqston
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health,

Region V
Massachusetts Mental' Health Center

Ta on Area Meptal Health and Retardation Program
Me al Patients Itiberation Front

Corr an Mental Health Center
Executivd Office of Human Services
Taunton State Hospital
Corrigan Mental Health Centet
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
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\ Janice Hinkle, M.A.
John B. Hudson, Ph.D.

James T. Kane, M.S.W.
Robert M. Kaplan, M.D.

Dan Kesselbrenner
Robert McGowan, M.A.
Norma Qhfearne, R.N.
Mary Raffini

Barbara Waiken
RonaldC. Werner, S.T.M.

<IL

Taunton Area Mental Health and Retardation Program
Northeastern Unversity (Formerly of Brockton

Multi-Service Center)
Foxboro-Attleboio Area Mental Health Program
MassachUsetts Department of Mental;,, ealth,

Region VII
Mental Patients Liberation Front
Taunton Area Mental Health Program
Taunton Ariia Mental Health Program
Mental Patients Liberation Front; Elizabeth

House
Mental Patients Liberatidn Front
Taunton Area Mental Health Program
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